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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

T. 3. Eliot has been acknowledged a® "a poet of spiritual 

experience.1,1 In his early poetry, however> he does not evi-

dence a belief "in an absolute spiritual reality."2 One of 

the vital studies in til® Eliot corpus, therefore, is to ob-

serve, and hence be aware of, hie change from scepticism to 

Christian belief. This thesis will concern itself with the 

development of the religious thought of Eliot as it is ex-

pressed in his poetry and plays. 

Although the term "religious" could refer to many reli-

gions, religion for Eliot cane to mean Christianity.^ This 

thesis will limit itself primarily to the development of his 

religious thought as It relates to Christianity. Other reli-

gious Influences will be introduced if they have a modifying 

or possible modifying effect upon his grasp of Christianity 

as it is commonly understood. This will be a vital point to 

ti^from hmnfaSm m Mm£'gHtwwufr (prihcetoi 

2Kristian Smidt, Poetry and Belief in the Work of T. 8* 
Eliot (London, 196l), p. 122. 

m§,m 

^T. S. Eliot, "The Humanism of Irving Babbitt," Selected 
e o T T . S, Elliot (New York, 1950), p. 427. 
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watch because it has been suggested that in Four Quarteta es-

pecially, Eliot may have gone beyond Christianity.2* 

A number of factors would have simplified an attempt to 

follow the development of his religious ideas. The task would 

have been aintplifled if Eliot had purposely left behind more 

autobiographical detail. C. S. Lewis, for example, a contem-

porary professor and poet, wrote an autobiography of his 

early years up to the time of his conversion in a volume en-

titled Surprised by Joy. Eliot, on the other hand, made 

little effort to leave autobiographical information behind 

and even stated in his will that there was to be no official 

biography.5 His poetry and prose and information from friends 

who knew him must be, therefore, the primary sources for 

gleaning material for this undertaking. 

In addition to more autobiographical detail, less trouble-

some times would have diminished the measure of difficulty in 

discovering his religious development. His efforts to capture 

the complex times in which he lived, as well as his own ex-

periences in those times, negate the possibility of an easily 

understood poetry, no matter how lucidly it is set forth. In 

^Neville Braybrooke, T. S. Eliot: A Critical Essay 
(Grand Rapids, 1967), p. 4B7 ~~ 

5lbid., p. 42. "Lewis and T. S. Eliot met one another 
for the first time In 1961 at Lambeth Palace where they worked 
together on the Archbishops of Canterbury and York's Commis-
sion for the Revision of the Psalter." (C, S. Lewis, Chris 
tian Reflections, edited and arranged by Walter Hooper (G: 
Rapids, 1967), p. xiJi) 
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explaining the metaphysical poets, Eliot also revealed his 

own alms: 

It is not a permanent necessity that poets should 
be Interested in philosophy, or in any other subject. 
We can only amy that it appears likely that poets in our 
civilization, as It exists at present, must be difficult. 
Our civilisation comprehends great variety and complexity, 
and this variety and complexity, playing upon a refined 
sensibility, must produce various and complex results. 
The poet mist become more and more comprehensive, more 
allusive, more indirect> in order to forge, to dislocate 
if necessary, language into his meaning.® 

Another factor that would have made this study not as 

demanding would have been for the poet not to have been such 

a pure poet. He always aspired, however, for poetry to be 

poetry and not something else. If he had been less of a poet 

and more of a propagandist* his worth as a poet would have 

been greatly lessened, This is a case where one is pleased 

that the task of discovering his thought is difficult, and it 

is difficult since hi® religious ideas can only be discovered 

indirectly, especially in his early poetry. His conviction 

of what poetry should be requires this. He does not think 

that poetry should set forth a belief; poetry should convey 

what it feels like to hold a particular belief.* nhzt Eliot 

himself feels is expressed by images and symbols, so that 

these images and symbols must be understood in each context 

in order to extract the Idea and observe the progression of 

thought. 

6Eliot, "The Metaphysical Poets," Selected Essays. p. 240, 

7T. S. Eliot, "The Social Function of Poetry," Og, Poetry 
and Poets (Hew York, 1964), p. 9. 
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nevertheless, despite the lack of autobiographical detail, 

despite the variety and con$>lexity of the civilisation he had 

to write about, audi despite the nature of hi® poetio expres-

sion, his voice Is present# as his essay "The Three Voice® of 

Poetry" makes clearJ 

Hi© first voice is the voice of the poet talking to 
himself—or to nobody. The second is the voice of the 
poet addressing an audience, whether large or swill, The 
third is the voice of the poet when he atteaapts to create 
a draa&tlc character speaking in verse j when he is saying, 
not what he would say in his own person, but only what he 
can say within the limits of one Imaginary character ad-
dressing another imaginary character,® 

The poet speaking to hiwelf-~t!what he would say in his own 

person"—is the authentic voice of the poet and can usually 

be discerned, even behind the mask of a Prufrock, a Oerontlon, 

or a Tireslas. All three voices, however, speaking in and 

through M s poetry and plays, should of tfeeaaelvea give suf-

ficient light on his religious development. 

The plan of this thesis 1® to proceed through his poetry i~-

and plays chronologically* Four chapters will cover the four 

periods of his life: Chapter I (1888-1920), Chapter II (1921~ 

1927), Chapter III (1927-1933), and Chapter IV (1955-1963). 

A brief biographical sketch of the inaaedi&te period to be cov-

ered will be given first, followed by the consideration of 

his poetry or plays relevant to the subject. 

The biographical sketch will help to give perspective to 

the background of the poetry. At tines biographical Information 

%llot, "The Three Voices of Poetry," <2& Poetry and Poets. 
p. 96. 
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can shed much light on the meaning of a poem. An attempt, 

however, to reconstruct the genesis of a poem or play is not 

the primary task of this paperj besides, such an endeavor of 

discovering source© the author used, when and where he wrote, 

with what purposes, and under what influences is at best only 

suggestive and aiay be completely inaccurate# C. S. Lewis made 

the following pertinent observation concerning the efforts of 

scholars to reconstruct the origin® of hie own work®* 

impression 1® that in the whole of my experience 
not one of these guesses ha® on any one point been right; 
that the method shows a record of 100 per cent failure* 
You would expect that by mere chance they would hit as 
often as they mat* But it is lay impression that they 
do no such thing.9 

A chronological approach to the development of the reli-

gion® thought of Eliot has not been done before or at least 

has not been made known and available; hence, this fact plus 

the measure of difficulty of the ta®k make® the undertaking 

necessary and important. 

S. Lewis, "Modern Theology and Biblical Criticism/' 
Christian Reflection* (Grand Rapids, 1967), pp« 139*160. 



CHAPTER II 

THE NOKRELIOIOUS THOUGHT 

Tills opening chapter will trace the development of the 

poet'* religious thought during the first thirty-two years of 

M s life, frca hla birth in St. Louis on S&ptwttmr 26, 1888, 

to hla publication of ?oem§ In London In 1920. Since it cover® 

such a lengthy period, it must of necessity be highly selec-

tive ̂ covering only those aspects of Eliot's background, In-

fluences, and writing® that are relevant to the subject, 

Eliot lived the first seventeen years of his life at 2655 

Locust Street, St. Louie, He was the youngest of a family of 

seven, although the sixth, a daughter, died before he was bom. 

The Bllot fatally was a distinguished and a religious on®. Br. 

William Oreenleaf Eliot, Eliot1® grandfather, was a Unitarian 

minister and the Chancellor of Washington University; Or. 

Eliot's eldest son, Thomas Lamb Eliot, was a Unitarian pastor 

in Oregon; Ifenry Ware Eliot, another son and Eliot's father, 

was a successful buslnesswsmj Edward Cranch Eliot, Henry Mare 

Eliot * 8 brother, was a lawyer; Charlotte C» Bllot, Eliot's 

mother, «a® a fairly good poet; and Charles William Eliot, a 

third cousin once removed of Eliot's grandfather, was a pres-

ident of Harvard. Both the Eliot family and Eliot's maternal 

ancestors, the Stearns family, cam© from Massachusetts« When 
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the poet'is father died In 1919* Mrs. Eliot moved to Cambridge, 

Massachusetts, 

The form of religion that Sliot received in his early 

years was Unltarianisra, an extreme form of Protestant thought, 

even an extreme form of liberalism. Prledrich Schleiermacher 

(1768-1834 5, who haiS sometimes been called the father of mod-

ern liberal theology, and William Ellery Charming (1780-1342) 

were held in high esteem among the Unitarians. Dillenberger 

and Welch give the following summary of Unitarianism* 

Unitarlanlsm first appeared as a protest against 
objectionable features of the early nineteenth-century 
orthodoxies, particularly as found in the Calvinlstic 
churches. One central item of dispute was. of course, 
the doctrine of the Trinity, which the Unitarians thought 
incompatible with the unity of God# . » . But the Uni-
tarians t*ere equally concerned to protest against such 
doctrines as original sin, total depravity, infant damna-
tion, the wrath of (Sod, predestination, and traditional 
notions of the atonement. Such doctrines, they felt, 
made God immoral, violating conscience and every rational 
standard of morality, and were contrary to Mew Testament 
teaching. Christian doctrine ought instead to emphasize 
the moral perfection, the goodness and mercy of God, the 
work of Christ in leading men to a righteous life, the 
goodness of man, and the demand for true holiness of 
Christian living.1 

Eliot later realized that Unitarianiam, which was so strongly 

emphasized by his grandfather and mother, actually excluded 

itself from Christianity. Satldt quotes the following comment 

made by Eliot in the Criterion. July 1931: 

I was brought up outside the Christian Fold, in 
Unitarianism; and in the form of Unltarianism in which 
I was instructed, things were either black or white. 

3-John Dillenberger and Claude Welch, Protestant Chris -
tianity Interpreted Through Its Development (New York, 19l>4), 
pp~riP^:j; ' ~" ™ "" 
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The Son and the Holy Ohost were not believed In, cer-
tainly; but they were entitled to respect as entities in 

which many other people believed. 

Eliot's background was also Influenced by a slight ad-

mixture of Catholicism. He told Smidt that an engraving of 

Murillo's Immaculate Conception had hung in his parents1 home 

and had made an enduring impression on his.mind, an impression 

that can be traced in Aah-Wedn^aday particularly.3 in addi-

tion, possibly the Irish nursemaid Annie Dunne, a friend of 

young Eliot, was one of the first to interest him in Cathol-

icism. It should be stressed, however, that this is a mere 

possible interest, not a belief. In the fourth "Prelude," 

written between 1911-191^ after his return from Paris, he 

seems to allude to Jesus and the Virgin Marys 
I am moved by fancies that are curled 
Around these images, and cling: 
The notion of some infinitely gentle 
Infinitely suffering thing. 

But in the following three final lines of the poem he ex-

presses a cynical revulsion to the "infinitely gentle / Infi-

nitely suffering thing": 

Wipe your hand across your mouth, and laugh; 
The worlds revolve like ancient women 
Gathering fuel in vacant lots. 

The early schooling of Eliot was in a Mrs. Lockwood's 

private school rather than in the public schools. He next 

2Smidt, Poetry ana Belief, p. J>. -̂ Ibid. 

^T. S. Eliot, The Complete Poems and Plays: 1909-1950 
(New York, 1952), p. 15. All other references to the poetry 
and plays of Eliot will be from this volume unless otherwise 
stated. 
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attended Smith Academy, a preparatory department of Washington 

University* In his last year there, he wrote his firat pub-

lished poems, which appeared In the Smith Academy Record In 

1903. Smidt wrote that he referred to them later as "verses 
v 

in the manner of Jtoii Juan, tinged with that disillusion and 

cynicism only possible at the age of sixteen#"5 |fc entered 

Harvard in 1906, taking his A.B. degree in 1909, his M. A, in 

1910, and after a year at the Sorbonne, working toward his 

Ph.D. from 1911 to 1914. 

In his undergraduate study at Harvard he continued his 

studies in Greek, Latin, and French, took two years of German, 

and studied Italian, especially In connection with the re-

quirement to read Dante's Divine Comedy in the original, It 

1® important to mention hie language study because this study 

will take him into literature that will prove influential upon 

his life. Hit had been taught Greek and Latin previously at 

Smith Academy. Howarth recapitulates in the following the 

poet's program in the classical courses: 

Out of the eighteen courses which made up his under-
graduate program, seven were classical. He took Greek 
literature in his first year; Greek literature, Greek 
prose composition, the history of ancient art, and the 
history of ancient philosophy in his second; and two 
Latin literature courses, a general view of the '><->© try, 
and the Roman novel, in his third. 

Concerning Italian, Howarth has mentioned, as other critics 

-•Saldt, Poetry and Belief, p. 7. 

^Herbert Howarth, Notes on gome Figures Behind T. S 
Eliot (Boston, 1964), 'p.do. ~~ 
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have pointed out, that the poet's Interest in Dante can be re-

lated to the Harvard tradition.? Beginning with Ticknor in 

1819 and following with Longfellow, Lowell, and Charles Eliot 

Norton, these professors took their students into European 

literature, and at the center of the teaching was Dante. It 

was at Harvard that Eliot began to puzzle out the Italian of 

t h e Divine Comedy. His first published essay on Dante ap-

peared in The Sacred Wood in 1920, the second was Issued by 

Faber on September 27th, 1929, and a third was delivered in a 

talk at the Italian Institute, London, on July 4th, 1950. In 

the 1930 essay, "What Dante Means to Me," he said, ". . . I 

still, after forty years, regard this poetry as the most per-
O 

sistent and deepest influence upon ray own verse. . . . 

Although the influences upon Eliot were many at Harvard, 

at least some of the other ones relevant to our subject should 

be introduced at this time, especially a transforming book 

and three professors: Irving Babbitt, George Santayana, and 

Josiah Royce. Concerning the book, Howarth mentions the dis-

covery: "In December 1908, Eliot had made a transforming dis-

covery, by picking up, in the Library of the Harvard Union, 

Arthur Symons' book on The Symbolist Movement in Literature."9 

Through this book Eliot was introduced to Laforgue and other 

7Ibid,, p. 72. 

®T. S. Eliot, "What Dante Means to Me," To Criticize the 
Critic (New York, 1965), p. 125-

^Howarth, Figures Behind T. S. Eliot, p. 10j5. 
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writers such aa Rimbaud, Verlaine, and Corbiere. It was 

Laforgue who taught Eliot the colloquial style of writing. 

Laforgue did not influence the religious thought of Eliot but 

his manner of writing. The mannerisms of Laforgue, however, 

were abandoned before he wrote " G e r o n t i o n . A more enduring 

influence upon Eliot was Irving Babbitt, Professor of French 

Literature. Smidt stated that Professor Babbitt was "far and 

away the most important influence in his Harvard days. . . . 

He was an anti-romanticist and believed in classicism and 

tradition; he was also a humanist, and one wonders how strongly 

this humanism influenced the poet in these formative years. 

Smidt also made some penetrating comments concerning Eliot and 

his reaction to Babbitt's humanism: 

The main subject on which the disciple was later to 
differ from the master was that of humanism. Babbitt, 
for all his abhorrence of eccentric individualism or 
sloppy enthusiasms, was an idealistic believer in human 
nature, its power to keep itself under an "inner check" 
and the possibility of creating a sound society by ra-
tional discipline. Eliot may have absorbed these views 
at first, but he later found them incompatible with 
Christian orthodoxy. He underwent a similar revulsion 
with regard to Babbitt1s interest in primitive Buddhism.Xd 

Eliot studied philosophy under Professor Santayana on both an 

undergraduate and graduate level. Santayana was sceptical and 

"regarded systems of philosophy as inventions for evading the 

absurdity of the world, an absurdity which he accepted 'compul-

sorlly and satirically,'" and he "early rejected the dogmas 

-^Grover Smith, Ti. SL, Eliot' s Poetry and Plays; A 
Study In Sources and Meaning (Chicago, 196X77 p. 29. 

11Smidt, Poetry and Belief, p. 12. 12Ibid., p. 13. 
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of M s Church*"*5 Another Harvard Professor of Philosophy 

was Joslah Royce, under whom Eliot was led to talc® an interest 

In P. H. Bradley, "In the field of philosophy," wrote Smidt, 

"Bradley was incomparably the most important influence on 

Sliot."*^ Eliot absorbed fithlcal Studies (lb76), The Prin-

ciples of Logic {1885) and Appearance and Reality (16955 * and 

wrote his dissertation on Bradley and Meinong. Smidt has 

given an excellent summary of Bradley's religious beliefst 

In religion Bradley is a complete sceptic. "Like 
morality," he says, "religion is not ultimate. It is 
a mere appearance, and is therefore inconsistent with 
itself." "Religion,11 he goes on, "naturally implies a 
relation between Man and God, Mow a relation always 
• « , la aelf-contradietoi^r." Man, on the on® hand, i® 
a finite subject, yet, on the other hand, apart from 
Qodt he la merely an abstraction* Qod. again 18 a finite 
object. But sundered from relations God la emptiness.1^ 

Eliot's own beliefs are disclosed in hi® dissertation, 

Knowledge and gxperlenoe in the Philosophy of ?, fl,. Bradley, 

A brief analysis of the essence of the thought of the disser-

tation should be given at this time in order to show what 

Eliot will be thinking about and working on between approxi-

mately 1911 and April of 1916, when it wa» completed* Hi® 

interpretation of Immediate experience necessitates the idea 

that man 1® inescapably excluded from absolute experience. 

Everything, from one point of view, 1® eubjective; and every-

thing, from another point of view, ia objective! and there ia 

no absolute point of view from which a decision may be 

2?Howarth, Figures Behind T\ S«_ Eliot, pp. 84-83. 

^Smidt, Poetry and Belief, p. 13. -^Ibld., p. 160. 
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pronounced," wrote Eliot. Since there Is no absolute point 

of view, then all positions are only relatively true according 

to the individual experience of each person or finite center, 

Eliot says, there foi*e, " . . . what la subjective is the whole 

world—the whole world as it is for me—which, because it is 

(for me) the whole world, cannot be contrasted with anything 

else o b j e c t i v e . I n the notes to The Waste Land. Eliot 

quotes Bradley's Appearance and Reality concerning the sound-

ness of subjectivisms 

My external sensations are no less private to my-
self than are m§sr thought® or feeling® • In either case 
my experience falls within my own circle, a circle closed 
on the outside; and; with all its eleaenfca alike, every 
sphere is opaque to the others which surround i t . . . . 
In brief, regarded as an existence which appears in a 
soul, the whole world for each is peculiar and private 
to that soul,lt5 

Eliot tjoes on to say, "And outside of the objectivity of ob-

jects appearing to finite centres, there is no objectivity at 

all. . .so far as experiences go," he continues, ,sw© 

nay be said in a sense to live each in a different world."20 

" . . . reality exists only through its appearances" and there 

is a ,s. . . circle described about each point of view»"21 

loSliot, Kn^XP^m ^ J 5 S S W & B £ & J & & & ffoUfrftOPfaf OL 
F. II. Bradley (London, 1964), pp. 21, 22. 

17Ibid., p. 24. 

l6Sliot, "Notes on 'The Waste L a n d , T h e Collected t'oaas 
Z3SZSĤ  p * * 
ly£liot. Knowledge and Experience . p* 141. 

2QIbld., p. 149. 21Ibid., pp. 40, 141. 
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Eliot's philosophy Is certainly one of the explanations for 

the fragmentation, disorders and loneliness of the isolated 

ego® of his early poetxv. However firmly he may have held 

Unitarianism, his only faith now is £ sceptical subjectivism, 

a philosophy which is far removed from the objective and ab-

solute reality of Christianity that he will ultimately accept. 

Before Eliot took up hia work toward the Ph.D. at Har-

vard, he spent the year of 1910-1911 in France and in Paris, 

where he took private French lessons from Alain-Fournier, and 

courses at the Sorbonne. Vfhen he attended Bergson's lectures 

at the Sorbonne, he underwent, m Eliot called it in A. Sermon 

(1948)., "a temporary conversion to 3er&sonism. "22 While in 

Paris, he was also attracted to the French poets, especially 

Baudelaire, who of all the French writers had the deepest in-

fluence on Eliot.25 It was also in 1910 that he first read 

Charles-Louis Philippe's Bubu de Montparnaaae, a novel that 

supplied Eliot with imagery for the third of the "Preludes, 

which was written in Paris.2** 

In looking back over his early years before 191^ one 

finds that both the Unitarian doctrines and much of the lit-

erature that he was studying ran counter to the Christianity 

that he later accepted. The thought of his New England 

22Smifit, Poetry and Belief, p. 17. 

2%allace Fowlie, "Baudelaire and Elioti Interpreters 
of their Age," T. S. Eliot: The Man and His Work, edited by 
Allen Tate {HeWxork,* 1§66 J. 

240rover Smith, Ts. 3a Eliot'a Poetry P- 20• 
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Puritan heritage, the religious ideal® of his own family, and 

the optimism of men like Babbitt were certainly being ques-

tioned by this young poet, who was without a sure objective 

reality to stabilize him. He was indeed in the throes of 

scepticism. The most evident indication of this scepticism 

viCUB the poetry which he wrote during this periods 1909-1911 • 

This poetry, which will be considered at this time, was pub-

lished, along with his six 1915 Oxford poems, under one cover 

in a slim book, Prufrock and Other Observations, by the Egoist 

Press in the eiaaraer of 1917. According to Qrover Smith# this 

early poetry contains "the themes of dejection in solitude 

and grief for the unattainability of an ldea.u^5 

The approach to his early poetry will be different from 

that to much of his remaining poetry because his early poetry 

has little religious thought to introduce; it is non-Christian 

poetry with a vision about things Irrelevant and unrelated# 

Individual poem, therefore# will not be separately analysed 

in detail. An excellent chronology of these early published 

poems is given by Smidts 

The following poems of the Prufrock collection (1917) 
seem to have been composed before 19121 "Conversation 
G&lante" (1909), "Portrait of a Lady" (1910), "Preludes" 
(1910), "Rhapsody on a Windy Night" (1910), "The Love 
Song of J, Alfred Prufrock" (1910-11), "La Figlla che 
Piange" (1911). The remaining poems of the collection 
would have been composed in 1915-2t> 

Eliot doe® two things in this poetry; he indirectly re-

veals—not intentionally—his own self through the imaginary 

g5ibld., p. 25* 2^Smldt, Poetry and Belief, p. 18. 
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characters he "jreat.ee, and he reveals the condition of eon-

temporary life as he sees it, Elisabeth Drew contends, as do 

many other critics, that 'both the poet and contemporary so-

ciety are in his poetry; "The early poem show us 'the im~ 

flianse panorama of futility and anarchy which is contemporary 

history,f and the condition of the poet as a part of it. For 

he differs from others in the same environment only in his 

awareness of his p l i g h t . T h e poet is part of contemporary 

life and is aware of it. This la a vital point to substantiate 

because it helps to explain his increasing search for something 

that -will bring order to hia present chaotic state. In ''East 

CoUer" he expressed this fact tliat only those who realize they 

are sick will seek out a physician who will help them: 

Our only health is the disease 
If we obey the d^ing nurse 
Whose constant care is not to please 
But to remind of our, and Adam's curse, 
And that, to be restored, our sickness 

must grow worse,2" 

Eliot' a "The Penaeea of Pascal (1931) is a key essay to de-

scribe this sequence that leads to faith: 

The Christian thinker—and I mean the man who is 
trying consciously and conscientiously to explain to him-
self the sequence which culminates in faith, rather than 
the public apologist—proceeds by rejection and elimina-
tion. He finds the world to be so and so; he find© its 
character inexplicable by any non-religious theory; 
among religions he finds Christianity, and Catholic 
Christianity, to account most satisfactorily for the 
world and especially for the moral world within; and 

^Elizabeth Drew, Sllot: The Design o£ His f>o.©try 
(New York, 1949), pp. 31-32. 

2%liot, The Complete Poems and Plays, p. 127. 
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thus, by what Newman calls "powerful and concurrent" 
reasons, he finds himself inexorably committed to the 
dogma of the Incarnation. To the unbeliever, this method 
seems disingenuous and perverse? for the unbeliever is, 
at a rule, not so greatly troubled to explain the world 
to himself, nor so greatly distressed by its disorder; 
nor is he generally concerned (in modern terras) to "pre-
serve values. "*9 

This period of the post's life precedes the final stage of 

scepticism that culminates in his faith in Christianity. 

Eliot's own person will be considered first in relation 

to his religious thought# and then, briefly# In relation to 

his description of contemporary society, "The Love Song of 

J. Alfred Frufrook" is probably the best poem of the group and 

is representative of the others. Prufrock, wrote Kenner, is 

"a name plus a Voice," !ta possible zone of consciousness," 

"the generic Eliot character,And yet, according to 

Stephen Spender, a lady who knew Eliot well from 1913 onwards 

said the characters of his early poetry were not Eliott "They 

were characters in a scene which he thought represented what 

life was like*Outwardly the characters would be unlike 

Eliot, but inwardly what they thought and felt was probably 

close to Eliot's own thoughts and feelings. In fact, all of 

the associations of the poetry would only be known by Eliot 

himself, as Smldt has so wisely observed} 

29Eliot, "The Perigees of Pascal," Selected Essays, 
p. 360„ 

2°Hugh Kenner, The Invisible Poet (New York, 1964), 
pp. 40-41. 

^Stephen Spender, "Remembering Eliot, M 3U. Au Eliots 
The Man and His Work, edited by Allen Tate, p. 587 
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What often constitutes a difficulty to the readers 
of Eliot's poetry Is the fact that the associations are 
not Just those of the fictitious characters of the poems* 
If Eliot had eimply invented a stream of consciousness 
for Prufrock or Qerontion he might have made all of it 
psychologically quit© plain. But the associations are 
obviously his awn, and sometimes tgo private to be com-
pletely intellible to the reader.-* 

Prufrock la a tragic figure, and it is appropriate, con-

sequently, that the epigraph of the poem is about a man in 

Dante1 a Inferno. Canto XXVII is about Quido da Montefeltro, 

a Franciscan, who is being punished for giving fraudulent ad-

vice at the Instigation of a great priest. He confesses to 

abusing his intellect for practicing tricks and undercover 

ways j 

Oil accorgiraent e le coperte vie 
lo seppl tutte; e si menai lor arte, 

Ch' al fine della terra 11 suono uscie.35 

Prufrock also abuses his intellect, only in a different i*ayi 

he engages in romantic daydreaming. His ideal is a perfect 

relationship between the sexes * The poem is about a sensi-

tive person's frustrating desire to attain to his illusory 

notion of love: 
I have heard the mermaids singing, each to each 
I do not think that they will sing to «e.5^ 

This frustration is heightened by his timidity and lack of 

"*2Smidt, Poetry and Belief, pp. 132-133. 

^Dante Alighieri, Inferno. Vol. I of The Divine Cc 
translated,into blank verse by Louis Biancoili, 3"volsV (Hew 
York, 1966), p. 112. All other references from The Divine. 
Comedy will be from this work. 

^4Eliot, The Collected Poems and Flays, p. 7. 
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confidence even to attempt a goal lea® than Ideals 

In the room the womencoiae and go 
Talking of Michelangelo,35 

Her® is the agony for physical love beyond hi® attainment but 

not beyond his desire * Hi® hell is hi® passionate desire for 

unattainable ideals. "The Love Song" is a tragic satire be-

cause there lis neither love nor song for Prufrock in the 

singing that he hear®. When he awakes out of hi® daydreaming, 

he experiences the sensation of drowning because he is unable 

to cope with the facts of life as he sees thems 

We have lingered in the chambers of the sea 
% sea-girls wreathed with seaweed red and brown 
Till husiait voices wake us, and we drown* 

The Hell of "Prufrock" 1# a state of life on earth, Just as 

the Purgatory of Agjh Wednesday is for the most part a dif-

ferent plane of life on earth* and the Paradise of Four 

Quartets is the highest level of living on earth, Prufrock'® 

frustrated life Is a hell on earth. 

It stay be difficult to eiapathlsse with this odd character 

In his dilemma since It does not seen tragic enough. Bis 

frustrations may even strike one as humorous, as when Pru-

frock thinks about what to say to the woman he contemplates 

visitingi 

Shall I say, I have gone at dusk through narrow streets 
And watched the smoke that rises from the pipes 
Of lonely men in shirt-sleeves, leaning out of windowsf̂ 7 

Be has actually done these things, but if he told her, she 

35ibld,, p. hi, ^Ibld.. p. 7, 37Ibld., p. 3* 
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would consider him ridiculous indeed,. In The Elder Statesman, 

Lord Claverton5 as explanation of his faults to Charles help® 

us to realize that Prufroek' s oddities may not 13® so strung© t 

It's hard to make other people realize 

The magnitude of things that appear to them petty.™ 

"Portrait of a Lady" (1910) Is a description of four en-

counter® between a young man and the lady during a year's 

time and of the ma's gradual attest to disentangle himself 

fro® any obligation to her. The dash after "committed" in 

the epigraph suggests that he has wronged her in some way. 

Grover Santh mentions a plausible solutions 
% penetrating to the depth® of the lady'a lonely 

and empty life, the young man has committed a psycholog-
ical rapei this 1® far worse than fornication, for he 
has not respected her human condition.*9 

The poem, however, does not seem to condemn the young man in 

any way. nevertheless, neither the woman nor the young man 

have'experienced a satisfactory love relationship. In addi-

tion, both suffer from boredom and loneliness. This theme of 

loneliness is not only personal with Bliot but also part of 

the human condition) it will become one of the main themes of 

his poetry, The woman Is mistaken when she thinks he is her 

friend, for he says to himself, "I keep ay countenance, / I 

remain self-possessed" (p. 10) . 

Inhere Is something seriously wrong with this young man, 

S, Eliot, The Uder Statesman (Itew York, 1959), 
p. 110. 

>%rover Smith, Kl^f,'! Poetry. §n& Plays, p. 14. 
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as with Prufrock, which lies below the surface. This mars 

raay think h® is self-possessed, but he does not have a mind 

of his owns he is unable to distinguiah between right and 

wrong. To him there are no objective saoral valuea to stabi-

lise him becauae everything is in a state of change; he doea 

not even have a eoul since he hat denied its reality* The 

influence of P. H. Bradley and the ®reek philosophy of Epi-

curus and Lucretius was strong in the poet*® life at this 

time# Sraidt condenses the essence of Bradley's thought about 

the soul in the following* "Change—in time, space or olroun-

stanoes—alters the identity and proves the unreality of what-

ever is subject to itj •whether ideas, persons# or object*. 

In "Rhapsody on a Windy Night" the speaker says* 

So the hand of the child, automatic„ 
Slipped out and pocketed a toy that was running 

along the quay* 
1 could see nothing behind that child's eye.41 

the child functions automatically* without volition. It has , 

no more personality than the cat and crab mentioned in the 

same context. In the fourth "Prelude" the man's soul i» a 

mere collection of anxious ingressions which will soon fade 

away* 

Hie soul stretched tight across the skies 
that fade behind a city block, 
Or trailed by insistent feet . 
At four and five and six o'clock.1*® 

^Sraidt, Poetry abO. Be,lief, p. 123. 

4lEiiot, sm minm fz$m sm nm> p. 15. 

P* *3. 
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In the Preludes there does not seem to be a living entity 

moving toward a meaningful goal. Almost all of the early 

poems end bleakly* 

Epicurus and Lucretius held that the soul was made up of 

atom coiSbined by chance. Shis in similar to Eliot's view of 

the soul in the third "Prelude"s 

You dozed, and watched the night revealing 
The thousand sordid images . 

Of which your soul was constituted*^* 

Such a concept of the soul explain# the irrelevance and unre-

latedness of thing® since souls so constructed could only be 

superficially similar, unrelated, and meaningless. 

The vision of life in these poems la that life Is boring* 

fragmentary, and frustrating, Eliot, .however, not only re-

veals his own vision in hia early writings but also hie view 

©f contemporary life. Whether the aocial environment 1® that 

of the sophisticated or the plebeian, the environment of both 

is ugly and trivial* "Portrait of a Lady!i and "Preludes" il-

lustrate the two backgrounds# The note of despair in hia 

poetry la caused by the outer world as well as by hia inner 

world* The modem civilization of St, Louis,^ London, Pari®, 

and Marburg left him despondent. The corruption of society 

will be stressed even more in the 1920 Paeans. 

In the three year® after 1911 Eliot was engaged in his 

graduate study at Harvard, and wrote almost no poetry. After 

4?Ibld., p. 15. 

^Howarth, Figures Behind T&. S*. Eliot, pp. 42-55, 
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completing his residence work, he spent the summer in Germany, 

arid then in the autumn of 1914, after the declaration of war, 

he wnt for a year to Herton College, Oxford, a year devotee! 

to reading the Posterior Analytics with Professor Joachl*. 

On September 22, 1914., he had his first visit with Ezra Pound, 

who was to give Eliot his pergonal critical attention until 

about 1921• The following July, Eliot was married to Miss 

Vivierme Haigh-Wood, an English woman. In 1916 the Bradley 

thesis was completed, sent back to Harvard, and accepted., but 

the war prevented his return to complete the formalities for 

the degree, The following are the six poems written at Oxford 

in lyli? and included in the Prufrook collection (1917): 

'Morning at the Window,"The Boston Evening Tranacrlos," 

"Aunt Helen, " Cousin Nancy,Mr. Apolllnax," and ' Hysteria. " 

Before a brief consideration of these poems, it is of 

great importance that a few aspects of his graduate study be 

mentioned. The study of Indian Sanskrit and philosophy for 

two years with Professor Charles Lanoan was one of the sub-

jects of his graduate study that later influenced his poetry. 

The final sect-ion of The Waste Land and the middle section of 

"The Dry Salvages1: are two passages where 4llot utilizes this 

fund of knowledge, Early Sanskrit literature "is a religious 

literature, of praise, prayer, and sacrixice to the gods. 

It was through this oriental literature that allot gained 

knowledge of Buddhism, a religion with an emphasis on asceticism 

45Ibld. . p. 902, 
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and renunciation, which meant the renunciation or abandonment 

of one's household life. Another influence, mentioned pre-

viously, was Josiah Royce, Professor of the History of Philos-

ophy, Royee's The Problem of Christianity, written about the 

time of Eliot's graduate studyt clearly set forth the fact of 

man's sin and his need of atonement. This could have been 

one of the influences that brought about the gradual change 

in the poet's life following his years at Harvard, a change 

that ultimately culminated in his conversion. 

This gradual change may have had its inception at the 

time of his graduate study, and that which may be a partial 

cause of this change will be the last of the three Harvard 

influences that will be mentioned at this time. The possible 

partial cause of this change may have been his doctoral the-

sis on Bradley. In the following rather lengthy but vital 

reference, Conrad Aiken, in his Ushant. state® the fact that 

Eliot's thesis marked the most radical point that Eliot (or 

Tsetse, as Aiken called him) would reachs 

Prom the Tsetse's brilliantly analytic and destruc-
tive thesis in epistemology at Harvard, in the year when 
D. had come back (in order to take his degree) to the 
colonial house in Church Street, from the windows of 
which he could observe the Tsetse, with the newly ac-
quired Malacca cane of his, on his way to Sanskrit, or 
the humanities discoursed upon by Irving Babbitt—that 
year of the dinners at the Greek restaurant—from this 
remarkable thesis, which had contributed much to the 
"fixing" of D.'s implicit intellectual or philosophic 
position, adding, as it did, the basic "why" as to the 
values of knowledge, the Tsetse was gradually to retreat, 
as if that magnificent vision, into the apparent chaos 
which blazed and swarmed and roared beyond the neat 
walls of Eden, was one he found insupportable. Thence-
forth, like the Salmon, leaving behind him the outrages 
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of ocean, together with its wilder freedoms, he would 
ascend the ancient river of a more peaceful culture> 
where the banks were trim, and the views symmetrically 
landscaped; and, mounting from cataract to cataract, or 
hierarchy to hierarchy, of accepted order, would at last 
achieve what no American ichthyolater had achieved be-
fore him, and find himself, at Canterbury, after the 
pilgrimage of pilgrimages, in the very presence of the 
Ichthos. That the achievement was unique and astounding, 
and attended# too, by rainbows of creative splendor, 
there would be no doubt. Indeed, it was in the nature 
of a miracle, a transformation. But was it not to have 
been, also, a surrender, and perhaps the saddest known 
to ». in his life?116 

Howarth says, "What conception of Eliot's outlook at that ex-

treme point lies behind Aiken1® leaping f i g u r e w h a t 

brought about this halt and change which brought Eliot to 

Canterbury? Howarth suggests that Aiken means that the Illot 

of 1913-1916 valued the world that the senses enjoy; then he 

suggests that Eliot gradually reversed the direction of his 

thinking and valued the inner life and road of renunciation; 

however, much later in hi® writing©—after Aiken's Ushant was 

written--the Eliot of 1913-1916 was "resuscitated. Only, a 

balance has been struck1 the self that loves the senses is 

no longer in battle with a self that fears them."4® Grover 

Smith wisely entitles his chapter dealing with the 1911-1919 

period as "Debate of Body and Soul."^9 

^Conrad Aiken, Uahant (New York, 1952)# pp. 215-216, 

^Howarth, Figures Behind T*. Eliot, p. 206. 

^Ibid., p. 209. 

trover Smith, 3^ i^Qt's Poetry £ & Plays, p. 30. 
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The 1915 Oxford poems which were mentioned previously 

are satirical» Except for "Morning at the Window," they are 

ironies evidently alined at typical people Eliot had known in 

greater Boatonj in them Eliot ths reformer la beginning to 

emerge. The pot tic sketches could be called satires of an 

almost dead Puritanism. Mr, Appollinax seems to be the only 

person free from the Bostonlan taint* 

Eliot earned his living in London at first as a school 

teacher. For one term he taught at High Wycombe, Bucks.* and 

for four terms at the Highgate School, London, until the sum-

mer of 1917. For the following eight years, until 1925, he 

worked as a clerk in the Colonial and Foreign Department of 

Lloyds Bank. In addition to this work, he was assistant edi-

tor of Bssra Pound's progressive review called 3$ie Egoist from 

1917-1919* he also wrote for other periodicals, ©specially 

for the Athenaeum in 1919-1920. Esra Pound was his primary 

influence during these years. It was Pound who introduced 

him to ©sutler, a poet who was to influence the style of Eliot 

in this period. Through Pound, Eliot was also Influenced by 

T. E, Hulrae in a literary ways in the twenties, lulae will in-

fluence Eliot in a religious way as well.50 

Eliot'a poetic output in the 1917-1920 period Included 

his four collected French poems (1916-1917) and his 1920 

Poems, first called J a $£& Preo; Ara Vos Prec is a reference 

to the words of Arnaut Daniel in Canto XXVI of the Purttatorio. 

5°smldt, gffiffltfflK. mi Belief, p. 23. 
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The publication of M s early essay® in The Sacred Wood also 

occurred In 1920. 

The 1920 poems that are relevant to his religious thought 

are satires primarily against the Church. "The Hippopotamus" 

(1917) is one of the earliest poems in Ara Voa Free and i® 

written in Qautiers s quatrain, aa are six of the other po«ffl®* 

According to the epigraph, the Church is likened to the luke-

warm church of the Laodlceans mentioned in Revelation 5:14~22. 

The other epigraph la a message from St* Ignatius to the 

Tralllans to revere the leadership of the Church. Evidently 

the hippopotamus represent# the fralliana. In soma ways, the 

poem puts om immediately in mind of the parable of the lost 

sheep. Jesus said, r'I say unto you, that likewise Joy shall 

be in heaven over one sinner that repentefch, wore than over 

ninety and nine Just persons, which need no repentance" (Luke 

13s7). The sinner would be the hippopotamus and the ninety-

nine, pointing to the Pharisees and scribes who were too self-

righteous to realise their need (Luke 15*2), would he the 

Church. "The Hippopotamus! is not necesBarlly a satirical at-

tack upon Christ or Christianity, hut It is an attack upon 

the self-righteous, self-sufficient, lukewarm Church that la 

supposed to help the average man, not accumulate "dividends" 

and refreshment for its own selfish ends. Even Christ 1® on 

the outside of such a Church (Revelation 3*20), knocking to 

get In, for emanating from the institution la a "miasmal mist,!f 

that is, an unwholesome, poisonous mist. The poem could he 
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defending the flesh against the unnecessarily harsh strictures 

of a hypocritically austere Church. 

"Mr. Eliot's Sunday Morning Servian" (ca. 1918) 1® also 

a satire on the declension of the Church. la the body awl 

soul debate, the cuter m n wins out over the inner man in this 

poem. Sweeney fare® better than the presbyters or Orlgen. 

Again, however, the satire is against the religious institu-

tion, not against Christ* The paintings visible in the ser-

vice speak reverently of the "unoffending feet" of the 

"Baptized God," The hypocritical presbyters involved in the 

service ignore the spirit (atamsas one and five) and the he-

retical and ascetic Orlgen—who has influenced the Church 

doctrinally—has rejected the flesh (stanza two). On the 

other hand, the paintings of the local church support the 

truth of the Incarnation and of the Trinity (stanzas four and 

five), ©rover Smith suggest® a plausible interpretation of 

the difficult seventh stanaat 

The seventh stanza, Introducing the neuter bees 
whose "hairy bellies" spread pollen, "Blest office of 
the epicene," characterlse® the work common to the pres*-
byters and Orlgen. fhis Is# namely, to pass as inter-
mediaries between the stamen of the Iiogos and the pistil 
of humanity and thus (needlessly) achieve a union al-
ready consummated in the Incarnation.51 

Sweeney is the counterpart of Eliot's hippopotamus and the op-

posite of Orlgen's asceticism and the presbyter's hypocrisy. 

He la outside the Church and in need of the Word, the Incar-

nate Christ. '"Ehrough Sweeney, therefore, the poem contrives,'5 

51®»ver Sattth, Poetry aijd Playa. p. 44. 
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states Grover Smith, "by means of the bath symbol, a kind of 

vindication of the brawny natural man, with his carnal appe-

tites, against duplicity and asceticism.M^2 

"Gerontion," (1919) the final poem to be considered in 

this chapter, is a poem primarily of religious despair. This 

note has been struck before, but not so poignantly. In addi-

tion, for the first time in Eliot's writings, except for the 

reference in "Mr. Eliot's Sunday Morning Service," Christ be-

comes an issue in a poem. For one with a Unitarian background, 

this Is an advance indeed. 

Gerontion is an old blind man who is thinking about his 

past, especially about his past sins. Having been unable to 

find anything in life to bring him complete satisfaction, he 

has grown apathetic; "I an old man, / A dull head among windy 

spaces" (p. 2l). 

The poem then continues 

12:58 concerning the request 

with the quotation from Matthew 

of the Pharisees for a sign from 

Jesus that He is the ftessiah. The sign that Jesus gave was 

that of his bodily resurrection from the dead (Matthew 12:40; 

John 2:19). Eliot, however, gave the Incarnation as the sign. 

Throughout his poems, the Incarnation, rather than the resur-

rection, was to be his approach to the significance of Jesus. 

In this poem, however, Jesus is not only the Incarnate Son 

but also Christ the tiger. The beginning of each year is a 

reminder to Gerontion that he, as well as secular Europe, has 

52Ibid., p. 45. 
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ignored the significance of the sign and therefore must face 

the visitation of the divine displeasure* People like Geron-

tion, Mr. Sllvero, Madame de Toroquist, and Fraulein von Kulp 

must answer for "depraved May#'' the season of Christ1 & cruci-

fixion. The evasion of light by darkness is expressed In the 

pathetic phrase, "After such knowledge, what forgiveness?" 

Gerontion proceed® to explain his reason for no reli-

gious commitment with the phrase "Think now," which could be 

addressed to himself, the reader, 53 or Christ*54 Christ as 

auditor seem unlikely since he is referred to in the third 

person ©Isewherss in the poem and since "How should I use them 

for your closer contact?" seems more applicable to a woman 

than to Christ. Concerning the lines about history, Cteron-

tion is probably explaining to himself or the reader that life 

is a pu&Ble, history an endless labyrinth which makes no sense, 

Also, history cannot find the Word, and he is in time, in 

history. This part of the poem may also express Eliot's dif-

ficulty concerning a religious faith in M s early yearst 

Gives too late 
What's not believed in, or if still believed# 
In memory only# reconsidered passion* Gives too soon 
Into weak hands, whatfs thought can fee dispensed with 
Till the refusal propagates a fear.55 

Concerning the lines about the senses, Qerontion has probably 

5^lbld»J p. 59. 

John Crowe Ransom, "Oerontion," T. S. Eliot; The Man 
and His Work, p. 148. 
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a woman la mind. His life I® sexually as well as spiritually 

sterilei 

X have lost my sight, smell, hearing, taste and.touch* 
Mow should I us® thsia for your closer contact?-** 

There 1® a passage in Ash-Wednesday whloh aptly summa-

rises "Serontion," as well as possibly Sllot1 a spiritual con-

dition at this times 

And the light shone In darkness and 
Agalpt the Word the unstllled world still whirled 
About the centre of the silent Word,57 

Qerontion and Eliot are still in "the unstllled world," still 

outside "the centre of the silent Word." They are a part of 

darkness swaddling the "word within a word."58 Therefore the 

vision of what Is after death is not a pleasant thought* 

De Bailhache, Fresea, Mrs. Caiumel, whirled 
Beyond the circuit of the shuddering Bear 
In fractured atone.59 

By way of a recapitulation of Eliot's religious thought 

In the period from 1888 to 1920, one concludes that during 

this time he was not a believer in Christianity, However# 

his religious thought did change and develop, Before entering 

Harvard at the age of eighteen, he was instructed in Unitarl-

anism, a liberal theology in which the Son and Holy Spirit 

were not accepted as deity, in those early years, there was 

only a peripheral admixture of Catholicism in the Henry Ware 

Eliot household. Between 1906 and 1914, Eliot was primarily 

involved in his studies at Harvard, where he became especially 

p. 57Xbid», p# 65, 

" P* 2 1 • ^9Ibld.. p. 23, 
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Interested in philosophy. In philosophy# P. H# Bradley was 

the most important Influence on him. 'Hie doctoral disserta-

tion on Bradley unfolds Eliot's thought,, the essence of which 

contended that man cannot know absolute reality and that re-

ality exists only through it® appearances, which is an appear-

ance only relatively true* man la imprisoned in his own Isolated 

ego and can know no point of view but M s own and can only 

apprehend things subjectively by his own consciousness, The 

poet*a thought was also molded by Babbitts emphases, partic-

ularly humanism. The poetry which Eliot wrote in this entire 

period la non-Christian poetry. Even the poetry of 1903-1911 

reveals a subjectivism in philosophy and a scepticism in 

theology. The poems express a vision of life that la boring, 

fragmentary, and frustrating, especially in attaining a sat-

isfactory love relationship* There is In addition a disgust 

for the human body. Tkm Oxford poems of 1915 are satirical 

In nature, frequently attacking not Christianity itself but 

Christendom, particularly Bostonlan Puritanism. About 1915* 

Bliot began a gradual retreat from the philosophical position 

of his dissertation toward a pathway which would ultimately 

lead him to the Church of England, Perflation, the concluding 

poem, is a poem of religious despair, in which for the first 

time Christ becomes an Issuei the difficulties hindering re-

ligious faith are too overpowering, however, and the poem 

ends with the poet outside any center of spiritual repose. 



CHAPTER III 

THE TRANSITION TO THE THOUGHT OF 

ANGLO-CATHOLIC CHRISTIANITY 

In the poetry ©specially prior to Qerontion (1919)* the 

mind of each character la isolated from the olnda of others, 

Eliot's study of Bradley led him to say, "I can know no point 

of view but w own."1 Therefore, a direct communication with 

other people or with 0od is unattainable. And the awareness 

of the existence of other finite centers, in addition to the 

far distant center—Ood, leads to a sense of frustration, 

disorder, and. fragmentation. The philosophy of the isolated 

ego could tie epitomized in the tern individualism. 

In "Tradition and the Individual Talent" (1919)* there 

comes to explicit expression a concept concerning a way out 

of this individual solitude in the prison of one's own soul, 

and this concept predominates in the poetry oi 1921 to 1927, 

which will fee considered in this chapter. Even though "Tra-

dition and the Individual Talent" fit® chronologically into 

the preceding chapter, it will be considered at this time be-

cause it introduces the concept of Eliot's thought that comes 

to poetic expression In this period prior to The Hollow f3s;n 

(1925)» 

iniot, Knowledge and Experience in thg, Philosophy of 
F. H, Bradley/ P. 141. 
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The rationale behind Eliot's transition from the indivi-

dualism of hia early poetry to the concept of collectivism 

expressed in The Waste Land (1922) is presented ably by J. 

Hillis Miller: 

' By extending these directions of his thought he 
transforms the idealism of the solitary self into what 
might be called a "collective idealism." The basic pre-
supposition of this change is the assumption that every-
thing which exists at all for man haa a mental existence. 
How could he otherwise know of it? This slips over into 
the idea that what exists outside the sphere of the In-
dividual ego is not an objective world of time, space, 
and matter, but an Impersonal subjective realm, a realm 
In which everything already has a mental existence. If 
the separate ego could bring itself to sacrifice its 
centrality it might dissolve the walls of its prison and 
find itself in possession of a universal kingdom of sub-
jectivity, a kingdom as wide as all time and space. The 
self by abnegating itself might achieve that all-inclu-
slveness it seeks. Through self-effacement, infinite 
expansion, but only if a collective consciousness is al-
ready there waiting to be entered. :l 

The "universal kingdom of subjectivity" is defined in 

"Tradition and the Individual Talent" in Part I, which deals 

with the theme of tradition: 

He must be aware that the mind of Europe—the mind 
of his own country—a mind which he learns in time to be 
more important than his own private mind—is a mind 
which changes, and that this change is a development 
which abandons nothing en route, which does not super-
annuate either Shakespeare, or Homer, or the rock drawing 
of the Magdalenlan draughtsmen.2 

The mind of one individual should not limit Itself to its own 

isolated self, but by sacrificing its primacy, It eliminates 

2 J . Hillis Miller, "T. S. Eliot," Poets of Reality; Six 
Twentieth-Century Writers (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1965), 
pp. 155-156. 

^Ellot, "Tradition and the Individual Talent," Selected 
p. 6. 
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isolation and tecouea a part of the living and orderly mind 

of a vast subjective world, the mind of Europe: 

What happens is a continual surrender of himself as 
he la at the moment to something which is more valuable* 
The progress of an artist is a continual self-sacrifice, 
a continual extinction of personality.4 

In Fart II of the essay* the subject of individual talent 

is the theme, A poet*® creative task is presented by the 

analogy of the catalyst. Concerning the iapersonal theory of 

poetry being illustrated# Eliot stated that "poetry is not a 

turning loose of emotion, but an escape from eiaotloni it is 

not the expression of personality, but an escape from person-

ality."5 

Miller says in the following that as a result"of Eliot's 

definition of tradition and his description of the poet's 

part in that tradition# Eliot ha© expanded his philosophy 

concerning the subjective sUnd of the individual to include 

the collective mind of humanitys 

This personality is achieved by a turning inside-
out of the enclosed sphere of the self so that its pri-
vate emotive ©or# disappears and the poet's consciousness 
enters the surrounding mediua of the collective mind. 
Only in this way can the poet succeed in "surrendering 
himself wholly to the work to be done."" 

The collective mind will be one of the concepts to be observed 

in the poetry and drama written during the period covered by 

this chapter. 

P* 7. Slbld.. p. 8. 

^Miller# Poet# of Reality, p. 158, 
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In addition to the collective wind concepta another fac-

tor that must have greatly concerned Eliot In this critical 

pre-converslon period is that of the illness of his wife# 

Vivienne * Before 1927 they had lived for a number of yt&w • 

in a small home at $7 Chester Terra.ce» It was during these 

years# according to Sir Herbert Read, that she became ill: 

I was a close witness of the tragi© progress of his 
first marriage. Vivienne was a frail creature ana had 
not been married Ion® before she began to suffer from 
serious internal ailments. These exasperated an already 
nervous tesg>erament and she slowly but surely developed 
th© hysterical psychosis to which she finally succumbed, 
Eliot's sufferings in these years were acute, but only 
once did he unburden himself to use. , , • Though even-
tually legally separated,_he remained single so long as 
his first wife was alive.' 

Stephen Slender also refers to Eliot*s burden during these 

year#, but adds in the following that it was about the time 

of hia public acknowlodgement of th® Anglo-Catholic faith that 

he was separating from his wifes 

I did not realize when I met hia in 1928 that Eliot 
was 4ust traversing a period of great unhapptness, when 
he was separating from his first wife* who was on th® 
verge of insanity and who later did become insane. It 
is true that in conversation with outsiders, Eliot gave 
no indication of this, and with hi© closest friends» I 
a® sure, he never showed any sign of pitying himself.8 

Frank Morley mentions th© gradual separating of Eliot and 

?tVienna# as he tells it* in 1933* "I can neither conceal 

nor evade the fact that when Tom returned from Harvard at the 

7Slr Herbert Bead, S, Kf—Memoir," T. 3. Bitot* ffhe 
Kan and His Work, p. 2j. 

8gpender, "Bemembering Bitot,if &. £*. Bitoti TH© Han and 
Mi. Work* p. 59» 
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end of June, 1935* did not return to Vivien but a&m to 

Pikes Pamu f,9 She was under the car© of her relations in 

London*i0 In 1947 she died in a mental hospital. Ash-

was dedicated "To % Wire*" This does signify the 

low they reportedly had for each other despite her illness 

and his inhibited and inhibiting quality. 

Robert Giroujc points out that Eliot*a second marriage 

brought him great happiness: 

lii retrospect, the most striking single aspect of 
the years {nearly twenty) during which X was privileged 
to know hi® as a friend la the contrast between the 
rather aad and lonely aura that aeenad to hover about 
him in the earlier period, and the happiness he radiated 
in the later one* "Radiant" may tees an odd word to ap-
ply to f. S. SXlot* yet it is an accurate description of 
the last eight or so years of his life, and this was due 
of course to his marriage in 195? to Valerie Fletcher, 
More than onoe in those years I heard him utter the 
words* "I'm the luekieat wan in the world, 

The Waste Land was written by a person who was auffering, and 

aurely the tragedy of his first marriage lneluded a part of 

that suffering. Possibly the poet would have looked at the 

waste land of this world with different eyes if his first mar-

riage had been like hi® second. It is difficult not to at 

least think of Vivlenne in parts of the poems 

"% nerves are bad to-night * Ye*, bad# Stay with a*§, 
"Speak to ale. Why do you never apeak. $peak* 

^Prank Morley, "A Few Reeolleotlon® of Eliot," T. S> 
BUatt The Han and Hie Work, p. 104. 

1QIbid., p. 105* 

^Robert Glroux, "A Personal Memoir," T. S. Eliot: The 
Man and Hla Work, p. 337. 
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"What are you thinking of? What thinking? What? 
"I never know what you are thinking. Think."12 

Before considering The Waste Land and the other relevant 

poetry of this period, it is important to mention that Eliot's 

conversion, which did take place during this period, was not 

sudden ilk© that of the Apostle Paul*a In Acta 9. Siaidt has 

quoted a part of the poet1® 1932 talk on "Christianity and 

Communism" that la relevant to the subject of his conversions 

Towards any profound conviction one is borne grad-
ually, perhaps insensibly over a long period of time, by 
what Newman called "powerful and concurrent reasons" . 
. * At some moment or other, a kind of crystallisation 
occurs, in which appears an element of faith • . . In ray 
own case, I believe that one of the reasons was that the 
Christian scheme seemed to ate the only one which would 
work* » • „ That was simply the removal of any reason 
for believing in anything else, the erasure of a preju-
dice, the arrival at the scepticism which is the preface 
to conversion. And when I say "work", I am quite aware 
that I had ray own notion of what the "working" of a 
scheme comprehends. Among other things, the Christian 
scheme seemed the only possible scheme which found a 
place for values which I must maintain or perish (and 
belief comes first and practice second), the belief, for 
instance, in holy living and holy dying, in sanctity, 
chastity, humility, austerity. And it is in favour of 
the Christian scheme, from the Christian point of view, 
that it never has, and never will, work perfectly* No 
perfect scheme can work perfectly with imperfect raan**3 

It is clear that he had not arrived at the acceptance of 

the Christian scheme when he wrote The Waste Land. Stephen 

Spender remarks that "recent critics seem to read Eliot's con-

version of 192? into The Waste Land which was published in 

*%llot, The Collected foams and Plays, p. 40* 

i^smldt, Poetry and Belief, pp. 20-29. 
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1922."^ He deals that theory a devastating blow when he 

makes reference to a conversation between Eliot and Mistrals 

Incidentally, if Eliot's own views are to be consi-
dered# I once heard him say to the Chilean poet 0abriela 
Mistral that at the time when he was writing The Waste 
Land, h® seriously considered becoming a Buddhist. A 
Buddhist is as immanent as a Christian in The Waste 

h® seriously considered becoming a Budc 

Land «•*«*: 

The poem is more ecumenical in belief than anything else* for 

it link* together not only Buddhism and Christianity but Greek 

ideals as well* 

This idea of ecumenism la in keeping with the plan of 

the poem because Eliot is attempting to know and express not 

simply his own point of view but the whole human story. His 

philosophical approach has enabled him to submit to the col-

lective consciousness of mankind. Possibly his philosophy 

drove him to the literary works that would express this past, 

"His mind had already absorbed the whole literary and cul-

tural tradition of Europe# as well a® a great deal of Asiatic 

religion and philosophy," comments Miss Brew concerning 

Eliot's preparedness to write The Waste Land.3.6 Conrad Aiken, 

in a review of The Waste Land in The Hew Republic on February 

7, 1925, stated that "Mr. Eliot's sense of the literary past 

has become so overmastering as almost to constitute the 

^Spender, "Remembering Eliot," T,. Eliot; The Man 
and His Work, p. 39. 

15rbid., p. 40. 

^Erew, T^ Eliot: The Design of His Poetry, p. 64. 
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motive of the work* In agreement with this, Smidt comments, 

. . it ia much nearer the mark to call the poem 'a personal 

comment on the universe. * Smidt is referring to E. M. 

Forster'a impression of the poem. Possibly J, Hlllis Miller 

has stated beat the meaning of the poems 

In "The Wast® Land" not modern life but all history 
is organized by the myth of the Qrall quest. The lulled 
assumption is that human life falls Into certain ideal 
patterns, patterns which are constantly re-enacting them-
selves In nan forma and new contexts, * . , "The Waste 
Land" takes elements from the most diverse times and 
places, Philomel and Cleopatra, Mrs* Forter and Lll, St. 
Augustine and Mr. Eugenides, and reveal® their secret 
conformity to the universal story he found in From Ritual 
to Romance.1" 

The Waste Land appeared without notes in the first Issue 

of The Criterion In October, 1922. According to Conrad Aiken, 

who had known Eliot intimately for fourteen years before the 

publication of The Waste Land. Eliot wrote it in Switzerland 

in the winter of 1921-22.20 Grover Smith say® he took the 

trip for medical care and that "before returning to London, 

after an absence of three months, he visited Pound at Paris 

and left the draft with him."21 

•^Conrad Aiken, "An Anatomy of Melancholy," T. S. Elioti 
The Man and His Work, p. 197. 

l 8 3 B l d t , Poetry 304 B e l l a f . p. 149. 

^Miller, Poets of Reality, pp. 176-177. 
20Aiken, "An Anatomy of Melancholy," T. B„ Elioti The 

e s s s a a M a K2£k> pp. 19S-195. 
210rover Smith, T^ Eliot*& Poetry and Plays, p. 68. 
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In observing the development of Eliot'0 thought with 

reference to The Waste Land, a sketch of the content will be 

given. There are both order and disorder in the poem. It is 

the elements from the Grail legend which provide Eliot with 

an orderly framework for presenting the disorder of the whole 

human stoî r. Miss Krw has given an excellent summary of the 

essence of the Grail legendt 

. . . it always concerns a land which ha® been 
blighted by a curse so that it is arid and waterless, 
producing neither animal nor vegetable increase. Its 
plight is linked with that of its ruler, the Fisher King, 
who* as a result of illness or of a wound, has become 
sexually impotent. The curse is removed when a Knight 
appears who must ask the question as to the meaning of 
the Grail and the Lance--said In Christian terms to be 
the lance which pierced Christ's side at the Crucifixion, 
and the cup from which he and the disciples drank at the 
last Supper. In some versions the mere asking of the 
question cures the King and saves the land. In others 
the knight oust go through various ordeals, culminating 
in that of the Chapel or Cemetery Perilous.22 

The Waste Land suffers from a failure in love, the sub-

sequent degeneration of love into lust, and a failure in faith. 

The quest in the poem is a failure. As Gr-over Smith points 

out, the action turns on two crucial incidentst 

. » . the garden seen© in Part I and the approach to the 
Chapel Perilous in Part V. The one is the traditional 
initiation in the presence of the Grailj the other is 
the mystical initiation, as described by Jessie L. Weston, 
into spiritual knowledge. The first, if successful, 
would constitute rebirth through love and sex; the second# 
rebirth without either. Since both fall, the quest fail% 
and the poem ends with a formula for purgatorial suffer-
ing, through which Tireslas may achieve the second al-
ternative after patience and self-denial--perhaps after 
physical death. The counsel to give, sympathise, and 

Dl. 
22Urew, Tj, Jju, Eliot: The Design of His Poetry, pp. 60, 
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control befits one whom direct ways to beatitude cannot 
Please from suffering.2? 

In Fart I, "The Burial of the Dead," Tireslas, aa the 

Fisher King, meets the Grall-bearer, the young girl bringing 

her love, at the J^acinth garden. At the initiation, both 

words and sight fall him aa he la unabla to aak the Indispen-

sable question of the Grail Initiation* 

—Yet whan we eame back, late# from the Hyacinth garden* 
Your anas full, and your hair net# t could not 
Speak, and my eyes failed, 1 was neither 
Living nor dead, and I knew nothing, h 
looking Into the heart of light# the alienee#^ 

Because of hie failure, - he receives his wound and, in addi-

tion, becomes blind. The remainder of the poem before the 

Initiation in Part V describee his experiences in the waste 

land* Eliot*a note on Tlreslas Indicates that hie one person 

struggling for deliverance is aptly symbollssed and made uni-

versal In Tireslas, where both sexes meet in one person® 

Tiresias, although a mere spectator and not Indeed 
a "character, 1 la yet the most iigjortant personage in 
the poem, uniting all the rest. Just as the one-eyed 
merchant, seller of ourranta, melts Into the Phoenician 
Sailor, and the latter la not wholly distinct from 
Ferdinand Prince of Naples, so all the women are one 
woman, and the two sexes meet in Tireslas. Mh&$ Tireslas 
aees, in fact, la the substance of the poem.4-* 

Hence, as drover Smith states, the various personages in the 

poem refer to the same person: 

trover Smith, MMPJM, & M SMI* P* 71, 

^Eliot, Thg. CftUffftj+fl Poems s M Plays, p. 38. 
2 5 M " P- 52. 
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law sibyl (Madame Sosostrls), the youthful Orall-
bearer (the hyacinth girl)* the quester (variously char-
acterized, for example as "the young man carbuncular"), 
and the Fisher King embody facets of the one personality 
struggling to attain salvation#25 

In Fart II, "A Game of Chess," the subject la sex in 

marriage apart from love, whether in th© upper class or the 

lower class; and in Part III, "Th© Fire Sermon," th® subject 

la sm outside of marriage, which becomes mere lust. The 

first three parts of The Waste Land speak of the Initial fail-

ure in love and it® subsequent degeneration. Part III con-

clude® with the idea of rejecting all burning by means of 

asceticism. 

The expression "dentil® or Jew" in Part IV, "Death by 

Water," could refer to the equal guilt of both a® It is pre-

sented in Romans 1—3. If one turns his own wheel, the wages 

will be death (Romans 6:23), 

Part V, "What the Stounder Said," presents the quester in 

his final Initiation, seeking peace by means of religion* 

The thunder, or a god, speaks th® three words of the Indian 

myth from the Uoanlshadss give, sp^athize, and control. 

But the quester can no more perfect such religious works than 

he could achieve love. Therefore he is unable to escape out 

of the prison of selfs 

I have heard the key 
Turn in the door once and turn once only 

2%rover Smith, &*. Sliot's Poetrr and Plays, p. 70» 
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We think of the key, each In his prison 
Thinking of the key, each confirms a prison,27 

In the concluding lines, the quester, realizing he is 

not going to be healed., takes three passages for a measure of 

support. These fragments, however, us Elizabeth Drew says, 

"bring no seme of organic union and renewed life."2® J. 

mill® Hiller sums up succinctly the apparent impasse at this 

point of the development of Eliot's religious thoughts 

The quality of the life of the mind of Europe is 
exactly the same a® the experience of the solitary ego. 
Though Eliot has expanded his mind to include all his-
tory he in within the same prison, the prison of the 
absence of 8od, errancy from Ood* "The cycles of Heaven 
in twenty centurie* / Bring us farther fro® 00D and 
nearer to the Dust" (OF, 147). Uke the little world of 
the self-enclosed ego, the larger world of history is 
characterised by fragmentation, aimless motion, loveless-
nets, frustrated longing.4^ 

This prophet of the past has courageously and without 

guile looked at the human story, lie has attempted to bear a 

great deal of reality. He has faced the- Illusions, the fic-

tion®, the pretensions of life# "His greatness will rest on 

the fruitful recognition of disorder," says Frank K@rraode.20 

Although not one of his ma«|or poems, Eliot's next work, 

the. Hollow Hen, is a vivid revelation of the rejection of his 

philosophy of collective subjectivism and his recognition of 

billot, m m Collected Poems and. Plays, p. 49. 
28Brew, Ii. UA. Wr9%l 3he p g t f o f Hia Poetry, p. 88. 

29Miiier, Foots of Reality, p. 178. 

A Mo ̂ 2,a51 "«*?*•' "5 Babylonish Dialect," M m i 
a soA Hj. woyk« p. 23$, 
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a specific objective reality outside of himselfs the Church« 

The Church, with an emphasis upon the Virgin Mary., is recog-

nised new a# "The Hop® / Of empty men. "23-

In the Appendix of T£e Poetry of T. Eliot fey D. E. S, 

Maxwell, Mr. Maxwell has arranged the poem as it was published 

In its separate stag#® of development : "Dorla1a Bream Song" 

appeared in the Chapbook in the autumn of 1924, "Three Potass" 

appeared in th® Rial for March, 1925.22 part V of "The Hollow 

lien" was first printed in Poems 1909-1925. The significant 

Part IV concerning "the perpetual star" and "Multlfollate 

rose" was first published in the Criterion for January, 1923# 

The central epigraph of The Hollow Men, "Mistah Kurtz--

he dead," indicates that Conrad1s Heart of Darkness sheds 

light on the poem, for one thing, Mr, Kurts was a hollow man* 

Harlow states that the wilderness "had found him out early" 

and it "echoed loudly within him because he was hollow at th© 

core."53 Marlow also suggests that Kurts became "the hollow 

sham" when he turned from his original aspirations t "% In-

tended# my station, ray career, my i d e a s . H i s hollow char-

acter la also implied when Harlow says of Kurtz»s death, "The 

voice was gone. What els® had been there?"35 

SlBliot, The Cfo3^c^d Pq<pft gynd Plays, p» 56, 

32$, e. s. Maacwell, 233ft. Foe try of Tf Sllot (New York, 
1961), pp. 2lf>-219. 

33joseph Conrad, Heart of Darkness, edited by Robert 
Kimbrough (New York, 19&3), p. 39* 

3^lbid.. p. 69. 3'3xbld», p. 71. 
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Heart of Darkness points out several tlaes what Kurtz 

had aspired to be. The Company1 & chief accountant at the 

mouth of the big river informs Marlow that Kurtz "Is an emis-

sary of pity* and science, and process, and devil knows what 

alae."^ He also later learns that Kurta la "a gifted crea-

ture/' especially possessing "the gift of expression."5? The 

most significant revelation concerning Kurtz in relation to 

The Hollow Men is that Kurtz represents the European mind: 

"His mother was half-English, his father was half-French. 

All Europe contributed to the making of Kurts."2® In Kurt*, 

Eliot found a person who represented hla own rejection of his 

philosophy of collective and subjective Idealism, Kurtss say®, 

"I had immense plans" and "I was on the threshold of great 

things*"39 Kurtz1s own document on the "Suppression of Savage 

Customs" before he wrote the postscriptum reveals hi® Ide-

alism. Lionel Trilling is right when he observes that Kurtz 

"1® at once the moat idealistic and the most practically suc-

cessful of all the agents of the Belgian exploitation of the 

Congo."^0 

The hollow character of Kurtz symbolizes for Eliot the 

emptiness and inadequacy of his own idealism* and the death 

of Kurtz symbolizes for Eliot the abandonment of his own for-

mer philosophy* As J. Hlllis Miller has observed, "'The 

56Ibid., p. 25. 37Ibld., p. 4£. 

5&Ibld., p. 30. 39Ibid., p. 67. 

40Lionel Trilling, Beyond Culture (New York, 196fj), p. 20. 
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Hollow Men' is an eloquent analysis of th@ vacuity of subjec-

tive Idealism, and the state of the hollow mn appears In 

Eliot *s later work as the •distraction, delusion, ©scape into 

dream, pretence' • , . • This dream-kingdom aspect of the 

hollow men in Eliot's The Hollow Men is also the dreara-like 

quality of the very words of Kurtz* "They had behind them, 

to iay mind, the terrific suggestiveness of words heard in 

dreams, of phrases spoken in nightmares," says Marlow.^ Th® 

whole story of Kurtz ha® "the dream sensation, that commingling 

of absurdity, surprise, and bewilderment in a tremor of a 

struggling revolt, that notion of being captured by the in-

credible which is of the very essence of dreams,"^ The "hor-

ror" of the knowledge of "the adventures of his soul on this 

aarth"^ did not com© to Kurtz until the very last,^5 but 

Eliot pictures himself, in contrast to Kurtz, as still a hol-

low person bafor© death with the possibility of hope. The 

writings of Conrad represent Sllot's transition from The Hol-

low Man to Ash-Wednesday: "It remained for Conrad to explore 

nihilism to its depths, and, in doing so, to point the way 

toward the transcendence of nihilism by the poets of the twen-

tieth century. 

^Miller, Poeta c£ R.allty, p. 1B1. 

^Conrad, Heart of PaMmeaa. p. 67. ^Ibld.. p, 28, 

44Ibid. • p. 71. "5It>ld. • p. 59. 
lt%llle;r> Poeta of Reality, p. 6. 
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The second epigraph, "A penny for the Old Guy/' is the 

phrase used by children when they solicited money for fire-

works on Guy Fawkes Bay, November 5th; the children used a 

stuffed effigy of Guy Fawkes, the "Old GuyA" as a way to b®g 

pennies for their fireworks. Hence, the effigy of Guy Fawkea 

and the person of Mr. Kurta are both appropriate symbols of 

the hollow men of Eliot's poem, except that Eliot's hollow 

mn do not haw the conviction of a Kurtz or a Pawkes. In 

contrast with these two "violent lost men" the hollow men 

seem unable to even sake a spiritual decisions "Let me go no 

nearer / In death's dream kingdom / Let m also wear / Such 

deliberate disguises ,"l} 7 these empty souls are pathetic excuses 

for humanity* 

poem in its Chapbook form of 192ft began with the 

word "%es,but the exact significance of these eye® was 

vague.^ The additions to the Criterion poeas of 1925* how-

ever, present a solution: 

Sightless, unless 
The eyes reappear 
h® the perpetual star 
Hultifoliate roee.4^ 

These usages are imediately suggestive of Dante, Conrad's 

description of Marlow1s descent into the heart of darkness 

was patterned after Dante;s descent into the Inferno, as 

Conrad makes clears . . it seeded to w I had stepped 

^7Eliot, The Collected Poems and Plays* p. 57. 

^Ibld., p. 56* ^Ibid., p. 38. 
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into the gloomy circle of some Inferno," confesses Marlow.50 

Eliot again, in this crucial poem and at this pivotal point 

of his life, has Dante's terminology and theology in mind as 

he envisions the only possible hope left for him and men like 

him: "empty men." "Empty men" are the only men who are, so 

to speak, savable because they recognize that only some ob-

jective and absolute reality outside of their independent 

egos can rescue them from the horror that they now spiritu-

ally perceive. They are men who, before perceiving a hope, 

perceive the horror of their hollowness and destiny, which 

Eliot was later able to express so eloquently in Murder in 

the Cathedralt 

. . . the Void, more horrid than active 
shapes of hell; 

Emptiness, absence, separation from God; 
The horror of the effortless Journey to the empty land 
Which is no land, only eB5>tiness, absence, the Void.51 

But, in addition, they saw a ray of hope. The eyes men-

tioned before are said to "reappear / As the perpetual star." 

The "perpetual star" is Mary, who is described as such in 

Canto xlil of Paradise; 

The name of that fair flower that I invoke 
Each morning and each evening urged my whole mind 
To contemplate the largest flame of all. 
And when the quality and quantity 
Of the living star that triumphs above, as 
It has triumphed below, were imaged in my eyesfto 
From inside of Heaven a torch descended. . . .^2 

5°conrad, Heart of Darkness,, p. 17. 

51Eliot, The Complete Poems and Plays, p. 210. 

52jDante, "Paradise," The Divine Comedy, p. 93* 
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Iter eyes are mentioned in Canto xxxiii: 

Then her eyes were raised to the eternal light, 
Into which none oust think any other 
Creature's eye can look with such clarity.-*' 

The "Hultlfoliate rose" 1® the Church, of which Mary is a part* 

it ia epoken of in Canto xxxl: 

And thus it was that the sacred army, which, 
In the shedding of his blood, Christ made hia bride, 

Appeared to m in the figure of a rose,34 

In the "star" and the "rose" are seen the Anglo-Catholic faith 

that Eliot will ultimately turn to, although this poem ends 

in despair because of the presence of "the Shadow." The 

shadow is, as Miller expresses it, self-hindered by a partic-

ular philosophy; 
The 'Shadow' . . . la the paralysis which seizes 

men who live in a completely subjective world. Mind had 
aeeaed the medium which binds all together in the unity 
of an organic culture. Now it la revealed to be the 
Shadow which isolates things from one another, reduces 
them to .abstraction, and makes movement, feeling, and 
creativity impossible.^ 

The Hollow Men* therefore, reveala Eliot's despair at 

being unable to accept at the present time the Anglo-Catholic 

faith to fill the vacuum resulting from the rejection of hi® 

former philosophy. 

Eliot's next creative work, Sweeney A&onlstea. waa writ-

ten about the same time a® Thg. Hollow Men. Although he la 

known primarily as a poet, he also became a distinguished 

playwright. lie evidenced an interest in drama early in hia 

53ibld.J p. 1?4. ^Ibld.. p. 124. 

53Miller, Poeta of Reality, p. 181. 
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literary career by his publication of the essay "The Possi-

bility of a Poetic Drama" in The Sacred Wood (1920). His ef-

fort® as a practicing playwright spanned about thirty-four 

years: Sweeney Agonlates, his first experiment in poetic 

drama# was compile ted about 192456 and The Elder Statesman, 

his last play# was published in 1958* 

In turning now to a play of Eliot'a it la only natural 

to begin with an inquiry concerning why he chose "to devote 

the major part of hi® creative energies in his later years to 

the theater.In 1953* in his conclusion to The Use of 

!&&£££ S M SS£ Si CriticIftia, he gave the following reason, 

a reason that may have been germinating in his mind as early 

as 1924 s 

The most useful poetry, socially, would be one which 
could cut across all the present stratifications of pub-
lic taste—stratifications which are perhaps a sign of 
social disintegration. The ideal medium for poetry, to 

mind, and the most direct means of social 'usefulness' 
for poetry, Is the theatre. In a play of Shakespeare 
you get several levels of significance. For the simplest 
auditors there is the plot, for the More thoughtful the 
character and conflict of character, for the more liter-
ary the words and phrasing, for the isore musically sen-
sitive the rhythm, and for auditors of greater sensitive-
ness and understanding a meaning which reveals itself 
gradually.^3 

Sllot envisions, therefore, a social mission for himself 

through the theater where his poetry with its several levels 

S^Carol 8. Smith, T^ 8. Sllot'a Dramatic Sfceory and 

timtUm* P* 51. 
^7Ibld*, p. 3. 

s m i s i a a 
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of tlgrilfie&nc© will best reach all classes of society# In 

M a essay "Dae Possibility of a Poetic Drama" (1920), tie makes 

It clear, however* that poetic drama should fee "pure" and not 

a mere popularisations 

Possibly the majority of attempts to confect a 
poetic drama have begun at the wrong end} they have aimed 
at the small public which wants "poetry."» * . The Eliz-
abethan drama was aimed at a public which wanted enter-
tainment of a crude sort, but would stand a good dealof 
poetry* 1our problem should be to take a form of entertain-
ment, and subject, it to the process which would leave it 
a form of art.?5* 

Eliot did take his art seriously, for in addition to avoiding 

the sacrifice of poetry for the sake of popularization* he 

avoided the sacrifice of poetry for the sake of propaganda. 

He wrote, MWiat I want is a literature which should be un-

consciously, rather than deliberately and defiantly, Chris-

tian."60 

In all of his plays, he endeavored to create a poetically 

pure and socially useful drama. This is true with his first 

dramatic experiment, Sweeney Monlstes. It is in two parts. 

"Fragment of a Prologue" was published in the New Criterion 

in October 1926 and "Fragment of an Agon" in January 1927, 

both under the general title of Wanna Qo Home, Baby? In 1932 

the title of the two fragments was changed to Sweeney hm* 

nlstess fraaaytnts gf a& firlstophanlo Melodrama. 

59Eliot, 'The Possibility of a Poetic Sterna," The Sacred 
Wood (New YorS: l'j-66), p. 70-

^lliot, "Religion and Literature," Selected Essays, 
p. 3%6. 
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Such an esoteric title suggests that his drama was under-

girded by dramatic ideals appropriate to a new kind of contem-

porary drama. There are, indeed, underlying dramatic ideals, 

and the major ones are given succintly by Carol Smiths 

. . . a chorus to convey a response to the hero's 
dilemma which would correspond to the audience's re-
sponse, colloquial speech rhythms to enhance the total 
"rhythm" of the work, conventions from the Greek ritual 
drama and Greek sources for plot situations, and the de? 
velopment of integrated levels of meaning in his plays.bl 

Of these Ideals, the ideal of the conventions from Greek ritual 

drama and Greek sources for plot situations should be elab-

orated on because Greek literature is a frequent source for 

Eliot(a plays. The title Sweeney Agonistes: Fragments of an 

Arlstophanlc Bfelodrama points to the Old Comedy of Aristoph-

anes. In the primitive ritual procedure, there was first the 

procession of worshippers of Phales going to the sacrifice, 

followed by the sacrifice and accompanying prayer, and con-

cluded with the Agon: "the beginning of the sacrifice in its 

primitive form--the conflict between the good and evil prin-

ciples, Summer and Winter, Life and Death. The good spirit 

is slain, dismembered, cooked and eaten in the communal feast, 

and yet brought back to l i f e . I t is the god who is sacri-

ficed and brought back to life. In "Fragment of a Prologue," 

preparation for the sacrifice is the underlying theme, and in 

^Carol fflalth, Tj. SL. Eliot' s Dramatic Theory and 
Practice» p. 15. 

^2Prancis M. Cornford, The Origin of Attic Comedy 
(London, 1914), pp. 103-104. 
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"Fragment of an Agon," the Aroiu or conflict, death, and res-

urrection are the themes. 

It may appear that Eliot's drama la unnecessarily diffi-

cult# However, it should he understood that he is utilizing 

the discoveries in anthropology, such aa J. G. Frasser1® The 

dolden Bough. and in Greek drams, such as possibly Nietzsche's 

She Birth of Tragedy* to present in a fresh form the essence 

of Christianity. For example, liiot used the death-rebirth 

process of the gods of Greek literature aa a type of the death 

and resurrection of Christ. In addition, this death-rebirth 

idea is applied to St, John of the Cross's process of the pur-

gation of desire in order to bring the soul into eternal 

union with Goci. Since a segment of society knew about and 

respected anthropology more than theology, the poet took this 

sane secular society from the known into the unknown, from 

the BQrthical Into the mystical, from the annual Agons into 

the eternal ecstasy. Be was practicing Dante's procedure of 

ascending "to the eternal from the temporal."62 

In brief, the plot of the first fragment centers around 

two superficial, superstitious, lower-class London prosti-

tutes, Dusty and Doris, who live in a shabby flat, fhey are 

pathetic individual® without an awareness of spiritual dimen-

sions. Sweeney depicts their boring life aa nothing but 

"Birth, and copulation, and death." Together with the four 

63Thomas Caldecot Chubb, Dante and His World (Boston. 
1966), p. 749. 
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male companions who visit them they represent the unawakened 

worshippers of Phalee. Sweeney* in the second fragment, rep-

resents th® one who sees® to be in the proofs® of passing 

from darkness to light, from purgation to spiritual union, 

through the story of a murder, he re-enacts to those still in 

darkness possibly hi© own battle or Agon# ©t® atmosphere of 

th# drama seems to be similar to Thg. Hollow Henj Sweeney 

seems to be positive in hi® rejection of something. He is not 

in the same spiritual category with Doris, And yet he seems 

to still be in the "Shadow" of th® former poem. Sweeney is 

the epitome of the theme of all of Eliot's dramatic work to 

follows "the dilemma of the spiritually aware individual 

forced to exist in a world unaware of spiritual reality."^ 

His problem is being able to communicate what he knows to such 

a spiritually blind person as Dorisi 

I gotta use words when I talk to you 
But if you understand or if you dont 
That's nothing to m and nothing tp you 
We all gotta do what we gotta do.0-? 

It is not known when Eliot could say, as Thomas Becket 

says in ffurder in the Cathedral. "1 am » . • / A Christian, 

saved by the blood of Christ," but one is aware that as early 

as 1924 he was writing with spiritual insight. It is espe-

cially noticeable in The Hollow Men that the only religion 

singled out for consideration is Christianity. This is an 

^Carol amth, T*. jia, Eliot1 s Dramatic Theory and 
Practicej p. 12. 

6&Ellot, Thg. Collected Poems and Plays, p. 84. 
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obvious change from The Waste Land. Eliot will always have 

an appreciation for other religions, but as he will later writ© 

in The Rock, they were# in contrast with Christianity, "shot 

with darkness f!s 

And the Spirit moved upon the fact of the water. 
And men who turned towards the light and were known 

of the light 
Invented the Higher Religions; and the Higher Religions 

were good 
And led aen from light to light, to knowledge of Good 

and Evil. 
But their light was ever surrounded and shot wlth.^ 

darkness. . . 

A little later in the same context he brings Christianity into 

contrast with the previously mentioned religions s 
Then came, at a predetermined moment, a moment 

in time and of time, 
A moment not out of time, but in time, in what we 

call history* transecting, bisecting the world 
of time, a moment in time but not like a moment 
of time, 

A moment in time but time was made through that 
moment; for without the meaning there is no 
time, and that moment of time gave the meaning* 

l^en it seemed as if men must proceed from light 
to light, in the light of the Word, 

Through the Passion and Sacrifice saved in spite 
of their negative being; . . .o* • * # 

It has been pointed out in this chapter that, as Read 

had observed, 1925# the year of The Hollow Men, was "the year 

of religious crisis" and that the poem was one of the most 

significant "from a confessional point of visw."68 it would 

be impossible to enumerate all of the factors that brought 

^Ibld.. p. 107. 67Ibld., pp. 107-108. 

W d , "T. 
His Work, p. 

^Read, "T. S. E.—A Memoir," T, S. Eliot* The Wan and 
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Eliot to this crisis; Eliot himself would not have known them 

all. It would probably be safe to say, however, that he was 

influenced most by what he read. Reading was one of the pri-

mary sources of influence upon his life. What Miller has ob-

served concerning Eliot's criticism could be said about most 

all of his writing: 

Eliot's criticism is the expression of a Judicious 
mind locked in his study, surrounded by books, making 
discriminations, comparisons, and abstractions in a re-
gion of pure subjectivity. 

It would be profitable to inquire, therefore, into any reading 

between about 1922 and 1925 which would have been conducive 

to leading him to Christianity, especially to the Catholic 

wing of the Anglican Church. 

The Catholic persuasion of the Anglican Church stressed 

the sacraments, the liturgy, and the writings of the early 

fathers, but it was not the Roman Catholic persuasion. In 

the twentieth century, the term Anglo-Cathollc has been ap-

plied to the high church element in the Anglican Church. As 

far as an influence to the Anglican Church is concerned, Eliot 

has acknowledged the influence of Lancelot Andrewes. The poet 

was already reading Andrewes before April, 1921.70 

Lancelot Andrewes (1555-1626 A.D.), an Anglican divine, 

was one of the most learned clergymen of his day. In his bi-

ography of Andrewes, Richard Isaacson, the amanuensis of 

69Miller, Poets of Reality, p. 167. 

?°Howarth, Figures Behind T. 3. Eliot, p. 222. 
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Andrewes, wrote that Andrewes received his B.A. degree in 

1575 and his M.A. in 1578, both from Pembroke Hall, Cambridge; 

his B.D. degree was taken in 1585 from Jesus College, Oxford; 

and his D.B. was taken from Pembroke Hall, Cambridge about 

1589.71 Canon Overton, in the Dictionary of national Bio-

graphy, wrote that Andrewes was master of fifteen languages 

and unrivalled in his knowledge of patristic theology.72 

In his 1926 essay on Andrewes, Eliot stated that it was 

Hooker and Andrewes who helped to make the English Church 

"more worthy of intellectual assent.!'7^ Andrewes*s sermons 

were not only intellectual but spiritual--he is said to have 

spent about five hours a day in private prayer. The central-

ity of Christ and the importance of the Scriptures were 

Andrewes's primary emphases. 

Eliot suggested that a proper introduction to the five 

volumes of his sermons in The Library of Anglo-Catholic The-

ology would be to read his Nativity Sermons, which were pub-

lished separately*75 These seventeen sermons on the Incar-

nation were Christmas Day sermons preached before King James 

7!|ienry Isaacson, "The Life and Death of the Late 
Reverend and Worthy Prelate, Lancelot Andrewes, Late Bishop 
of Winchester," Andrewes' Minor Works« Life. Indexes. 
Library of Anglo-Catholic Theology, XI (Oxford, lo54), v-viii. 

72John Henry Overton, "Lancelot Andrewes," Dictionary of 
National Biography, editors, Leslie Stephen and Sidney'tee,~T 
(London, 1908], 402, 

7?Ellot, Selected Essays, p. JQl. 

7^Ibld». p. ?04. ?5ibid. 
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between 1605 and 1624. The Incarnation, Eliot commented, was 

an essential dogma to Andrew®®j^ it was also an essential 

dogma to Eliot. Of all of the sermons that Eliot could have 

used to illustrate Andrewes's style, he selected a passage 

from a Christmas sermon on Luke 2sHi a portion of this pas-

sage will he quoted here: 

I know not how, but when we hear of saving or men-
tion of a Saviour, presently our mind is carried to the 
saving of our skin, of our temporal state, of our bodily 
life, and farther saving we think not of. But there is 
another life not to be forgotten, and greater the dan-
gers, and the destruction more to be feared than of this 
here, and it would be well sometimes we were remembered 
of it. Besides our skin and flesh a soul we have, and 
it is our better part by far, that also hath need of a 
Savlourj that hath her destruction out of which, that 
hath her destroyer from which she would be saved, and 
those would be thought on# Indeed our chief thought and 
care would be for that; how to escape the wrath, how to 
be saved from the destruction to come, whither our sins 7 7 
will certainly bring us. Sin it is will destroy us all.'' 

Although Eliot would never possess the knowledge of the 

Scriptures that Andrewes possessed, it would probably be not 

too much to say that during these years before 1925 he was 

growing in sympathy not only with Andrewes's style but with 

his theology as well. Edmund Wilson has observed that the 

English seventeenth century divines were a richer source of 

spiritual nourishment for Eliot than the Anglican communion 

of his day.Lancelot Andrewes was certainly a seventeenth 

century divine who influenced Eliot, possibly at first by his 

style and later by his eaphasls on the Incarnation. 

7%bld. 77Ibld., pp. 306-307. 

^Edmund Wilson, "T. S. Eliot," Axel's Castle (New York, 
1959), p, 127. 
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Although the Influence of Dante on Eliot has been Men-

tioned previously, his influence should be stressed In the 

context of these years before Eliot's conversion as being 

more than academic* Dante may have been one of the major 

influences behind Eliot1s choice of preferring the Catholic 

wing of the Anglican coasaunlon. Aiken refers to the appeal 

of Dante during the twenties? 

In the winter of 1921-22 I was in London, living 
in Bayswater, and Eliot and myself lunched together two 
or three time® a week in the City, near hi® banks thus 
resuming a habit we had formed many years before at Cam-
bridge He always had with him his pocket edition of 
Dante.79 

The message of The Divine Comedy could lead a person to have 

faith in the objective reality of the triune God* 

It is evident that by 1929# the date of his essay on 

Dante, he had profound insights into the Vita Nuova and The 

Divine Comedy. In the Vita Nuova section of this essay, he 

discusses the importance of interpreting the love story of 

Dante and Beatrice from the standpoint of final causes. 

The attitude of Dante to the fundamental experience 
of the Vita Nuova can only be understood by accustoming 
ourselves to find meaning in final causes rather than in 
origins. It is not, I believe, meant as a description 
of what he consciously felt on his meeting with Beatrice, 
but rather as a description of what that meant on mature 
reflection upon it. The final cause is the attraction 
towards God.80 

The term "final cause" refers to the purpose that is at work 

79Alken, "An Anatomy of Melancholy," T^ Sj. Eliot i The 
Man and His Work, p. 194. 

8°Eliot, Selected Essays. p. 2J4, 
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In the universe* Smile Cailliet, Stuart Professor of Chris-

tian Philosophy at Princeton Seminary until hi® retirement in 

I960, explains the meaning of philosophy1s terminology of the 

four causes by using an artist and hi® brass statue as an il-

lustration! 

In this case, brass constituted the material cause. 
To be sure, it tool? an artist to mlm the statue. He 
may therefore be considered as the efficient cause of 
the process. The "Blueprint11 he followed acted as the 
formal cause. The finished statue proves to have been 
the final cause.81 

Dante's personal experience of falling in love with 

Beatrice became an experience of intense significance! God • 

was revealing Himself through her, The actual objective 

Beatrice, even in Thg. Divine Comedy, always remained herself, 

the thirteenth century Florentine girl, but, in addition, she 

was, as an image, the God-bearer, the instrument by which God 

communicated Himself, To Dante, the romantic experience had 

theological implications! he interpreted it fro® the view-

point of final cause. His attraction for her was, as he 

thought about it, also an attraction for God who loved him 

and made all love possible• Life was meaningful because di-

vine Light and Love were all around him in this life and in 

the life to follow# Erich Auerbach, one of the foremost 

Dante critics of the twentieth century and the author of 

Mimesla. wrote that "Dante's gift to posterity" was to restore 

to people the true sense of purpose that they had lost. 

SlEmile Cailliet, 3 ^ Recovery of, Purpose (Hew York, 
1959)J P. 27. 
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Because of Its significance, his profound observation will be 

quoted, even though it is rather lengthys 

In the history of modern European culture, there is, 
Indeed, a constant which ha® eoae down unchanged through 
all th® metaiaorphases of religious and philosophical 
forma, and which la first discernible in Dantej namely, 
the Idea (whatever it® basis ®ay be) that individual des-
tiny Is not meaningless, but la necessarily tragic and 
significant* and that the whole world context la revealed 
in it. That conception was already present in ancient 
mimesis, but carried leas force, because the eachat©lo-
gical myths of the ancients lent far less support than 
Christian doctrine and the story of Christ to the con-
viction that the individual is indestructible, that the 
life of tli® individual on earth is a brief moment of ir-
revocable decision 

Dante's poetic expression of the Meaningful Christian 

scheme of things could have been another of the "powerful and 

concurrent reason®" leading Iliot to the objective reality of 

Christianity which he at least hinted at in the later poetry 

of this period. 

Eliot wan also reading during this period the sixteenth-

century Spanish aystlc, ̂St. John of the Cross, whose two prose 

works, The Ascent of ffount Camel and The Park Night of the 

Soul, helped shape the theological thinking of Eliot's later 

poems, especially Ash-Wednesday. Leonard Unger has given a 

helpful summary of the theology of these two bookst 

In each of these St. John gives counsel for the 
religious experience of purgation and explains that those 
who would attain union with God oust enter a condition 
of the soul called the "dark night." This condition is 
of two stages: the dark night of sense and the dark 
ni&ht of spirit, in which sense and spirit respectively 

82grlch Auerbach, Dantes Poet of the Secular World, 
translated by Balph tonheim (ChI^o7~19Sl), p. l l 6 7 ~ ^ 
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are purged, The As cent, counsel for the active way of 
purgation, Is Intended for proficientsj The Bark Might. 
counsel for the passive way, for beginners. "The passive 
way is that wherein the soul doss nothing, and (Sod works 
In the soul, and it reaalns, as It were patient."*5-' 

The epigraph of Sweeney Agonlates is from the Ascent of Mt. 

Carmel, Book I, Chapter IV, which Indicates that Eliot was 

reading St. John of the Cross as early as 1924. 

Xt was especially after T. E. Huline's Speculations was 

published in 1924 that Bulge's religious ideas were to mean 

some thing to Eliot* Jfulme was a classicist, "distrusted hu-

manism, " and "believed strongly in the reality of Original 

Sin and the inability of man to attain perfection by any hu-

man effort."84 The doctrine of Original Sin would be in 

agreement with Eliot's Puritan conscience. In Axel's Castle * 

published in 1931, Edmund Wilson remarked concerning Eliot's 

conversion that it seeaed "less an Anglo-Catholic conversion 

than a reawakening of the New Englander's conscience, of the 

never quite exorcised conviction of the ineradicable sinful-

ness of man."®S Wilson has a point, but he does not take Into 

account the full Anglo-Catholic Influence upon Eliot, some of 

which has been pointed out in connection with Eliot's reading. 

^Leonard Unger, "Ash Wednesday," S» EliotI & 
Selected Critique, edited by Leonard Unger"TNew York,"1948)> 
P. 350. 

^Sraldt, Poetry and Belief* p. 2>. 

®5Wilson, "T, s. Eliot," Axel's Castle, p. 127. 
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Xn addition to his reading, another factor that may haw 

had an effect upon his future thought was his breakdown at 

the time he was writing ISie Waste Land. Howarth attributes 

it to exhaustion from double-livings "wage-earning faith-

fully and efficiently pursued, intellectual conquests pursued 

at the aaaie tlme."^ The breakdown could have been caused 

also by frustrations fro® inward turmoil, which is plausible 

since the early twenties is the period of inward debating be-

fore the ultimate crisis between 1925 and 1927. A person who 

passes through a breakdown is often not the same person# 

Not only inward changes in his person but outward changes 

in the postwar world had an impact upon his life and thought t 

Possibly 1926 marks the beginning of a spiritual 
awakening and a growth of independence, "Only from about 
the year 1926," says Eliot, "did the features of the 
post-war world begin clearly to emerge# . . • From about 
that date one began slowly to realize that the intellec-
tual and artistic output of the previous seven years had 
been rather the last efforts of an old world, than the 
first struggles of a new.""7 

His reading, hi® breakdown, and his impressions of the 

changes taking place in the post-war world are suggested as 

some of the causes bringing him to his confession expressed 

in Hollow Men and Sweeney Aaonlstes, 

This chapter concludes that Eliot was still under the in-

fluence of hi® philosophy, as he expressed it in his disserta-

tion, when he wrote the Waste Land; however, in this poem he 

SSlfowarth, Figures Behind &. SUaS; P* 

87amiat, Poetry and Belief, p. 27. 
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expanded his idea or subjective ld@a3.isa to a collective 

Idealism, an idea that was in harmony with his insight® ex-

pressed in "Tradition and the Individual Talent." It nas 

also pointed out that araong the various religions he was par-

ticularly impressed with Buddhism at the time The Waste Land 

m a written* Contrary to the interpretation of many, it is 

not a Christian poem. The Hollow Men was primarily his con-

fession of the emptiness of his philosophy and his perception 

of the Church as hi« only hope, although he concluded that a 

"Shadow" was hindering his acceptance of it. The "Shadow,rt 

as was pointed out, was the medium of his own mind—in essence, 

his philosophy—but in addition to the "Shadow" referring to 

the subjective side* Read suggest® that it could refer to the 

objective side as well, "the moral judgment, the Tables of 

th© Law, the Commandments" of Christendom as he was learning 

to understand it#®® Sweeney Agonlstes, an early experiment 

In drama, was written about the nwm tine as The Hollow Men 

and presents the same experience of conflict and new spiritual 

awareness as The Hollow Men. It also, however, does not ex-

press a satisfactory attainment of an objective reality out-

side of the self* Instead of faith there is fear; th© fear 

of facing the "eyes" in The Hollow ten is expressed as fear 

in Meeting the waiting "hangman" of Sweeney Agonlstes. This 

period concludes with his fear on the verge of faith. His 

®%ead, "T. S. E.--A Memoir,M T.«, S. Eliott The Man and 
m&MsaB* p* 37. 

mailto:ld@a3.isa
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reading# breakdown, and impressions of the new post-war world 

are in themselves adequate explanations of the causes that 

brought him to this turning point. 



CHAPTER IV 

m e n m m m m s B B i m OF a u s l c k 

CATHOLIC CHRISTIANITY 

Thia chapter will continue the development of the re-

ligious thought of Eliot from 1937 to 19?5. In addition to 

hie confirmation in the Church of England (1927), primary 

consideration will b® given to the personal poem concerning 

hla conversion to the Christian faith, Ash-Wednesday, to hi® 

choruses of a pageant, W & Rock, and to M s first independent 

full-length drama, fefe J3& 

Eliot was baptised and confirmed into the Church of 

Sngl&nd in 1927.* In 1928 he declared himself, in the Pre-

face to Lancelot Andreses, as "classicist in literature, 

royalist in politic#, and anglo-catholic in religion*"2 He 

mde the following cowent about this quotable statement of 

his beliefs at the Convocation Lecture delivered at the Uni-

versity of Leeds in July, 1961; 

Well, ogr religious beliefs are unchanged, and I am 
strongly in favour of the Maintenance of the monarchy 
la all countries which have a monarchy; as for Classicism 
and Roasanticis®, I find that the tenas have no longer 
the iaqportance to as that they once had. But even if 

>Siiot, "To Criticize the Critio," To C.rlUalaw the 
Critic (Hew York, 1905), p. 15. 1 

2Bliot, For lancelo.t Andrewes (Garden City, 1929), 
p* vli. 
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ray statement; of belief needed no qualification at all 
after the passage of the years, I should not b® Inclined 
to express it in quite this way.'5 

It was stressed in the previous chapter that this duel-* 

a ion was not made suddenly but gradually* Arthur Hisener 

points out that it was five years after The Hollow Man "before 

Iliot began, in Ash-Wednesday, to find where else to go,"^ 

This statement is not accurate. Even in The Hollow Men. Eliot 

saw the Church as the only hope for eapty wen# In addition, 

his reading of Andrewes, Bante, St# John of the Cross, and 

Hulm© during the twenties suggests the direction of his 

thought. This is legitimate evidence, especially with regard 

to Eliot, for he recosaatended in his essay on Dante in 1929 

the method of reading the writings that influenced an author? 

But the next step after reading Dante again and 
again should be to read some of the books that he read* 
rather than modern books about his work and life and 
times, however good.5 

Also, by 1926 Eliot was already attending the early eotnwtnlon 

services, as Sir Herbert Bead learned one morning while 

spending the night in the Eliot home at 57 Chester Terrace i 

I reiaesaber how on one such occasion I woke early 
and presently be cane conscious that the door of my room, 
which was on the ground floor, was slowly and silently 
being opened. I lay still and saw first a hand and then 
an arm reach round the door and lift from a book the 

•̂ Eliot, Tg. Criticize the Critic, p. 15# 

^Arthur meaner* "To Meet Mr# Eliot," T* S- allot* 
gction of Critical. Essays, edited by HugE tenner 

wood cHrfa, 1962), p. 

Essays, p. 236. 
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bowler hat that was hanging there. It was a little be-
fore seven o'clock and Mr, Eliot was on his way to an 
early communion service* It was the first intimation I 
had of his conversion to the Christian faith." 

The fact that even his close friends did not know of his 

decision indicates in the case of Eliot not a lack of courage 

or enthusiasm but humility and honesty (as well as the shy-

ness that he always had) with regard to the expression of his 

faith. These factors should be taken into consideration when 

his Christianity is suspect as being more a matter of the head 

than of the heart. In 1929 Edmund Wilson, for example, de-

scribes Eliot's religious fervor for For Lancelot Andrewes as 

a "low blue flame."7 Smidt answers such charges in the fol-

lowing: 

But he never wraps it up in stock phrases to which 
he cannot give personal assent, nor does he affirm more 
than he safely may. On the contrary, one often feels 
that he understates his religious views, and is over-
scrupulous in revealing the limitations of his religious 
sensibility.0 

His religious sensibility, therefore, is more like that of 

the Apostle John than that of the Apostle Peter. In The 

Gospel According to John. John refers to his own conversion 

only indirectly (John 1:40) and never refers to himself at 

all in the Gospel except as "the disciple whom Jesus loved" 

%ead, "T. S, E.— A Memoir," T. S. Eliott The Man and 
His Work, p. 22. 

^Wilson, "T. S. Eliot and the Church of England," New 
Republic. LVIII (April 24, 1929), 285-284. 

^Smidt, Poetry and Belief, p. 52. 
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(John 13»25), Personality makes a difference in huaan con-

duct* Like John# Sliot was a quiet, hunble, meditative type 

of person. In addition, when he wrote Ash-Wednesday. he was 

a comparatively new convert and had not had tiiae to grew and 

mature in the knowledge of the Christian faith. He was a nan 

in poetry but a baby in the faith. Simons mkm a wis# ob-

servation when he point# out that in America "there seems to 

be a special temptation to require of poet® more than they 

can give."9 giiot is not a theologian presenting the larger 

claims of Catholicism* but a poet presenting* as in the eaae 

of A&h--mtimti4mr, a brief moment of religious experience in 

an age that believe® religion to be a Kind of defeatism and 

puts ail its hop© for man in finding the right secular order. "W 

waa published in 1920, but Part XI had al-

ready appeared aa "Salutation" in December of 1927, Part 1 as 

"Perch1io non apero in the spring of 1928, and Part XII as 

"A1 ®<m de l'escalina" in the autusm of 1927* Xt is a personal 

poem concerning Eliot's struggle!, after his initial act of 

faith in 0od, to relinquish that which might hinder his ac-

ceptance by God and to attain complete redemption in God. 

The first day of Lent, the traditional forty days before 

Easter, is called Ash Wednesday,. Frank Colquhoun offers the 

following explanation of the day: 

9j, w. Sistons, "Beliefs and Poetry of T. 3. Eliot," 
Coawonweal, L3QCI (October >0, 1959)* 160. 

10All«n Tate, On Ash Wednesday," MMML 4 ££Uft£r 
tion of Critical Essays, p. 151. 
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The title derives from the discipline In the an-
cient Roman Church of sprinkling ashes on the heads of 
penitents ulth a view to their being restored to Com-
munion at Easter. The Sanaa Missal contained a service 
for the blessing of the ashes, which were intended to toe 
a mark of humiliation, contrition, and »umlng (see# 
e.g., Imu 611Ban. 90 j Matt, 1U21M 1 

Grover Snlth comments that this day "is a day of weeping and 

fasting and of repentance for the aIn® of the past, when 

Christian® seek God's help to turn them back toward Hi® and 

away from the world,"12 

Before the pom begins, therefore, he has already decided 

for the Church as the answer to the waste land condition* 

Helen Gardner supports this observation! 

In Ash Wednesday the choice has been made. Choice 
and decision are not its subject. It Is not a single 
continuous poem, but a group of poems on aspects of a 
single theme. In religious terms the then*® is penitence, 
and penitence can be defined as a proper attitude to the 
past, a.recognition of the present and a resolve for the 
future. •' 

Fart I of Ash-Wednesday, as well as the entire poem, 

could be epitomized In the word repentance, which word, of 

course, is related to the theme of redemption. Part I com-

mences with this idea of repentance: 

Because I do not hope to turn again 
Because I do not hope . 
Because I do not hope to turn. . . .^ 

•̂ Frank Colquhoun, "Ash Wednesday,H Baker*a Dictionary 
of Theology (Grand Bapids, I 9 6 0 ) , p. 69 . 

i2Qrover Smith, T»_ SL. Sliot's Poetry and Flays» p, 159. 

^Helen Gardner, The Art of T. 3. Eliot (New York, 1959), 
pp. 115-114. " 

l4Kiiot, 22J& Q$mw& fwm SSA S&SBb p- 60, 
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Eliot has used an exact word to indicate the meaning of repen-

tances "turn.n Repentance Is a biblical concept and the 

Greek word for it,^c£ 7-<LI/6 c<L means "a change of mind, turning 

about." When one repeats, he turns from something Jjo some-

thing. This is illustrated in 1 Thessalonians Is9? " . . . 

and how ye turned to God from idols. . . •nl5 

In the first three strophes, the poet expresses the fact 

that his decision has been so fundamental that he does not 

hope to turn back to his former ways again. These strophes, 

as well as the remainder of the poem, set forth his acts of 

resignation, acts which are appropriate to such a day as Ash 

Wednesday. In essence, what he gives up l» his former way of 

thinkings collective Idealism. In "Tradition and the Indi-

vidual Talent," he wrote about his aspirations for the mind 

of Europe, aspirations which are again In mind in this poem: 

Because I do not hope to turn 
Desiring this man's gift and that man's scope 
I no longer strive to strive towards such things 
(Why should the aged eagle stretch Its.wings?) 
The vanished power of the usual reign?1" 

Possibly the second strophe speaks of his turning away from 

his subjective method of creating poetry. Instead of re-

sponding to the objective world directly, his former method 

was to write about it as it was mirrored to him in his sub-

jective consciousness: 

iSwilllam P. Aradt and F. Wilbur Gingrich, A Greek-
English Lexicon of the New Testament (Chicago, if56); p. 513. 

*°Ellot, The Complete Poems and Flays, p. 60. 
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Because I cannot drink 
There, where trees flower, and springs flow, 

for there la nothing again.3*7 

The third strophe refers to hie awareness that there is no 

such thing as the simultaneous existence of all of hietory: 

Because I know that time is always time 
And place is always ana only place 
And what is actual is actual only for one time 
And only for one place • » ,<*« 

Possibly this change of insight with regard to literature la 

illustrated in the following contrast. In "Tradition and the 

Individual Talent," h© concludes that one should live in what 

is not "merely the present, but the present moment of the 

past# unless he la conscious, not of what is dead, but of 

what is already living. In "Lancelot Andrew©®," however, 

he comments about "the dreary cemetery o£ literature" where 

the remains of Andrew©s1s reputation will ultimately be 

placed.^0 

Despite the thing® he la giving up, he is not depressed 

about it; nor is he a "low blue flame," He exults, "I rejoice 

that things are as they are" and "Consequently I rejoice, 

having to construct something / Upon which to rejoice. 

The three strophes, with their emphasis on repentance, 

indicate a beginner on the pathway to redemption. There la, 

17Ibld. l8Ibld. 

^Ellot, "Tradition and the Individual Talent,M Selected 
Saaaya, p. 11. 

20giiot, "Lancelot Andrew©®,n Selected Essays, p. 299. 

21Eliot, The Complete Poems and Flays, pp. 60-61. 
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however, a note of uneasiness about his present position* 

The decision has been so right for him that he does not hope 

to turn again, but there may lurk in his mind the thought 

that he might desire the old way again. Also, he does not 

hope to turn again, but now that he has mad© his decision, he 

feel® like an «iie in the eyes of the Lady who is his inter-

cessors "I renounce the blessed face / And renounce the 

voice. The Lady has withdrawn fx̂ om him so that the purga-

tion of his will might the better take place. Eliot had 

learned the philosophy concerning purgation from the Spanish 

mystic, St. John of the Cross. 

This work of purgation has been going on because the 

poet refers to hlcwelf as "the aged eagle. "22 This is a pic-

ture of the purging of the old nature., which the Apostle Paul 

terms the "old nan": 

That ye put off concerning the former conversation 
the old man, which la corrupt according to deceitful 
lusts; And be renewed in the spirit of your mind; And 
that ye put on the new man. . , , (Bpheaians 4i22-24). 

fhe opening twenty-five lines indicate that the decision 

against "the old man" has been made and that, because of it, 

he is enjoying a certain amount of relief. From the echo of 

the "Kyrle*" "And pray to God to have mercy upon us," unto 

the end of Part I, the need for patience and submission is 

stressed. 

22lbid.* P. 60. g3lbid. 
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Part II of Ash-Wednesday describes the note of hop® in 

the acceptance of death, The devouring work of the leopards 

and the presence of the Lady have given him hope concerning 

his possible redeo^tion. Since the leopards aw white and 

are the agents of purgation, they symbolize agents of good, 

The "three whit© leopards" is not a biblical allusion but, as 

Elizabeth Drew points out, a mythical one: 

They are in the tradition of all the devouring myths 
in which the hero is swallowed and emerges regenerated, 
Just as the scattering of the bones tells of the same 
psychic reality as the dismemberment of Dionysus or of 
Osiris# The leopards are devouring beasts, but obviously 
at the same time beneficent on»s. their whiteness and 
their quiet pose show them to be harmless* they lose 
terror in beauty. Moreover, as the bones know very well, 
the loss of the parts devoured by the leopards has made 
it possible for the brightness of the Lady to shim upon 
them* 

The presence of the intercessor gives hope to him that hie 

bones, like those of Ezeklel's valley of dry bones, shall live* 

He, therefore, welcomes renunciation: 

And 1 who am here dissembled 
Proffer my deeds to oblivion, and my love 
To the posterity of the desert and the fruit of the gourd 

Here we see Eliot renouncing a temporal iawaortalityj he is 

indifferent now to the aspiration of joining Homer and 3Dante 

and others in the simultaneous order of literature* 

In addition to the leopards and the lady, we have the 

wind. The wind is the only one able to give life to these 

24nrew, Tj. Sju Slofcs, sgsg. J & f t & S Q . s£ I 8 & iogtry., p. 107. 
25giiot, ftjuwflfttf jo#m & M U S E * P- 61, 
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boness "And I will put my spirit within you, and cause you 

to walk in ray statutes, and ye shall keep my judgments, and 

do them" (Ezekiel 56:27). The wind is a type of the Spirit 

of God in the Scriptures (of. Ezekiel j57»9, lOj John 518; 

Acts 2*1, 2} 2 Peter 1?21). There is hope of redemption be* 

cause of the presence of the wind. 

Part II concludes with the litany to the Lady which 

0®org® Williamson suceintly sujm&rlssest "The litany of the 

bones offers their salutation to the Lady of paradoxes who is 

now the Garden which reconciles all paradoxes."^ 

In Part III, the poet, like Lot1a wife, looks hack ret-

rospectively into the past and sees himself at various stages 

of giving up "the old man" and the old way of life* 

third stair reveals the earthly delights that still have at-

traction? 

At the first turning of the third stair, 
Was a slotted window bellied like the fig's fruit 
And beyond the hawthorn blossom and a pasture scene 
The broadbaoked figure drest in blue and green 
Enchanted the maytime with an antique flute. 
Brown hair it sweet, brown hair over the mouth blown, 
Lilac and brown hair; 
Distraction, music of the flute, stopa and steps of 

the mind over the third stair, 
lading, fading; strength beyond hope and despair 
Climbing the third stair,2" 

The "slotted window bellied like the fig's fruit," as many 

critics have suggested, has a strong sexual connotation, and 

2%eorge Williamson, A Reader's Guide to T. s. Eliot 
York, 1957), p. 174* 

a?Eiiot, s&t, coffl^tf $ m m m & P« 63. 
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the "music of the flute" could refer to poetry. As he Is 

moved by what he sees In retrospection, he thinks, "Lord, 1 

am not worthy / Lord, I em not worthy / hut speak the word 

o n l y . T h e later part of the statement Is both an expres-

sion of unworthlness and faltti (Matthew 8i8~10}* 

In Part IV, the past continues to be the subject. Here, 

however, the past has memories not of earthly, sensuous de-

light® but of the Lady "wearing / White light folded, sheathed 

about her folded."2^ This illumination gives him sufficient 

present knowledge to redeem present and past time. She, like 

the Holy Spirit in the Christian, is able to guide him into 

truths "Howbelt when he, the Spirit of truth, la come, he 

will guide you into all truth . . . " (John 16115). Ash-

Wednesday speak© of the redest̂ tlon of time a® well.as the re-

demption of the aoult 

The new year® walk, restoring 
Through a bright cloud of tears, the years, restoring 
With a new verse the ancient rhyme. Hedeem 
The time. Redeem 
The unread vision in the higher dream 
While Jewelled unicorns draw by the gilded hearse*2° 

Time is redeemed when a man yields to time as it is 

by God rather than by man. Time should be viewed and used 

according to Ood*s perspective and purpose. 

For the purpose of hi® purgation, the Lady withdrew in 

Part II. In Fart III and Part I?, with her word missing be-

cause of her absence, he thinks about the past. Although the 

28 Ibid. 29IMd., p. 64. 3°Ibld. 
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Intermediary word is also not present in Fart V# the Word, 

Christ, Is present In the world and In the darkness where he 

It (John Is 10, 11), The poet feels he is both an exile from 

the Lady and from Christ, He feels unworthy and out of con-

tact with both and prays for the veiled sister to pray for 

those who offend her. 

Part VI, the conclusion of Ash-Wednesday, commences with 

a "time of tension between dying and birth*"51 The opening 

twenty*four lines speak of this crisis. In this place of sol-

itude, "three dream (sensual enjoyment, poetic beauty, and 

heavenly redemption] cross / Between blue rocks*"32 "Between 

the blue rocks" is the place of decision# The yew-tree 1® a 

symbol of victory over death, drover Smith points this outs 

The portent of his deliverance Is the voice of "the 
other yew," evidently the voice of life and Immortality, 
just as the whispers shaken from the first yew by the 
divine breath wew> voices of the dead past, hopeless de-
sire, and death.J® 

*Hie poem concludes with a prayer to the Holy Virgin. 

Here the Lady and the Holy Virgin are symbolically one. The 

Lady, like Beatrice, has served as a mediator between this 

one near despair and the intercessions of the Virgin, In this 

prayer to th© Holy Virgin, be prays that he will possess self-

control and that he will be able to experientlally know that 

"Our peace £L®J in His will."3^ Eliot's comment on this 

?*Ibld.. p, 66. 52Ibid. 

3?0rover Smith, T^ JL_ Eliot's Poetry and Plays, p. 156. 

'^Bliot, The Complete Poems and Plays, p. 67. 
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well-known line of Dante is probably the best commentary on 

its 

AM the statement of Dante seems to m literally 
true. And I confess that It ha® more beauty for m now# 
when my own experience has deepened It* meaning, than It 
did when I first read it. So I can only conclude that 
I cannot, in practice, wholly separate ay poetic appre-
ciation from my personal beliefs.';? 

The filial line® speak, therefore, with a note of hope 

concerning redemption because he knows and desires to live by 

the great principle that can bring him deeper and deeper into 

the vital center which la God* Although there remains a con-

dition of tension# that principle will continually lead him 

to "the still point of the turning w o r l d . I t is redemp-

tive to reconcile one's life to the "still center," and this 

concept will be more fully developed in Eliot's later poetry# 

especially mm, BittSSM* 

Except for the mysticism of «yohn of the Cross, Eliofc'a 

thought in Ash-Wednesday is in harmony with Catholic Chris-

tianity, The rationalizing mysticism of the Spanish aystic, 

however, is not precisely biblical, as a comparison with St. 

Paul's discussion of sanetifleation in Homans 6—8 will read-

ily reveal. Paul says that one can immediately "walk in new-

ness of life" (Romans 6*4) when he continually reckons by 

faith upon the finished work of Christ for his sin nature 

(Bomans 6i11-13? 8:1-4). There is no mention of a "dark night 

35siiot, "Dante," Selected Essays, p, 231. 

3%ii0t, Thg, Poffffg, gnj *>* 
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of the sow!" in the Hen Testament or anything remotely equiv-

alent to it. John of the Cross, & solitary, independent, and 

creative Catholic, "pursued strongly," say® Charles Williams, 

"the Way of the Rejection of Images, the Negative Way. lie 

wrotet 'If a man wishes to be sure of the road he travels on, 

he must close his eyes and walk in the dark*1 'There la only 

one method, that which makes empty.1"3? Williams goes on to 

say that John of the Cross, for his strange approach to spir-

itual things, suffered persecution and imprisonment from the 

priests and Fathers of his own Church.Although many would 

not agree with hi® doctrinally, his spiritual walk with God 

was commendable. The twentieth century Spanish acetic, 

Antonio Machado, describes John of the Crosa as "thfe spirit 

of ardent flame. "39 It is not appropriate to call Hiot, who 

manifests auoh similar spiritual devotion In this poem, a 

"low blue flame." It is unlikely that a nominal member of 

the Church of England would even he willing to attempt to 

practice the way of detachment and love presented by this Car-

melite saint, this companion of St. Teresa. Possibly Eliot 

was originally attracted to hi* because he was one of the 

greatest Christian poet-mystics. 

^Charles Williams, Pescent of the Dove (Grand Rapids, 
1939), p. ISO. 

% i a . , P. i8i. 

%lUoX*m
 A ssaar aai aa mmw. 
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The "Ariel Poems" were written at about the same time as 

Ash-Wednesday, and since they approximate Ash-Wednesday in 

its religious thought, they will be treated briefly. The 

four poems were contributed between 1927 and 1930 as some-

thing like a Christmas card for Paber and Paber1s "Ariel 

Poems" by contemporary writers. These Christmas poems give 

additional evidence of Eliot's preoccupation with the theme of 

the Incarnation. 

"Journey of the Magi" (1927) is a monologue by one of 

the wise men who came to see the one "that is born King of 

the Jews" (Matthew 2:2); he is one, like Eliot, who has ac-

cepted the Incarnation as a historical fact. In addition, 

the man from the east has an Insight similar to Simeon's (Luke 

2:25-35); the wise man comprehends that the Messiah was born 

in order to die: "were we led all that way for Birth or 

Death?"^° The capitals indicate the significance of the birth 

and death of Jesus: Incarnation and Redemption. This birth 

had a profound affect upon the Magi: "this Birth was / Hard 

and bitter agony for us, Like Death, our death. The words 

"our death" and "another death" should be interpreted with 

reference to the mysticism of St. John of the Cross, which 

teaches the way of negation.1*2 At least one of the Magi 

^°Eliot, The Complete Poems and Plays. p. 69. 

% b i d . 

^20rover Smith, Tj_ Su_ Eliot's Poetry and Plays. p. 12J. 
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realizes he need® to pass through a period of purgation as 

preparation for union with the one whose birth he came to ac-

knowledge . 

Eliot's concluding lines are a rare and memorable de-

scription of the predicament of the wise men at the time of 

the transition from on© dispensation to another# 

We returned to our places, these Kingdoms, 
But no longer at ease here, in the old dispensation, 

With an alien people clutching their gods,^? 

& dispensation is a "distinguishable economy in the outworking 

of aod's purpose*"^ they became aware that a new ®commy 

was being established on earth, even for the Jews, but they 

had to return home to their kingdoms which had not seen the 

light of the new day. So great was the change in their lives 

that they felt like stranger® in their own kingdoms, This is 

another way for the poet to express the "turn" of Ash-Wednesday 

that had taken place in his own life, 
,!A Song for Simeon" (1920), a prayer of Simeon's while 

waiting for death after seeing the infant Jesus, attempts to 

catch the spirit of Simeon's thought in accordance with XaUm 

2i25-35. The note of disappointment that he will not partic-

ipate in the struggles of the early Christians is foreign to 

the passage In the Scriptures, where contentment reigns in 

the soul of Simeon. The poem concludes with the Idea that 

4%iiot, fipftMM, ESSE iMm* P* 69. 
kt 
Charles Byrie, Pispensationalism Today (Chicago, 1963)# 

p. 29* 
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his concern for future believers is too heavy a burden for 

M s tired, dying body; that burden 18 not for hi®, having seen 

the Lord's salvation. Hi© feeling concerning the imrainency 

of his death is expressed beautifully* ,:My life is light, 

waiting for th© death wind, / like a feather on the back of 

mp toMuJU"^ 

"Anlmula" (1929) is the description of a certain type of 

person who passes through childhood into adulthood, while 

still remaining a child spiritually! 

Issues from the hand of time the simple soul 
Irresolute and selfish, misshapen, lame, 
Unable to fare forward or retreat# 
Fearing the warm reality# the offered good,# 
Denying the importunity of the blood# 

Shadow of its mm shadows, spectre in its own gloom. . . 

This poem differs, however, from Hollow Men with it® empty 

men, for in "Anlmula,!< the soul not only eventually sees but 

actually lives for the first time when, facing death, it is 

forced to think about the spiritual realities set forth in the 

Anglo-Catholic faiths "Mvlng first in the silence after the 

viaticum.The poem ends sadly with a request to pray for 

those especially who did not have either the opportunity or 

time for even "the silence after the viaticum," yet who were 

individuals in the same spiritual plight as "the simple soul" 

described in the poem. :!Animula" presents the pathetic pic-

ture of a soul whose only memory of Christmas before the time 

4%Uot, The Cprolate Poems and Flare, p. 67. 

't6Xbld.. p. 71. 47lbia. 
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of death is that of the "brilliance of the Christmas tree" 

in childhood* That seems to be th© point of this poem as a 

Christmas poesu the lights were seen but not the Light until 

the light of llf® was almost out» 

"Marina" (1930), according to Elizabeth Drew, "is the 

only purely Joyous poem Eliot has ever written."^ The con-

text of this poem of Joy is that of Pericles1 reunion with 

Marina, his daughter, in Shakespeare's Pericles. Whereas th® 

"Journey of the Magi" is based on a sermon by Lancelot 

Andrewee, which was preached before King James at Whitehall 

in 1622, and "A Song for Simeon!! is based on Luke 2, "Marina" 

is based on a myth, King Pericles is the speaker of th© 

monologue, which, at the climax of his awakening, registers 

his thoughts and feelings upon the discovery of hi® daughter 

Marina. She is more than a daughter in this poem; site is a 

Christ-image, as Beatrice was, as an image, the (Jod-bearer, 

the instrument by which God communicated himself« Grover 

Smith has made an excellent observation of a source which 

sheds light on Marinas 

In "Marina" the dream child corns with almost a re-
ligious epiphany, and it is hardly accidental that the 
phrase "Given or lent?" echoes Alice Meynell's line, 
11 Given, not lent" in her poem "Unto us a Son is given/' 
referring to Isaiah, chapter 

However, Harina is not an image of the Child of "Journey of 

^©rew, Ss. B^lqt; She Design of His Pofttry, p. 127. 

trover Smith, SftffP. ? M > P» 132, 
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the Magi," but she 1b an image of His resurrection and of the 

resurrection of believers, of whom He is the first-fruits. 

'The voyage in Marina," comments Helen Gardner, "discovers in 

the ocean an island* and sees again a beloved facet Its theme 

is not the iasaortality of the soul, but resurrection. "5° 

There is a progression of thought in these "Ariel Poems." 

In "Journey of the Magi" and "A Song of Simeon," an old man 

enter® into the significance of the birth of Jesus, but is un-

able for various reasons to enter into his death? in "Animula," 

an old man has discovered the meaning of that death, as it is 

symbolized by the Eucharist, which was given on the verge of 

hi® own deathj in "iferina," an old wan discover® the full-

orbed splendor of the Christian message, including resurrec-

tion. The "Ariel Poem®" depict the writings of a compara-

tively new believer who is gaining insight® into the faith 

from which he will not turn again. Prom the exhaustion of 

spirit of "Journey of the Ifegi," one ia brought to the vital-

ity of spirit of ''Marina." Helen Gardner emphasizes the over-

all transition of thought at this period of Eliot's life: 

"As The Hollow Man is the bridge between The Waste land and 

Ash-Wednesday» Marina is the bridge between Ash-Wednesday and 

Four Quartets.I; The lines near the conclusion of "Marina" 

remind on© of the spiritual dedication of both Ash-Wednesday 

and Four Quartets; 

5°0ardner, The Art of Jk Eliot, p. 126. 51ibid. 
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This form, this face, this life 
Living to live In a world of time beyond me; let me 
Resign my lift for this life# ny speech for that unspoken, 
She awakened, lip® parted, th© hope, the new ships.52 

In this poem, on© also finds, however, the conflict between 

the world within and the world without, the body and the 

spirit which Eliot has not been able to resolve. He is near 

to accepting the body and the senses in "Marina," as J. Hlllis 

Miller points out* 

These images appeal to all the senses, not Just to 
eyesight, and they show Eliot beginning to know a real 
world by means of a real body engaged in that world. 
This return from idealist isolation to a physical world M 
is one dimension, and not the least Moving, of "Marina."53 

The idea of the new center of awareness of nMarina" is 

approached from an opposite viewpoint in the two sections of 

a poem called Corlolan. In "Marina," the old man is aware of 

the reality of "a world of time beyond" him; in "TriuB̂ hal 

March" (October, 1931), the pagan general is not aware of this 

supernatural world of reality* 

0 hidden under the dove's wing, hidden in the turtle's 
breast 

Under the palmtree at noon, under the running water., 
At the still point of the turning world. 0 hidden.** 

Jfot the presence but the absence of spiritual awareness is 

stressed* 

The narrator of the poem is a person observing this tri-

umphal starch of the Roman general with his army. The poem 

5%llot, The Complete Poems and Flays, p. 73. 

53Miller, Poets of Reality, p. 185. 

^iilot, mm. gomplete Poems and Plays, p. 86* 
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intimates that the narrator perceives that the famous general 

does not care for the people who ignorantly claim him as a 

saviour and that the source of spiritual wisdom and strength 

is hidden from him. The general does not understand the 

things of the Spirit of God, which Spirit is symbolized by 

the "dove's wing." 

"Difficulties of a Statesman" (winter, 1921) adds infor-

mation concerning the inward thoughts of the man, as the pre-

vious section presents the outward trappings. Coriolan is 

different from Shakespeare's Coriolanus, a primary source of 

the poem, because Coriolan is like a weak, spoiled mama's boy. 

The populace, however, cannot see beneath the outward appear-

ance of the man. He is nothing apart from politics and 

military power. "Difficulties of a Statesman" Is Eliot's 

"ironic comment on the futilities of statesmanship without a 

centre in some reality more permanent and more satisfying to 

the nature of man than that of government machinery."^5 

Another triumphal entry of history is illicit in the 

poem. In obedience to the "still point of the turning world," 

Christ "steadfastly set his face to go to Jerusalem" (Luke 

9*5l)« He was the still point incarnates the general knew 

nothing of such a center. This "still point" will be one of 

the main themes of Eliot's religious thought in the subse-

quent poems and plays. 

55Drew, T^ Su, Eliott The Design of His Poetry, p. 159. 
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Before the publication of Eliot's next contribution to 

drama, 'The Rook (193^0, his Selected Essays was published in 

1932, followed toy Use of Poetry rod the Use of Criticism 

in 1933* Among the essays in Selected Essays which have not 

been mentioned and that are particularly pertinent to his re-

ligious thought are "John Bramhall" (1927), "Thoughts After 

Lambeth" (1931)/ "Religion and Literature," and "The Pensees 

of Pascal" (1931). The lectures of The Use of Poetry and the 

IS& Criticism were prepared in Caaibridge, Massachusetts, 

in the autumn of 1932 and were delivered at Harvard University 

during the winter of 1932-33. 

The Rock is actually not a drama but a pageant, and 

largely a prose pageant at that, and in addition, Eliot states 

in his prefatory note to the play that he is literally the 

author of only one scene and the choruses. The choruses, 

which will be our primary consideration, are incorporated in 

all editions of his Complete Poems. In the spring of 1934 at 

Sadler's Wells, The Rock was presented on behalf of the Forty-

Five Churches Fund of the Diocese of London, a fund which was 

established to build and endow new churches in the fast-

growing sections of London. 

At the recommendation of E. Martin Brown, the Forty-Five 

Churches Fund invited Eliot to assist in writing the pageant, 

especially the choral verses. According to Brown, the 
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choruses received an "overwhelming response.56 Despite the 

deadline pressures under which they were written, Grover 

Smith wrote, "Musically, whatever their dramatic deficien-

cies, these rank among Eliot's best p o e m s . " 5 7 

Thes Hock, the "low blue flame" of For Lancelot 

Andrewes becomes "the silver trumpet."58 His faith is now 

clearly expressed and with conviction. He is a poet with a 

mission; he has a message to communicate. 

The very title of the play indicates his acknowledgment 

of the Church of England, especially the Anglo-Catholic wing. 

His preoccupation with the theme of the Incarnation is again 

evident. In Chorus VII, the Incarnation of Christ radiates 

"the light of the Word" in the midst of the dim light of other 

religions and in the midst of the darkness of the world. In 

addition to the birth of Christ, his Passion and Sacrifice 

are stated, and possibly Eliot is describing his own disci-

pleship in the context of those lines: 

Then it seemed as if men must proceed from light to 
light in the light of the Word, 

Through the Passion and Sacrifice saved in spite of 
their negative being; 

Bestial as always before, carnal, self-seeking as always 
before, selfish and purblind as ever before, 

5%. Martin Browne, "T. S. Eliot in the Theatre," T. S. 
Eliot: The Man and His Work, p. 120. 

5?Grover Smith, T*. Sjl Eliot1 a Poetry and Plays. p. 174. 

5&Edward Shillito, "The Faith of T. S. Eliot," Christian 
Century. LI (August 1, 1934), 994. 
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Yet always struggling, always reaffirming, always 
resuming their inarch on the way that was lit toy the 
light j 

Often halting, loitaring, straying, delaying returning, 
yet following no other way.59 

. . . yet following no other way,"says Eliot. That way Is 

the way of Catholic Christianity, as his statements concern-

ing the Eucharist make clear: 

And the Son of Han was not crucified once for all, 
The blood of the martyrs not shed one® for all, 
The Uvea of the Saints not given once for alls 
But the Son of Man is crucified always. 
And there shall he Martyrs and Saints."0 

Eliot la saying, as the Catholics do, that the sacrament 

of the Eucharist is also a sacrifice, a sacrifice that will 

continue until the end of time. In "Bast Coker," Eliot may 

have in oiind the actual transubstantiatlon of the bread and 

wine into the body and blood of Christ and the subsequent 

eating of the "bread" by the congregations 

The dripping blood our only^drlnk, 

The bloody flesh our only food*"1 

When the bread and wine are made the body and blood of Christ, 

the Incarnate Christ is bodily present, The doctrine of the 

Incarnation seems to be the central principle of Catholicism. 

According to J. Hillis Miller, Gerard Manley Hopkins, a nine-

teenth century Catholic poet, believed that "the chief at-

traction of Catholicism is the doctrine of the Real Presence. 

3 9 a x i o t , The Complete M e w ana Plays, p. 108. 

SQibid ., p. 106. 6 l i b i d , , p. 128. 

.. 62Mill«*s SM. g-aappeftyapoe q£ goji, Pjy« » 
Writers (Mew York, 1965}, p. 6. 
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This doctrine was gun attraction to Eliot, too. "The point of 

intersection of the timeless / With time "63 not only took 

place in history at the birth of Christ but, according to the 

Catholic position, it also takes place at each observance of 

the sacrament of cosmnion* Of course, the Impingement of 

tlit timeless upon time may also take place during tinea of 

meditation and prayer and even at unexpected moments. 64 

Kristlan Smidt points out that Eliot is occupied with the 

Catholic position over that of the Protestants 

Be leans to Catholicism in stressing the dogma of 
Incarnation rather than that of Atoneiaentj the perfec-
tion of the will and religious discipline rather than 
the intensity of falthj penance, confession and purga-
tion rather than judgment,* Qommm.1 rather than private 
worship. Such things as the adoration of the Virgin and 
the belief in the intercession of saints, are more super-
ficial Catholic elements in his poetry,"5 

The concept of the perfection of the villi is stated several 

times in The Bocks "Let us therefore make perfect our will / 

0 God, help us."66 

Some concepts of his religious thought are both Catholic 

and Protestant, Individuals and churches in both believe 

that man Is a sinner unable to redeem himself: . for 

the heart is deceitful above all things, and desperately 

63£ll©t, The Complete Poems and Plasm, p. 156, 
65Smldt, J&t&a g}& Belief, p. 210, 

6%llot# The Complete Poems and Plays, p. 110. 
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wicked."6> Man on his own will not make spiritual progress* 

:!The cycles of Heaven in twenty centuries / Bring us farther 

from God and nearer to the D u s t , S i n e ® men now live in an 

age that ha© widely rejected the Incarnation, they are part 

of "an age which advances progressively backward®.Both 

Catholic® and Protestants proclaim also the importance of the 

interdependence of Christian® s 

What life have you if you have not life together? 
There is no life that is not in community, 
And no community not lived in praise of GOD. 
Even the anchorite who meditates alone, 
For whom th® daya and nights repeat th# praise of GOD. 
Fray for the Church, the Body of Christ incarnate.70 

Th© classic passage of Scripture on the co-inherence, as 

Eliot's friend Charles William® would call it, of the Body 

of Christ is Ephtaians 4<12-16. Paul speaks of Christ, "From 

whom the whole body fitly Joined together and compacted toy 

that which every Joint aupplieth, according to th© effectual 

working in the measure of every part, maketh increase of the 

body unto the edifying of itself in love" (Ephesiana 4s 16)* 

Th© Church is able to build up itaelf because each member of 

that body i© equipped with a spiritual gift or gifts to make 

its own unique contribution. In Chorus IK, Eliot seta forth 

one of his rare affirmations concerning the acceptance of the 

human body: 

67Xbld.. p. 105* ^Ibld.« p. 96. 

69lbld.. p. 108. 70xbld.. P« 101. 
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For Man Is joined spirit and body# 
And therefore must serve as spirit and body. 
Visible and invisible, two world© meet in Man; 
Visible and invisible must meet in His Temple; 

You must not deny the body.fl 

This is a definite change, for his "early poetry is dominated 

by disgust for the body. 

Although Tijgi Hook may not be his best poetry, it is an 

important document on M s religious thought of the thirties, 

his "period of militant Christianity. 

Eliot's first full-length drama, Murder ;In the Cathedral. 

was written for the Canterbury festival of June, 1953• George 

Bell, Bishop of Chichester and a pioneer in bringing a rap-

prochement between the Church and creative arts, invited Eliot 

to write a play for this Festival, The play was to be pre-

sented at the Chapter House and by mostly amateur actors* 

This drama* of course, is based upon the history of King 

Henry II and Thomas Beeket (1118-1170 A.D.), archbishop of 

Canterbury, and their differences over the rights of Church 

and State* Some rash words of Henry inspired four knights of 

hi® household to set out for Canterbury, where they ultimately 

killed Thomas in his cathedral church. Eliot interpretc these 

historical facts as a contest between "brute power and re-

signed holiness. 

?*Xbid>, p. 111. /2Mlller, Foetfl of Reality, p. 184. 

7^carol H. Smith, Tj. Eliot.'a Dramatic Theory £jjgi 
Practicej'p» 18. 

740rover Smith, T, S. Eliot's Poetry and ?lwa» p. 195. 
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The play 1# made up of two parts, tsitb an Interlude be-

tween them In which the archbishop preaches his Christmas 

morning sermon In the cathedral. As far as the person of 

Becket is concerned# Part I deals with his inward conflict, 

resulting from the testations of the four tempter®; fart II 

deals with M s outward conflict, resulting from the persecu-

tion of the four knights# The Interlude looks both waysa 

the sermon reveals the fact that Becket has profited by the 

inward conflict and Is prepared for the outward conflict, 

whatever It may turn out to be. 

In Part I, the fourth tester cooes nearest to defeating 

Becket because Beeket himself has thought on this man's argu-

ments, The tempter urges the archbishop to seek martyrdom 

because he would be able to accomplish mow that way; "Saint 

and Martyr rule from the throne,"?5 The tempter also argues, 

"Seek the way of martyrdom, make yourself the lowest / On 

earth, to be high in heaven, :I76 Th© eyes of Thomas Becket 

are opened shortly to his own sinful flaw, and he replies, 

Now is my way clear, now is the meaning plains 
Temptation shall not come in this kind again. 
The last temptation is the greatest treason: 
To do the right deed for the wrong reason#'7 

In his sermon, Becket points out that should one through pride 

will his own martyrdom, he would negate the possibility of 

being a true martyri 

75Ellot, 3£fi. CMMfte ?°aaa w & ?my», p. 191. 

76XM4.. p. 19S. "ibid.. p. 196. 
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k martyrdom Is never the design of m&m for the 
true martyr is he who has become the instrument of God, 
who has lost his will in the will of God, not lost it 
hut found it, fox* he has found freedom In submission to 
God* The martyr no longer dee ires anything for himself, 
not even the glory of martyrdom.75 

Here we are also introduced to a frequent religious thought 

of Eliot: Complete freedom of action comes only when one la 

submissive to the will of God* When this la accomplished, 

one always has rest and peace in his labours. As Beekefc puts 

it, "• • » the wheel may turn and still / Be forever still."79 

An interesting; feature of the play la the spiritual de-

velopment of the women of Canterbury, the Chorus* They not 

only comment on the events they witness but also mature as a 

result of these events* £. Martin Browne, in agreement with 

Helen Gardner, goes as far as to say that the Chorus is the 

actual protagonist in the playi 

Here is the finest writingi here is the real de-
velopment, for the core of the drama is not in Beeket's 
struggle towards martyrdom (already near completion when 
the play begins) but in the progress of the Christian 
community, represented by the Women, from fear through 
sympathy and shared guilt to repentance and thanksgiving.80 

Robert Spealght, who played Be eke t more than a thousand 

times, said the "play won Immediate critical acclaim, "81 

After the play's first performance at the Chapter House, it 

78Ibld., pp» 199-200, 79Ibld., p. 182. 

SOBrowne, "T, S. Eliot in the Theatre," T* S* Eliot* 
ffhe Man and ilia Work, p. 12?. 

82-Robert Spealght, "Murder in the Cathedral," T» S 
gllo.t* fhe Han and Hla Work* p. 185. 
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was presented six months later at the tiny Mercury Theatre 

at Hotting Hill Sate, Except for brief Intervals, it ran at 

the Mercury Theatre and in the West End from November, 1935* 

to March, 193?* It then went on two long provincial tours* 

and early in 1936 It was presented In Boston and Mew York. 

Concerning the play'a success in Britain, Robert Spealght 

commented, "The success of Murder In the Cathedral in Britain 

owed a great deal to the support of the Church of England. 

The play was, after all, an Anglican classic, . > ."®2 

It has been debated whether or not the play is a tragedy 

or a comedy. Carol Smith's middle position Is probably the 

best one: 

Itas the events in Murder in |he C^thedx^l are pre-
sented as neither tragic or comic, but Christian, for 
Thomas goes to glory although he suffers martyrdom. In 
Eliot's conception of drama, neither laughter nor tears 
is the desiredQresponse, but rather peace which passeth 
understanding. 

Baoket comforts the priests before his martyrdom with these 

words! 

I have had a tremor of bliss, a wink of heaven, 
a whisper, 

And I would no longer be denied; all things 
Proceed to a Joyful consummation.*^ 

Hot fear at what may befall a person, whether martyrdom 

as In the case of Becket or consequent suffering as in the 

case of the women, but faith in @od and submission to Els will 

8gIbid., p. 191* 

SJearol Smith, Eliot's SBSOL « M 
Practice, p. 102. 

$%Sllot, The Coinplete ifr̂ js §n& U m > P- 209. 
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whatever His will may bring form the central thought of the 

drama. The play centers around the them® of martyrdom, which 

is more of a Catholic emphasis than a Protestant. The women 

are prototypes of all religious worshipers to follow who will 

seek help and inspiration from a great hero-saint. 

Since this chapter# especially in Ash-Wednesday and the 

"Ariel Poems," has analyzed Eliot's expression of his conver-

sion, It would be amiss to neglect a consideration of Pascal, 

whose own conversion was similar to Eliot's and in who® Eliot 

found a kindred spirit. Pascal was also a man of eminence, 

for he was a Freneh scientist, writer, and Christian thinker 

who had a profound influence upon Western thought. Ernest 

Mortimer, a clergyman in the Church of England who made a 

life-time study of Pascal, quoted in his book on Pascal these 

following words by Jacques Chevalier, professor and Pascalian 

scholar: "He is to France," writes Professor Chevalier, "what 

Plato is to Greece, Dante to Italy, Cervantes and S. Theresa 

to Spam, Shakespeare to England. "85 Eliot expressed his own 

respect for Pascal in his essay called "The 11 Pensees' of 

Pascal" written during this period, 1931s 

. . . I can think of no Christian writer, not 
Newnan even, more to be commended than Pascal to those 
who doubt, but who have the mind to conceive, and the 
sensibility to feel, the disorder, the futility, and 
the meaninglessnese, the mystery of life and suffering, 

^Ernest Mortimer, Blaise Pascals The Life and Works 
M. i,Heallst (New York, 1959), pTTBJT 
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and who can only^find peace through a satisfaction of 
the whole being. ° 

Sir Herbert Read said that Eliot was more like St. John of 

the Gross than Pascal because Eliot was not one of those who 
87 

doubt. However, such a statement ia in direct contradic-

tion to Eliot's own words. H. S. Daviea gives the following' 

account of a conversation with Eliot following a dinner to-

gether in 1934s 
Titer© was, he quietly observed, a great difference 

between the Marxists and himself, not only or merely in 
the content of their beliefa, but even more in the way 
in which they were held. "They seem so certain of what 
they believe. % own beliefs are held with a scepticism 
which I never even hope to be quite rid of,This helped 
me to appreciate, among other things, his natural af-
finity with the Anglican Establishment of the seventeenth 
century, for the religious verse of Bonne and Herbert 
turna almost as ouch on doubt as on faith,fland even more 

„ on the constant interplay between the two.*** 

Pascal was born in 1622, and, because of ill-health 

since infancy, died in 1662 at the early age of thirty-nine, 

Hi® notable scientific experiments and publications took 

place, for the most part, before 165^, the year of his con-

version, which was the direct result of the influence of 

Jansenism. His Provincial Letters was a defense of the Jan-

genista against their Jesuit adversaries. About the last 

five years of his life were spent writing down on scraps of 

®^Bliot, Selected Essays, p. 368. 
87Read, "T# S. E . - -A Memoir," T. s. Blloti The Man and 

83>jl. Worki p* 

S. Bavie®, "Miatah Kurtsis H@ Jtead,M T. S. Eliot: 
The Man and His Work, p. 360. 
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paper, as thoughts came to him, the material for what he 

planned to be, as Eliot phrased it, "a carefully constructed 

defence of Christianity, a true Apology and a kind of Grammar 

of Assent, setting forth reasons which will convince the in-
8q 

tellect. * These fragments, found after his death* compose 

what came to be known as the Fenaeea. which was first edited 

toy the Janaeniats in 1670# The influence of the Penseec 

oh ̂ our Quartets especially will be discussed in the next 

chapter. 

Beside® the guidance and comfort of the Penseea, Eliot 

must have been struck to some extent by Pascal's unique ac-

count of hie conversion. Pascal* on the night of his conver-

sion, November 23* 1654, made a written record of the revelation, 

and for the eight remaining years of his life "took care to 

sew and unaew the paper in the lining each time he changed hi® 

c o a t x n this document, found after his death and now known 

as the Memorial* the centrality of the one who became incar-

nate, Jesus Christ, in evident throughout, as the following 

quotations from it reveal: "Joy, Joy, joy, tears of Joy, . . * 

'This is the eternal life, that they might know Thee* the only 

true God, and the one whom Thou hast sent, Jesue Christ,1 

®9Eliot, Sele.o.te<3 1SSME* P- 359. 

9°Callliet, Pascal? The finsericence of Qertiua (Hew fork, 
19*5), p. 133* 
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Jesus Christ, Jean® Christ."91 Eliot himself became " . . . 

inexorably committed to the dogma of the Incarnation."92 

In a discussion of the Mystical experience of Pascal# 

who was not a aystic, Eliot seems to draw a parallel to his 

own experience when he says that "there is no reason to doubt 

Its genuineness unless we choose to deny all mystical experi-

ence . . • what can only be called aisrstlcal experience hap-

pens to many men who do not become raystlca."93 on« wonder® 

how Eliot knew this unless he himself had experienced what 

Jesus was talking about to Peter upon his confession of faith* 

" . . . flesh and blood hath not revealed it unto thee, but asy 

Father which is in heaven" (Jlatthew 16:17). Eliot reflects 

on his own â rstlcal experience in Ash-Wednesday. especially 

the first three strophes. 

Possibly Eliot was influenced by Pascal's Jansenlea, 

Cornelius Jansen {1585-16^3), Bishop of Yprea, sought the 

purification of Romanism along Augustinian lines. Bergsten 

says "the Jansenistlc view of man as fundamentally corrupt is 

often reflected in Eliot's writings. . . . I l i o i does 

write about the sinfulness of man's nature, as was revealed 

in !£he Bock* but one could not be dogmatic in claiming that 

it necessarily case from Pascal's influence# 

93-ibld.. pp. 131-1J2. 92Eliot, Selected Essays, p. 360. 

93lbid.. PP. 357-358, 

9^siaffan Bergsten, Tiine and gtemityt A Study in the 

fltockhoL^gio^ p 1 8 ^ ^ ITmor® feuy^uartets 
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Another significant influence upon Eliot during this 

period and the period of his life that followed was Charles 

Williams, a writer and a member of the staff of the London 

office of the Oxford University Press until his death in 19^5. 

In an Introduction to Williams' novel All Hallows1 Eve* pub-

lished in 19^8, Eliot acknowledges that he was introduced to 

Williams in the late twenties and that his reading of his 

novels began shortly before and continued as each novel was 

published in the succeeding years. 

They both had many things in common. For one thing, 

both were active Anglo-Catholics, A reading of Williams' 

Descent of the Dove (1939)* a short history of the Holy Spirit 

in the Church, leaves one Impressed with his enthusiasm for 

Catholicism, although he was such a believer in the co~inher-

ence that he could speak well for men like Luther by saying, 

"He had been delivered into assurance," and he "had drunk of 

the intoxicating Blood."95 Both Williams and Eliot had an ad-

miration for some of the same writers s Dante, Cloud of Un-

knowing, St. John of the Cross, and Pascal, writers which were 

discussed at length in Descent of the Dove. 

Possibly their both being Anglo-Catholic had something 

to do with the similarity of their religious thought. They 

equally emphasized the Incarnation. In fact, Williams's em-

phasis on the affirmative way is based on the doctrine of the 

95wiinaras, Descent of the Dove, p. 167. 
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Incarnation; he frequently mentions the following part of 

the Athan&sian Creedi !,Not by conversion of the Godhead into 

flesh but by taking of the manhood unto God."96 The Lord's 

coming in flesh proves that matter is not necessarily evil, 

and the purpose of His cooing indicates that flash is capable 

of salvation. Williams *s writings are so imbued with the im-

plications of the Incarnation for believers that one wonders 

how Eliot could possibly have escaped being influenced by 

this friend he admired a© much, In jfe sue* said, 

"You must not deny the body•M He came to accept this idea 

with a little store frequency in his later poems and plays. 

In connection with the Incarnation, William la enthusiastic 

for the idea of the Real Presence in the Eucharist! 

3S» co-inherence of matter and Deity as a presence 
became as liturg.i<ialiy glorious as it was intellectually 
IK SfiJ:-.*?1 P^rtommm of the dramatic listerias 
and Miracles celebrated, in many place® through a long 
summer's day the Act in the present sacrament as well 
as in history and in the soul,*' 

Williams points out here that the Act* or the "point of in~ 

terse© tion,r as Eliot puts it, takes place in the sacrament* 

history, and the soul* 

A few other parallel® should be mentioned between these 

contemporaries, Eliot may have learned about the "dance/' 

as it relates to the "still point," from William as well as 

from Dante, Concerning the joy of the Archdeacon in War 

IllftiTO!* William speaks of the inner dance i 

96 P* 59. S>7Ibid., p. 119, 
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Its dance became a more vital but therefore a 
vaster thins* Faintly again he heard the sound or music, 
but now not from without, or indeed from within, from 
son® non-spatial, non-temporal, non-personal existence» 
It was male* but not yet atusic, or If music, then the 
music of movement itself—sound produced not by things# 
but in the nature of thing®. 

According to Williams, In the dam novel# the dance can be 

imitated by the "Adversary" a® well as originated by Godj It 

is said of Barbara under the evil influence of Gregory, "this 

then was the outer sign of the inner dance he had himself 

known."99 f©p a second parallel, Eliot's emphasis on the 

perfection of the will in Murder in the Cathedral. for ex-

ample, was also stressed by Williams in Many Dimensions; Lord 

Arglay forewarns Chloe by saying, . you gave your will 

to the Will of fhat which Is behind the Stone."100 "When the 

time cones He shall dispose as Be will, or rather He shall be 

as He will, as He is," comments the Archdeacon to Kenneth in 

War in Heaven.1Q1 The stranger, m War in Heaven* encourages 

Lionel to rest in God's willi "But God only gives, and He 

has only HUaself to give, and He, even Be, can give it only 

in those conditions which are Hiaaelf.'3-^ Wm acquiescence 

of aan's will in God's will is an integral theme in the writ-

ing® of these two poet-playwrights* In addition to the inner 

dance and the perfection of the will, a third parallel concerns 

9%iiiia«i, War in leaven (Grand Bspids, 1950), p. 117* 

99ibid., p. 161. 

10%illla»s, Many Dimensions (Grand Rapids, 1931), P* 228. 

His la i i g > p- I©0* 102IfeM*> p» 251. 
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the affirmative and negative way, which will be taken up in 

the next chapter in connection with Eliot's play The Cocktail 

fluffy 

Eliot*s own eomoent concerning that aspect of Williams 

which most increased him would be an appropriate way to con-

clude this brief treatment of Williams as an influence on 

Eliots 

To him the supernatural was perfectly natural, and 
the natural was also supernatural, And this peculiarity 
gave him that profound insight into Good and Bvil, into 
the heights of Heaven and the depths of Hell, which pro-
vide® both the iflanediate thrill, and the permanent mes-
sage of his novel®,*03 

In summary, this chapter concludes that Eliot's reli-

gious thought of this period developed from immaturity to a 

relative Maturity in Catholic Christianity* At some moment 

or other prior to the writing of Ash-Wednesday (1927-1950), 

his thought crystallized to the point where an element of faith 

which would satisfy him ended when he embraced Christianity, 

especially Catholic Christianity, Ash-Wednesday is an expres-

sion of what he experienced or thought about soon after his 

conversion* He sees his previous philosophical ideas and 

personal aspirations from a new perspective, and he does not 

hope to turn back to the old way again. He is sure he is on 

the right path, but to appears a bit gloomy over the future 

prospect of the purgation® which he knows he needs. He views 

iO^Eiiot, "Introduction," All Hallows' Eve by Charles 
Williams (New York, 1967), p. xlv? 
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Christian growth through the extra-biblical mysticism of John 

of the Cross, a mysticism which pursued the negative way and 

which was disapproved of by the priests of his own Church. 

The "dark night" of John of the Cross cast its shadow over 

Ash-Wednesday. The "Ariel Poems" (1927-1930) reveal the same 

genuine but immature religious thought and growth of Ash-

Wednesday.. except "Marina" (1930), which is a poem of pure 

Joy concerning one's hope in the full-orbed splendor of the 

Christian message. Thus "Marina" forms a bridge between Ash-

Wednesday and Ofte Rock (193^). The Choruses from The"Rock 

are an explicit silver trumpet-like expression of his mili-

tant Christianity; they are an avowal of his faith in the 

Incarnation* the sacrament of the Eucharist., the perfection 

of the will, the sinfulness of man, and the community of be-

lievers . xMurder in the Cathedral. like The Rock, is a reli-

gious Pl&y written upon request. It teaches that one must 

do, not out of fear but faith, the will of God for the right 

reason. There is a Catholic emphasis on martyrdom and the 

religious veneration of the hero-saint. Eliot's writings of 

this period lean much more to Catholic than to Protestant 

doctrine, although such doctrines as original sin are common 

to both. In addition to some of the influences referred to 

previously, Pascal and Charles Williams were formidable 

Influences during this period. Pascal was an attraction, 

because he appealed to the intellectuals with their doubts 

and he set forth reasons to convince the intellect 
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conceiving the reasonableness of Christianity, Williams was 

an attraction to Eliot not only because of the similarity of 

their religious erasphases but also because Willlama was so 

much at home in both the natural and supernatural realms. 

Eliot likewise attempted to experience what it means to live 

at the Intersection of the tingles a with tim* 

Eliot's relative religious maturity has now prepared hi® 

to create hi® religious masterpiece, ffour Quartets, and to 

convey indirectly through his next plays his message to sec-

ular society. 



CHAPTER V 

THE LATER EXPRESSION OP ANGLO-

CATHOLIC CHRISTIANITY 

Eliot1® masterpiece,1 Four Quartete (1955-1942), M 0 

first play written expressly for secular aoclety, The ffamil.v 

Reunion (1939)* will be given primary consideration In this 

chapter setting forth the religious thought of the poet in 

the fourth and last period of hla life (1935-1963). Eliot'® 

last three plays, The Cocktail Party (19*9), 2lSL Confidential 

ClerK (193?), and The Elder Statesmen (1938), will be ana-

lyzed briefly, presenting through a sketch of each play any 

additional material which would advance to the apogee of hi® 

religious thought. 

Were it not for the central theme uniting "Burnt Morton" 

with the following three Quartets » it would be preferable* 

possibly* to take the Quartet® and plays In chronological se-

quence. The ff&mlly Reunion was written and published in the 

interval between "Burnt Morton" and "East Coker," In this 

chapter, however, the Quartets will be considered as one poem 

and will be analyzed prior to 3he Fussily Reunion and the re-

maining three plays. 

^Helen Gardner* The j£t of JL, Eliot, p. 2. 
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Of the Quartets. "Burnt Norton," at leasts had Its origin# 

in different ways* in Ash-Wedneaday, The Rock, and Murder In 

the Cathedral, Kriatian Sttldt has pointed out the following 

similarities between "Burnt Norton" and the fourth and fifth 

parts of Ash-»Wedneaday; 

The first movement of Burnt Norton* the vision in 
the garden, corresponds very closely to the fourth part 
of Aeh-VJednesdaar, the main difference being that the 
earlier poem lacentred about a female apparition which 
la absent or only implied In the later poem. The fifth 
section of ABh-V/ednesday begin® with meditations on the 
Word# the still point and the light shining in darkness, 
which are the main themes of Burnt Norton, IIj it then 
considers 'those who walk in darkness,1 which is also 
the subject of Burnt Norton* I?* These section® of Ash-
Wednesday, then, might aiiaoat be considered m a first • 
draftofthe later poem.™ 

Despite these similarities, it was not until 1934, when The 

Hock was published, that Eliot'a thought underwent a revolu-

tionary change. In Ash-Wednesday, the only way of morally 

redeeming the past was by patience and endurance. Through 

meditation on the past, the past might take on new meaning* 

In The Rook, however, the past is preserved "as an objective, 

eternal fact present in the mind of God."5 This idea, un-

developed in The Hock,14 la expatiated on in "Burnt Norton." 

Hence, the similarities of Aah-Wedneaday with "Burnt Norton" 

are superficial in comparison to those between The Rock and 

"Burnt Norton." Concerning Murder in the Cathedral. Eliot 

sSB&dt, Poetry and Belief, p. 217, 

.̂ Orover Smith, T, S. Eliot1a Foe.try and Flays, p, 257. 

the. Complete Poems and Flays, pp. 107-108. 
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himself has revealed that "Burnt Jforton" had Its origin partly 

from lima left over from this play.5 

Four Quartets is & poetic assentation on the theological 

theme of th® union of tint with the timeless. Han la able to 

redeem, conquer, ana transcend time by rejecting the false 

pattern of history, derived from his partial knowledge, and 

toy recovering th© true pattern of history, the objective pat** 

tarn of God's timeless presence In time. "The true pattern 

is God's order ©f history, an objective rather than subjec-

tive design organized around th© central event of the Incar-

nation*"^ The essence of Eliot»& religious thought in the 

ffour Quartets Is to be found in this theme concerning time 

and the timeless, a theme developed and advanced in each suc-

cessive Quartet* Such supporting themes as history, redemp-

tion# love, and poetry are all relevant to this theme of time 

and interact with it. 

"Burnt Horton" opens with a reflection on the problem of 

all time being perhaps simultaneous. Eliot's conversion may 

have directed him to ponder over God's attribute of eternity. 

In one sense, past, present, and future are simply "now" to 

Hod because Be sees the past and the future as vividly as Be 

sees the present moment. Hence, He calls Himself "I am" 

(Exodus 3tl4), Eliot reasons, therefore, that If all time Is 

always present, then it cannot be redeemed, that is, altered 

or changed in any way. This Is the poet's superficial answer 

Slbid. %.ller, Poets of Reality, p. 187. 
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because In Fart II he will propose how time can toe conquered. 

At this time, however, he states that "What might have been 

ana what has been" both have a simultaneous' existence of an 

individual kind and, therefore, are unchangeable as far as he 

suggests at this point* "What wight have been" 1® the aspect 

of the problem being scrutinized in Part I* TSbe remaining 

lines of this section describe an experience of a happy might-

have-been moment in the speaker's youth# It is an Imaginary 

event which never took place, but is as significant to the 

poet as possibly any actual event of his past. Be concludes , 

without a solution by saying that experiences, whether real 

or imaginary, have one destiny, the irremediable present. 

Tkm reality that human kind cannot bear is the lost potenti-

ality which is never to be fulfilled. It is utterly without 

purpose, he thinks, therefore, for the memory to disturb "the 

dust on a bowl of rose leaves . . 

The drift of the Initial strophe of the second movement 

is that there is a pattern to all motion in the universe, a 

pattern which is distorted, however, by human interference. 

The "Garlic," "sapphires," and "mud" possibly refer to glut-

tony, avarice, and flesh (the sinful nature) of man, whereas 

"clot," "bedded," and "axle-tree* may refer to the blood 

(Atonement), manger (Incarnation), and still point, the tree 

of the cross.7 Man hinders himself from seeing moments and 

movements meaningfully. 

7arover smith, fl&u Eliot's. Poetry and Plays. p» 261 
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From the thought of pattern, Eliot proceeds In the sea-

ond strophe to think about how this pattern can to® seem from 

the perspective of "the still point," The true pattern is 

God's design for the universe and for @11 that takes place in 

the universe, fife is also the source of the dance—the move-

ment of life itself. The "still point" becomes the theme in 

the remainder of this second movement. "Neither flesh nor 

fleshles®" may refer more to the Son than the Father. The 

Son is not flesh in the sense that man is; that is, the Son 

does not have sinful flesh: , God sending his own Son# 

in the likeness of sinful flesh ..." {Bojaans 8 s 3 ) « There-

for®, He is not flesh in the sens® that Be has flesh apart 

from. sin. On the other hand, His body is no less real thereby; 

He is not fleahless. Eliot's "still point," however, is 

surely, like Dante's "point," trinitarian. 

Fosaibly Dante was the source of Eliot rs "still point" 

as an image of the Godhead. It is an extra-biblical image, 

tout it does convey a biblical truth. Xante's use of the 

"point" is of interest for the light it throws on Eliot's 

image. One of the first references in Dante to the idea of 

the point is found in Canto XIV of Paradise where the poet 

uses the image of water in a vessel to illustrate how he moves 

toward God who surrounds everything, as well as towards Clod 

who is at the center of all things: "From center to rim, and 

from rim to center, / Water will move in a round container / 
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According to whether struck inside or out,"® In Canto XVII., 

Dante refers to ''that point / In relation to which all timet 

is present"^ and in Canto XXIX, he refers to the Point "Where 

every 'where* and every 'when' are centered . . . in his In-

finity outside of Time# / Beyond all other compass, at hi® 

pleasure* / Eternal love unfolded in new loves."1® With ref-

erence to the- first part of th® last quotation, one cannot 

help ooaiparing one of the concluding lines of "Burnt Norton": 

"Quick now, here, now* always—;i It is ridiculous to see 

time wasted without an awareness that <3od is present in every 

"where!i and every "when,1 here, now, and always. Dante's 

Point, however, does not exclude the idea of the Trinity, In 

the last Canto of the Paradise> the Canto that Eliot says la 

"the highest point that poetry has ever reached or ever can 

reach#"11 Dante sees this Point or center of "Living Light" 

dilating, BO to apeak, into three circles: 

Sfoer© appeared to as© in the profound and bright 
Reality of that exalted light 
Hire® circles, of three color© and one ®ise. 
As rainbow by rainbow, one seemed reflected 
By the second, and the third seemed a fire 

That breathed as much from one as from the other.12 

The concluding strophe of the second movement 1® about 

the experience at the still point and the remembrance of that 

%ante, i!Paxmdii>e*" ©»• Divine Comedy, XIV, !>?, 
9Xbld., XVII, 66. 10lbid., XXIX, 116, 

^Dante, "Faradine," XXXIII, 156. 
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experience, When one has the experience, such as the moment 

in the rose garden, it does not happen in time. Only the re-

membrance of it occurs in time. The experience itself is one 

of freedom, release, exaltation, and illumination. It is 

equivalent to the rest for one's soul which the Son gives the 

surrendered believer (Matthew 11:29), the " . . . peace of God, 

which paBseth all understanding . . . " (Philippians 4:15), 

spoken of by Paul, or the tranquillity achieved from being in 

the will of God, as Dante puts it. Conversion was the re-

ligious experience of Aah-Wednesday, but communion is the re-

ligious experience of Four Quartets. The biblical parallel 

to Four Quartets, as far as experience is concerned, would be 

The First Epistle of John, which expounds the theme of fellow-

ship with the Father and the Son. Eliot goes on to say that 

a person cannot redeem time, however, by his experiences out 

of time; time is conquered in time by the instrumentality of 

memory as it ponders the past from the divine perspective: 

But only in time can the moment in the rose-garden, 
The moment in the harbour where the rain beat, 
The moment in the draughty church at smokefall 
Be remembered; involved with past and. future. 
Only through time time is conquered.1^ 

"The approach to the meaning can be made by allowing present 

moments to fall into the past and become part of the objective 

pattern of God's presence in history," comments Miller with 

III, 11. 

•^Eliot, The Complete Poems and Plays, p. 119-120. 
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much i n s i g h t . 1 5 it is when one la involved with the past by 

the aid of memory that the divine pattern and purpose for his 

experiences can be seen. Spiritual reflection on the echoes 

in our memory can. make them meaningful. The emphasis on the 

memory in Pour Quartets may denote an influence of Pascals 

"Memory is necessary for all the operations of reason,!l wrote 

Pascal in his Penaees.1^ He also said, concerning the center, 

"The great and the humble have the same misfortunes, the same 

griefs, the same passions; but the one is at the top of the 

wheel, and the other near the centre, and so less disturbed 

by the same revolutions.' 

The third movement contrasts the three ways to live with 

reference to time: by a "dim light" in which the world moves, 

which results in continued bondage to time, or by the ways 

of "daylight" or "darkness," either of which can result in the 

transcendence of time, bringing one to the still point. Life 

in "a dim light" is a life in "a place of disaffection," 

which is parallel to the "indifference" of "Little Glddlng,'' 

Part III; it is also a life "empty of meaning," only made 

bearable by distractions. Pascal writes much about these dis-

tractions, calling them diversions? "As men are not able to 

15MHler, Poets of Reality, p. 187. 

i^Blalse Pascal, Pensee®, translated by W. P. Trotter 
(Chicago, 1952) XXXIII, Great Books of the Western World, 
Section VI, FT* 369 > 236"! 

17Ibid., Section II, Pr. 180, p. 204. 
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fight against death, misery, ignorance, they have taken It 

Into their head©. in order to be happy, not to think of the© 

at all."*8 He also comments, " . . . diversion amuses us, and 

leads us unconsciously to death. As Eliot put® it, " . . . 

human kind / Cannot hear very much reality."2^ Bgr contrast, 

the way of "daylight" 1® the way of "plenitude," the way of 

"abstention from movement," the way of the rose garden ex-

perience; the way of "darkness" 1® the way of "vacancy," the 

way of "Internal darkness," the way of the negative mystic 

such as John of the Cross. Eliot commends both ways# The 

two ways are Eliot's application of the second epigraph of 

"Burnt Horton"i "The way up and the way down are one and the 

— MHifc II 2 X 

WWmftz * 

The brief fourth movement considers how the passing of 

tUs® has hurled the "day," the daylight moment of Illumina-

tion, and how the "black cloud" of change has carried the sun 

away* The poet then seems to ask In prayerful supplication 

concerning the future possibility of uniting with the still 

center, either toy the sudden intrusion of a shaft of sunlight, 

symbolized by the initiative of the flowers (the Son and the 

Virgin), or by the way of darkness, syrabollzed by the "fingers 

^Pascal, Pensees, Section II, Fr. 168, p. 205, 

*9ibld.• Fr. 171, 

SOiiiot, $ £ QqffPfrf.tf Posing 5S& U S M * P- 1*8. 

p - u 7 . 
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of the yew" (death). The bird (possibly a type of Christ or 

the Spirit), as in the first movement, signifies hop© of com-

munion with "the still point," 

The thought of the opening lines of the final movement 

is that the patterning of the words of a poem or the score 

of a musical composition moves like a Chinese jar still moves 

in it® stillness, and this observation leads one to the per-

ception that beneath the surface movement and apparent con-

fusion of this world, there is a pattern, a pattern prewritten 

by the sovereign God. The words and music move in tine, but 

the pattern is timeless, When the pattern is seen as a whole, 

it is understandable that "the end precedes the beginning, / 

ted the end and the beginning were always there / Before the 

beginning and after the end," Each word or note is a part of 

the timeless pattern, and, therefore, "all is always now," 

IJhe stillness or still point is present at every point along 

the periphery of the poem, or composition, or world. 

the words "Crack," "slip," and "will not stay in place" 

were possibly suggested from the following passage from the 

Pens^ea, which would again illustrate how much Eliot was sat-

urated with Pascali 

When we think to attach ourselves to any point and 
to fasten to it, it wavers and leaves us; and if we fol-
low it, it eludes our grasp, slips past us# and vanishes 
for ever, nothing stays for us, . * • But our who] 
groundwork cracks, and the earth opens to abysses < 

2%aacal, Pens^es. Section II, Fr. 72, p. 183. 
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Since "What might have been" has been the aspect of the 

problem of time under consideration in "Burnt Norton," It is 

to be expected that the concluding strophe will return to the 

problem and resolve it, "Desire'5 concerning "What might have 

been" is movement, but it stands between "Love#" "the cause 

and end of all movement.." What might have been" 1® recognised 

by God, who Is Love (1 John 4:8), and one's experience con-

cerning it can be meaningful when seen as a part of God's 

true pattern, The "shaft of sunlight" is a tap on the 

shoulder by the hand of Sovereign Love; therefor®, one should 

knock the duet off the neglected rose leaves and meditate on 

the "might have been." When It is not done, 

Ridiculous the waste sad time 
Stretching before and after.2* 

"East Coker," needing lees explanation than "Burnt Nor-

ton, n will be considered briefly. Before publishing this 

second quartet in 1940, Eliot visited the village of East 

Coker In August, 195?# & village in southeast Somersetshire 

from which the Eliot family moved to America, "last Coker" 

la an appropriate title, therefore, for a poem about the 

theme of succession. It is concerned with the "antithesis of 

pattern and chaos 

The first movement describes the succession of building 

and decay, of traditional observances, such as marriage, and 

^siiot, Tlag. qojapl^ ems ggd Fifty,s, p» 122* 

Mamiat. mm. MK Sma£> P. SI?-



of seasons. The stress In the entire poem Is on time 

rather than the timeless, on "what has been" rather than 

."what might have been.' The quotation concerning marriage 

from She Bo&e Named the Qovemour by Sir Thomas Elyot, a 

grandson of Simon Elyot of the village of East Coker, implies 

Eliot's own acceptance of the body. In this passage and hie 

concluding plays, the acceptance of the body is indicated 

primarily by the theme of marriage. 

In contrast with the succession of natural processes of 

th# firat movement* the second movement describes the succes-

sion of chaos upon chaos and the inability of "November," as 

in the first strophe, or "quiet-voiced elders," as in the 

second strophe, to find a meaningful pattern to hand down to 

those in the spring and summer stages of life. Knowledge 

gained from past experiences is only of limited values 

The knowledge impose® a pattern, and falsifies, 
For the pattern is new in every moment 
And every moment is a hew and shocking 
Valuation of all m have been. We are only undeceived 

Of that which, deceiving, eould no longer harau25 

Therefore, man can never adequately understand history. Any 

philosophy of history which is not biblically oriented will 

be found wanting. Eliot probably has the Second World War in 

mind in the symbols concerning planetary warfare. Eliot knew 

his Bible well if he referred to 2 Peter 5*10 in the line con-

cerning the "destructive fire," a remarkable passage envisioning 

2&Eliot, The Complete Poems and Play®, p. 124. 
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destruction by the fire of nuclear fission, It is more 

likely, however, that Eliot lass lis mind Heraclitua1 war of 

the elements, in which fire is both the beginning and the end. 

It is a ayratooi of a chaotic oonditlon. In the light of cha-

otic conditions and man's inability to cop® with them, "The 

only wisdom we can hope to acquire / Is the wisdom of humil-

ity: humility is endless."^ 

In the third movement, the major theme of succession 

concerns the progression of the generations Into the dark, a 

death, however, whioh Eliot uses as a transition into another 

kind of death, "the darkneee of God," which was considered 

also in the third movement of "Burnt Morton." Illumination 

and stillness can be achieved by patience and submission as 

well a® by the "moment in the rote-garden" of "Burnt Norton." 

In fact, even such a moment of ecstasy motivate® one to a 

deeper spiritual maturity: 

The laughter in the garden, echoed ecstasy 
Not lost, but requiring, pointing to the agony 
Of death and birth#27 

Spiritual progress is made by practicing the mysticism of John 

of the Croas, as it la set forth in the concluding lines of 

the third movement. 

A humble person is aware of his weaknesses, his sins. 

Being; reminded by the "nurae" (the Church) of hia sickness, 

he cornea willingly to the "surgeon" (the Saviour) for forgive-

ness of hia eins. He comes to realize that even the 

26 'Ibid., p. 126. 27Ibld., p. 127. 
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"purgatorial fires" of Qod's present disciplinary dealing® 

are for hia benefit. They are a sign not of lea® love but of 

snore love, for "» « » whoa the Lord loveth he chasteneth . . ." 

{Hebrews 12 to). Such is the essence of the fourth movement. 

Thomas P. McDonnell has critized Eliot for not being a 

Christ-centered poet* 

Frankly, thaw is very little bloo<l of Christ to be 
found in the poetry of T. S« Kliot. ©sat is to say, 
Christianity is there in the "religious" poems, but 
hardly aver do you find Christ there.1*0 

Such a criticism seems inaccurate in the light of lines in 

the fourth movement of "East Coker"t "The dripping blood our 

only drink, /' The bloody flesh our only food,1(29 

The terminal movement apeak® first of the succession of 

twenty years of effort aa a poet and then of all of the sue-

eeaslons of generationa burning in every moment that he Uvea. 

®be pattern becomes more complicated aa he grows older, and 

he recommends, aa a reault of thia complication, the attempt 

to establish communion with the still point not only out of 

time—by the absence of movement—but in time as well by 

taking the dark road of patience and submission recommended 

in the Quartet: 

We must be still and still moving 
Into another intensity 

a%homas P. McDonnell, "T. S, Elioti Christian Poet," 
, XCIV (October 8, 1955), p. 4$. 

2%llot, The Complete Poems and Plays, p. 128. 
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For a further union, a deeper conxaunlon 

trough tli® dark cold and the empty desolation . . .50 

By Its emphasis on the possibility of attaining still-

ness through a patient movement in time, "East Coker" la an 

advance on the religious thought of Eliot on time in "Burnt 

Morton," which stressed "abstention from movement," Eliot 

was striving to experience the timeless ir» time* This fact 

refute® the following hypothesis of lynch concerning Eliot'a 

dissociation In connection with time and the timeless: 
. , , with relation to time and its problems, hla 

own poetic images chow a tendency to keep bouncing and 
leaping off this line In the direction of "eternity" and 
all Its analogues. It does not evince a native inclina-
tion to pursue the possibilities of the line itself .̂ 3. 

It might be better to point out that despite Eliot's poetic 

image of the "time lea a," he .sought to stay in time. It la hi® 

word "tlmeleas" that is inaccurate, a fact which will be con-

sidered at the conclusion of the Four Quartets. 

The destruction and wastage resulting from unrelenting 

time la the unifying theme of "The Dry Salvages" (19^1). Two 

metaphors control the content of the first movements the 

river la a metaphor of the life of man and the sea la a meta-

phor of history and pre-history* The river la descriptive of 

human naturej the sea is descriptive of the apparently mean-

ingless flux of history, which according to Helen Gardner, 

3°Ibld., p. 129* 

^William P. lynch, S. J., !,The Theological Imagination," 
& Orpheus t Essays Toward a Christian Poetic (New York, 

u ~ P . If ~ 
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denies the cyclic view of history, the biological int©rpre-

tation of history, and th® doctrine of progressive improve-

ment. 32 

The meaning of the sestina of the second movement is 

clouded by the vagueness of the sixth line in atanzae one, 

three, and six. Smidt's interpretation seems beati "I take 

'the calamitous annunciation,1 'the last annunciation' and 
!the on© Annunciation' to represent th® Fall, the Last Judg-

ment and the Incarnation respectively,"33 Following the ass-

tina, the lines'are built around the ''moments of happiness" 

and the "moments of agony,These momenta are th® reason 

why the pattern of time ceases to manifest mare sequence. 

Whan the 'moments of happiness" are permitted to fall into 

the past, their meaning, by th® aid of memory, can be per-

ceived! 

We had the experience but missed the moaning, 
And approach to the meaning restores the experience 
In a different form, beyond any meaning 
We can assign to happiness.3** 

In addition, the "moments of agonyu "are likewise permanent 

» . These two momenta were presented in "Burnt Norton" 

and "East Coker" respectively. God usee both the peak and 

trough periods to bring meaning into the undulating lives of 

believers. 

22<Sardner, Art of T. 3. Eliot, p. 171. 

33smidt, Poetry and Beliefs pp. 210-219, 

Elliot, Th© Complete Poema and Flays, p. 135. 
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The third movement is an excellent illustration ©f 

Eliot1a turn of other religions (in this esse the fusion of 

Ideas from Hinduism and Buddhism) to communicate in a fresh 

way his own religious thought. Grover Stoith has given the 

following concise summary of Eliot's "almost ironic use" of 

the two religions in this third movement s 

In both Eastern religions the goal of action or non-
action Is release fr©» the Wheel. But in "The Dry 
Salvages" It la rather the fulfilment of the premise 
that only through time, time is redeemed. As the present 
redeem the past by renewing. Its meaning, so the present 
redeems the future by preparing a meaning for that; but 
only the present holds the moment of experience, and all 
experiences are present# Therefore the present is the 
"real destination" of those who "fare forward."25 

Although Eliot does change the concept of time to harmonize 

with Christianity, he does not change moral concepts which 

reflect the moral law of Qod written in the hearts of all men 

(Romans 2:15), For example, the teaching of the 

Qlta to be Indifferent to the fruits of action while one is 

honestly engaged in ordinary activity does not take Eliot be-

yond Christianity if he did accept It. The teaching of Krishna 

Involves a moral principle common to Christianity and many 

religions. C. S. Lewis calls these traditional values the 

Tao simply to illustrate the reflection of the objective re-

ality of the moral law In all religions,36 

trover Smith, plot's Poetry s M P^ys, P. 282, 

2%, S. Lewi®, The Abolition of Ifen (New York, 1962), 
PP* 51-61. 
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In comparison to Ash-Wednesday, there la little institu-

tional ism in Four Quartets * The Church as a nurse was re-

ferred to briefly in "last Coker," ana now Mary is brought on 

the seen© in the fourth movement of "The Dry Salvages*" The 

lyrical prayer to Our Lady for the men on dangerous voyages 

points again to Eliot*® Catholic thought, 

Bp means of divination, man 1® involved with time, espe-

cially past and future, as the opening lines of the fifth 

movement indicate. On the other hand, the saint is absorbed 

in apprehending the intersecting point of the timeless with 

time. Possibly fhilippians 5s12 was the source for that ap-

propriate word "apprehend"« "• , . that I may apprehend that 

for which also I am apprehended of Christ Jesus/' exclaimed 

Paul concerning his single aim to know Christ more intimately. 

The saint dedicates himself to apprehending both the moments 

of agony by "a lifetime's death in love, / Ardour and self-

lessness and self-surrender,"57 On the other hand, most of 

us* says Eliot humbly, miss even the moment of illumination 

by inattention. The two classes of believers were described 

in different words in The Rock: 

Our age is an age of moderate virtue 
And of moderate vice 
When men will not lay down the Cross 
Because they will never assume it, 
Yet nothing is impossible, nothing, 
To men of faith and conviction.3® 

Fallot, ̂ e Cot^l^f Iggss £ L K & P. 136. 

3%bid» 
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That which both classes experience, however, is Incarnation, 

All of Eliot's religious thought centers around and is con-

trolled by this pivotal doctrine. He does not say the Incar-

nation because he desires to include in that word not only 

the Incarnation of the Word at Bethlehem but also the Incar-

nation at each Eucharist and the Presence of the Incarnate 

Christ at every moment in time. The God-man is a vindication 

that the "iâ saifele union" is an eternal reality. The union 

of the "spheres of existence" of the timeless and time, of 

the transcendent and the immanent, of the immaterial and the 

material, of the divine and the human "is actual, / Here the 

past and future / Are conquered, and reconciled, . . ."39 

Hence, there are two ways to live in the light of the Incar-

nations wrong action la bondage to the one dimension of past 

and future, a clinging to that dimension; right action is 

freedom from this one dimension to live realistically in the 

present where the timeless is given and taken. Wrong action 

is driven by "daemonic11 powers from below; right action ap-

propriates the "source of movement" from above. In Christ, 

one experiences the actuality of living within time and out 

of it. The occupation of the saint, therefore, is to till 

the significant soil, the land where the timeless and time 

intersecti the continuous return to the present moment. 

C. S. Lewis has expressed Eliot's exact thought: 

^Ibid. 
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* . , receive the massive thrust 
And surge of the many-dimensional timeless rays converging 
On this.pall, significant dew drop, the present that mirrors 

all.40 

"Little Gidding" (1942 5 was named after Little Giddlng 

of Huntingdonshire, which was the seat of an Anglican reli-

gious conammlty founded in 1625 and which was visited three 

tiroes by King Charles I. The ruined chapel, neglected after 

the eosKsunlty broke up in 1647, was rebuilt In the nineteenth 

century. Eliot made a visit there in 1956, "Little Gldding" 

develops the theme of time as history in relation to the puri-

fying fire, 

The "Midwinter spring" of the opening strophe, which is 

"not in time's covenant," is an image of a visitation of the 

Pentecostal fire," the Holy Spirit (Acts 2j cf. Exodus 

40»34; 1 Kings Bt10-11j Matthew 3a 11-12), The second strophe 

asserts that the purpose for the visit to the village and the 

chapel Is changed beyond one's expectation! there comes an 

end of the merely temporal. According to the poet in the 

third strophe, the purpose is prayer, bringing one to the 

point of intersection with the timeless# 

Returning to the imagery of the earlier Quartets, the 

opening lyric of the second movement probes the succession of 

decay, destruction, and death symbolised by the four elements 

of Heraclltus, Restoration is needed to liberate one from 

moral degeneration, symbolized by physical disintegration. 

40 Lewis, "Re-adjustment," Poems (New York, 1965)? p. 102. 
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At the "Intersection tiro" during the London of the blitz, a 

ghost, possibly Robert Browning,^1 one with "brown baked fea-

tures," discloses what Eliot should do about the "gift® re-

served for age" i "Prom wrong to wrong the exasperated spirit / 

Proceeds, unless restored by that refining fir© / Where you 

must move in raeaaure, like a dancer, l! Quench not the 

Spirit" (1 Theasalonians 5*19) now is the essence of the ad-

monition. 

The third movement recommends the way of detachment—the 

way of liberation—by which the memory permits things to be-

some part of th® psat, and then mm that the pattern of the 

past Is "transfigured," that its source is divine rather than 

human; 

See, now they vanish, 
The faces and place©» with the self which, an it could 

loved them, 

To become renewed, transfigured, in another pattern.45 

The mind discovers, aa the fifth movement declares, that 

" . . . history ia a pattern / Of timeless m o m e n t a . T h e 

purpose of Eliot's drama, as well as hie poetry, ia to help 

the audience to 
perceive a pattern behind the pattern into which 

the characters deliberately involve themselves; the kind 
of pattern which we perceive in our own lives only at 

4lSBHdt, Foetry and Belief, p. 220. 

42£llot, Sag. M , # J&ML S M EUSUh P* 1^2. 
43lbid., p. 142, ^Ibid., p. 144. 
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rare moments of inattention and detachment, drowsing 

in the sunlight, 

When histoid, such ays the political and religious civil war 

of England., 1® transfigured, then the effect is the purifi-

cation of the fundamental reasons for prayer at the chapel 

at Little aidding* "And all shall be well and / all winner 

of thing shall be well / By the purification of the motive / 

In the ground of our beseeching.In this second strophe, 

framed by the two allusiona of Dame Julian of Norwich, love, 

according to her understanding, is the motive of disinterested 

beseeching* 

The "fir# sermon" of the fourth movement la a Catholic 

one, Man's only alternative from the fire of damnation is 

the fire of purgation, which, of course, is devised by love 

as preparation for paradise. 

The first part of the final movement aaserts that a@ 

each phrase of a sentence is an end and a beginning, because 

in the total poem the "complete consort" is dancing together," 

so each death is an end and a beginning in the total web of 

interchangeability m human history* In addition, by seeing 

the pattern of God in h i s t o r y — * • history" as "a pattern / 

Of timeless moments"—one can see the pattern's revelation of 

the significance of each moment, This explains why "A people 

without history / Is not redeemed from time . * • "The 

45Eliot* "John Maraton#" Elizabethan Eaaays (London, 
196^}, p« 19^« 

46Ellot, The Complete Poems and Flays, p. 14>» 
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historical sense is necessary to release the recognition that 

God is present in each moment as it passes."^7 Sine® history 

is composed of timeless moments, "History is now and England, / 

With the drawing of thla Love and the voice of this Calling. 

The majestic final© of the fifth movement is an end and 

a beginning; because of the synthesis of the Meaning of the 

Four Quartets, it is an and and because of the emphasis of 

the message, it is a beginning. "We shall not cease from ex-

ploration ..." because "Me must be still and still moving / 

Into another intensity / For a further union, a deeper com-

munlon . « ,',2*9 with "the still point's—the triune "knot of 

fire"—who is the source of "the longest river," which is 

life. At that center, all is known "for the first time" be-

cause it has "becoiae renewed, transfigured, in another pat-

tern."51 The perspective of the vision of the timeless in 

time alters the view of man in time. The thought of the Four 

Quartets is expressed abstractly in the passage following the 

opening thirteen linest 

The bird's call told of the eternal presence of the 
point of intersection: 'Quick now, here, now, always—." 
last Coker revealed that the only timeless wisdom is hu-
mility! 'a condition of complete sis$>lieity*1 The Dry 
Salvages told of the vocation of the saint 'a lifetime's 
death in love' i •' (Costing not less than everything*) • 

^Miller, Poets q£. Reality, p. 188, 

^iiiot, nm, £shbl mi mx*> P» 1^5. 
49Xbld.j p. 129. 3Qlbid.» p. 119. 31Ibld.. p. 142. 
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In Little (lidding strife and sin and death are conquered 
by ill© vole®' Milch says 'All shall be wellt'5® 

The three jDantean-type lines are difficult, but possibly they 

mean that "all shall be well" when the "tongues of flame," 

an image of the expressions of nan controlled by the Spirit 

of 0od, art in unity in the "crowned" trinity-knot, where all 

opposites are reconciled, and the fire of love55 and the rose 

of desire "are one." 

Since a key term of Eliot'a masterpleee i® "timeless," 

it would be amiss to neglect at least a brief analysis of it. 

Despite Eliot*a nature understanding of Christian thought 

when h@ wot# Four Quartets* hi® thinking was still tainted 

by a philosophical idea that was not (possibly without his 

being aware of It), atrletly speaking, biblical, lie held that 

eternity Is timeless. This is a philosophical concept as old 

as Plato1 s Timaeua^ and as recant, from Eliot's standpoint, 

as Bradley#55 and SIlot could have learned it from the works 

of either or from someone els®, The teaching of the Old and 

Hew Testaments Is that eternity is endless time. In the New 
/ $ / 

Testament, the terms y « ; and <Lcouv clearly express 

the He* Teataaent concept of tlaai K*-Cf*'s warn a 

SSsnm, ^ Bitoti 3a. Peglim of His Poatry. p. 199. 

55arover Smith, 2^ Eliot'a foetnr fijift flag«. p. 896. 

5%. 0, Bury, trans., Plato with an Engllah tranalation 
(Cambridge, Mas., 1952), VII of the Loeb Classical iiibrary# 
$7e6-<-39*2« 

55sBiat, Foetry and Bsllef, P. ail. 
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"point of time" as well as a "period of time"5^ and d i c c u v 

means an "age."^7 Concerning AX<- p/s there are various 
/ 7 

time points or , past, present, or future, that 

have a special importance in the unfolding of Qod' a redemp-* 

tive program (John 7*6; Act® 1700; 1 Thessalonians 5*1-9; 
> 

1 Timothy 6sl4~l6). Concerning <jl <l cjV there are both de-

fined and undefined ages mentioned in the Hew Testament. It 
J / 

is significant that the plural of (L c cu V is used to mean 

eternity. Out of the plethora of verses that could be cited, 

Romans 915 will serve to Illustrate this concept of timet 

"Whose are the fathers, and of whom as concerning the flesh 

Christ came, who is over all, God blessed for ever ('unto 
^ / 

the ages,* dLtujV }, Amen." Endleas time, therefore, i® 

the meaning of eternity in the Hew Testament, not tlmeless-

ness. In the Old Testament, the Hebrew word for eternity, 

D ^ i y , has the »ame basic meaning as <£ c tu v ("eodleas 
/ £t£l 

time"). The Scriptures teach, therefore, that "eternity 

is conceived as different from time only with respect to Its 

unlimited character.n39 Basically, Eliot's interpretation 
SoArndfc and Gingrich, 4 Qreek-gnallsh Lexicon of the 

p- 395. 
37lbid., p* 26. 

^Francis Brown, 3. R. Driver and Charles A* Brlggs, A 

I M « 1 t r a n a l a t e 3 

f f c J S S g R , **9>. 
p. W * 
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of God in eternity Is orthodox, for he uphold® Clod's Lord-

ship over time, as the Scripture® show (1 Timothy 1*17)# and 

believes that the Eternal One knows and controls the total 

tins® line In its endless extension* The poet's "timeless" 

idea, however, gives the impression that Sod i® in som re-

mote other sphere; after all, th© Scriptures teach that oven 

a part of the heaven of the eternal state will be a literal 

holy city upon a renovated earth for endless time (Revelation 

21•1—22s5), One must confess, however, that the "Intersec-

tion of endless time with time" does not sound nearly as 

poetic* 

As a transition from ifour Quartets to Eliot's last four 

plays, it would he in order to give his statement of the 

"function of art" fro® his essay "Poetry and Drama"* 

For it is ultimately the function of art, in im-
posing a credible order upon ordinary reality, and 
thereby eliciting some perception of an order in re-
ality, to bring us to a condition of serenity, still-
ness, and reconciliation."0 

His poetry and plays, like Dante's Virgil, aspire to guide 

others to that goal. 

In Family Reunion (1939)* Eliot abandoned th© shabby 

flat of Sweeney Monlatea, the historical setting of Murder 

in thft Cathedral, and favored the drawing-room world of 

polite society. The verse is somewhat closer to eontea^orary 

speech than that in the previous plays. 

6°Eliot, "Foetry and Drama," On Poetry and Poets, 
p. 94. 
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The Family Reunion Is about Harry Monchensey's discovery 

of the reason® for his feelings of guilt and his departure 

on hia "pilgrimage of expiation," This Is the inner drajaa 

of the play. The outer drama, carrying; the action# centers 

around a family reunion at Aay Monchensey's request upon the 

occasion of the celebration of her birthday# Harry, her 

eldest son# has been absent for eight years. His mother1® 

plan is, since M s wife is no longer living, for him to take 

over at head of the hoaae at Wlshwood. Her three younger a la-

te re and her deceased busband13 two brother®# in obedience to 

the dominant Amy, are to encourage Harry to carry on at Wish-

wood as if nothing has changed at how and at if nothing has 

happened to him since he left home. Harry'® two brothers are 

unable to attend the reunion because of accidents. Because 

of the inner drama* Harry departs., after about three hours, 

causing the death of his mother from heart failure, 

The inner dram involves Eliot's theme of redemption. 

Harry is setting forth on a pilgrimage of expiation, but the 

question is# whose sin is he expiating* The answer leads 

into the heart of the drama* For one thing# Harry is trou-

bled over the fact that he thinks he pushed his wife off a 

boat* He is suffering froa soli®thing else, however, because# 

strangely# his conscience does not bother him touch concern-

ing that situation. Through Dir. Warburton, Harry learns that 

his parents were not happily married. Aunt Agatha# later In 

the play, tells Harry the full story. When Harry's fatter 
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fell In love with Agatha, during hex* suramer vacation at his 

home, he decided to kill his wife and marry Agatha. She 

talked him out of it for the sake of the unborn baby (which 

was Harry# their first child). From Agatha'® story, Harry 

learns that ft curs© has bean set in motion upon hin because 

of this loveless marriage and murderous desire. This explains 

why he Is haunted by the Furlea; they are divine instrument* 

to direct him to the taak of expiating a family ours© and his 

own ©in® (his sinful deaAr® to kill his wife)* 

The concept of the curse is founded upon a biblical 

principles * • I the lord thy Sod am a «f«*lou® God, visit-

ing the iniquity of the fathers upon the children unto the 

third and fourth generation of them that hate me8' (Exodus 

20*5j cf• 7} Numbers l4il8; Deuteronomy 5*9). The idea of 

the curse is present also in the great trilogy by AEeehylus, 

fcfc© Orestela, which is Eliot's source for The Family Reunion* 

The religious thought centers around the Catholic teach-

ing that, after confession, some temporal punishment for past 

sins remains. The "pilgrimage of expiation," spoken of by 

Agatha at the conclusion, explain® Harry's "pilgrimage" as an 

atonement for the removal of the curse brought on by the sins 

of the familys 

And the curse be ended 
By intercession 
% pilgrimage 
By those who depart 
In several directions 
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For their own redemption 
And that of the departed— ^ 

May they rest In peace. 

The specific flaw of the family la "failure in loving."^2 

A part of Harry's future will be to learn to love. 

This psychological tragedy ends, therefore, with an an-

ticipation of a future family reunion because Harry, in ac-

cepting the Furies, who become the Eumenidea or "bright 

angela," will be guided in God's will: "In that realm alone, 

by the quasi-redemptive sacrifice of Harry as the family's 

Isaac, will occur the true family reunion. 

21iot was in his sixties when he wrote his comediesi 

The Cocktail Party (1^49), The Confidential Clerk (19 53), and 

The Elder Statesman {1956). Their greatness resides in their 

"speakabllity" and "reading of l i f e . I n such a brief con-

sideration of these plays, possibly the beat approach would 

be to observe the development of the religious thought as it 

is related to either the negative way, which contends that 

"God may be reached by detaching the soul from the love of 

all things" or to the affirmative way, which contends that 

"all things are to be accepted in love as images of the Dlvine.,?65 

olsiiot, The Complete Poems and Flaya, p, 29?. 

620ardner, The Art of T. S. Eliot, p. 154. 

^3arover Smith, T*_ Eliot*s Poetry and Flays# p. 211, 

^Gardner, "The Comedies of T. S. Eliot," T, S. Eliot: 
The Man §nd HJia ViorK, p. l&l. 

65Carol Smith, Tj, Sj. Eliot's Dramatic Theory 1& 
Practice, p. 157. 
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The plot of Tkm Cocktail Farty centers around two couples: 

one married, Edward and Lavinla, and the other unmarried, 

Peter and Celia. Sir Henry helps Edward and Lavlnia to am 

their common problems he la incapable of loving and she is 

Incapable of toeing loved# Their aolutlon is to accept them-

salve® as they are and to make the heat of a poor atart. As 

they leave the offlea, a i r Henry says# "Go in peace* And 

work out your salvation with diligence. "^6 are admon-

ished to take the affirmative way. Cell®, on the other hand, 

under Sir Henry*a guidance, chooses as her calling the nega-

tive way* Sit has a serious guilt feeling. Her conversion 

comes in her recognition of sin to atone, and the fruit of 

her conversion is seen in this vision of love, which results 

in privation and death as a single missionary* The framework 

«* S & 9 M A vocation as Its these, is the 

outgoing confidential clerk, %g®rson, and the incoming 

clerk, Colby Siskins, of a London financier, Sir Claud® 

iiulhamaer, Sir Claude has Ignored his true vocation until it 

is too latei Colby comes to accept the will of God for his 

life, even though that choice may not lead to "success." His 

calling may take M i toward the negative way. Kggerson is 

almost a pure illustration of the affirmative way, Colby Is 

concerned that Eggerson's garden is more real than his. 

Sggerson's garden is the place for both work and prayer and 

66Kliot, The Complete Poetry and Plays, p, 337 • 
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represents the ideal of the integration of the spiritual and 

the Material. In his garden, Sod walks among the vegetables. 

This is a step forward for Eliot because h© had difficulty 

rejecting the negative for the affirmative way. Despite this 

blending of the Mary and Hartha qualities, Bggeraon la tta 

personality unenriahed toy our highest secular values/' and 

this"conception Involves a more powerful reveraal of worldly 

values than anything lllot had written before*"67 Possibly 

tMa touch of negation ia a matter of education. The weakest 

play of the three, Thg, Elder Stateaman, presents with sim-

plicity the last daya of Lord Claverton, who haa retired 

after a successful political career and haa decided to live 

at Badgley Court, an expensive convalescent home, with Monica 

hia daughter, who wiahes to marry Charles Hemington. To hia 

daughter, Claverton finally takea off his mask and learna 

"the wisdom of humility" of "Bast Coker." His life la also 

reminiscent of "the gifts reserved for age" of "Little Gidding." 
/ 

He also learns, with regard to Monica and Charles, to accept 

human love and to see the relationship between human and di-

vine love* ®iis m y be the nearest Eliot comes to rejecting 

the negative for the affirmative way. It is one of the few 

times when St. John of the Croaa must yield to Bant®, in 

these plays, there is a definite progression toward the ac-

ceptance of the affirmative way without rejecting the values 

670ardner, "The Comedies of T. S. Eliot," T̂ . lllott 
TSml Man and His Work, p. 176. 



of the negative. They reveal the trend of his religious 

thought until his death in 1965. 

At a risk of oversimplification, the conclusions of this 

chapter concerning the progression of Eliot's thought in the 

four Quartets, The family Reunion, and the three comedies 

will he set down* Four Quartets. like Milton's Paradise Lost* 

seelcs to vindicate the ways of God to man. The theme, the 

union of tlase with the timeless, holds "that the world is an 

organ of the divine purpose#"^® The essence of the Quartets 

is that man is able to redeem time by humbly acknowledging 

that hi* knowledge is false because it la partial and dis-

torted# and by recovering the true pattern of history, the 

objective pattern of Qod's tuneless presence in tine. It*© 

true pattern of history can be recovered, first of all, by 

reconciliation, on the basis of redemption, and communion 

with the still point, The still point, which became a visi-

ble and historical reality at the Incarnation, intersects 

time, not only at the Incarnation, but also at the Eucharist, 

and at each raoment of time. The experience of communion with 

the still point can be achieved by sudden moments of Illu-

mination and by patience and submission. Then these moments, 

when surrendered to the past, will be redeemed as they are 

made Meaningful in the light of the objective pattern or de-

sign of the presence of Ood in history. "What might have 

^Orover Smith, T^ B1lot's Poetry and Plays, p. 297. 
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been" of "Burnt Norton" and "what has been" of "East Coker" 

can both be redeemed by th© process mentioned. Each Quartet 

supplies Insight into th® redemption of time from its re-

spective contextj time as simultaneous ('Burnt Norton"), 

successive ("East Coker"), destructive ("15ie Dry Salvages"), 

or purified by fire ("Little Giddlng"). Such is the essence 

Four Quartets on time. Doctrinally, lliot believed the 

still point represented the Trinity and believed the Incarna-

tion as historical fact, the acknowledgement of which fact is 

the test of orthodoxy (1 John 4s2). He made it clear, de-

spite criticism, that the blood of Christ was in his poetry* 

His avowal of Catholic doctrines such as the Eucharist, pur-

gatory, prayer to Mary, and purgation is evident. The Church 

is nominally mentioned, but mysticism continues to be emphat-

ically stressed. The concept of time of Hinduism and Buddhism 

Is rejected. There Is progress in the Quartets in his accept-

ance of the human condition, and acceptance is stressed par-

ticularly in the final strophe of "Little (lidding." This 

optimistic mood becomes the "significant soil" of the three 

comedies, where the affirmative way becomes increasingly 

accepted and where it reaches its highest peak in The Elder 

Statesman, In which the affirmation of marriage Is also an 

affirmation of the body. There is a more human Eliot in the 

Quartets and later plays. The Family Reunion grows out of 

the same soil as Murder in the Cathedral and Is concerned with 

the Catholic doctrine of expiation of temporal punishment. 
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All of Eliot's writings of this period# however, continue to 

dilate into greater dimensions of huiaan ayrapathy, compassion, 

and love* which is the fragrance of practical Christianity? 

And all shall be well and 
And all manner of thing shall to© well 

And the fir© and the ros® ar© on® M' 

Eliot, Iha Complete Poena aj!& Playa, p, 1&5. 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

In this thesis on the development of the religious thought 

of T. S* Eliot, th© chronological analysis of th© poetry and 

plays in th® four chapter® on the successive periods of his 

creative work ha® revealed a trans formation in his religious 

thought fro® a vision of disorder, derived primarily from his 

philosophy of subjeetivisfflj to a vision of pattern behind the 

disorder, derived fro® his acceptance of the objective re-

ality of the Incarnate Christ of Christianity, this transfor-

mation way be seen In its respective stages by a paragraph 

summary of each of the four chapters. 

Chapter I traced Eliot's religious thought during the 

first thirty*two years of his life (1888-1920)« He was brought 

up outside the fold of Christianity, in Onitarianism. During 

his undergraduate and graduate years at Harvard, his religious 

thought almost dissipated under the formidable influence of 

the philosophy of F, H. Bradley.. Bis doctoral dissertation 

on Bradley contended that man is unable to know absolute re-

ality > a contention that negated the possibility of knowing 

the God of Unitarianism, Since all men are imprisoned in 

their isolated egos, they can know no point of view but their 

own and can only apprehend thing* subjectively. Although 

141 
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Bradley was the most important influence on Eliot in philos-

ophy, Irving Babbitt, with his emphases of classicism, tra-

dition, ana humanism, was the most important overall influence 

on him. However# possibly Eliot's Hew England Foritan herit-

age overcame the Unitarian teaching concerning the goodness 

of nan and caused him to lieten to Babbitt's humanism with 

reservation® • The early pom in Eroflpook and Other Qbserva-

M2BE *»veal life m boring, fragmentary, and frustrating* 

With his nonreligioue theory, life could not appear otherwise 

to Eliot. The Bradley thesis, which was the moat radical 

point in philosophy that Eliot would reach, was a turning 

point* for thereafter, he began a gradual retreat from a phi-

losophy which, according to hi® thinking* became increasingly 

Insupportable* Be also began a gradual reversion from the 

outer life to the inner life* from the body to the soul, and 

not until the 19^0'a was he able to achieve a measure of equi-

librium between an acceptance of the body a© well as the soul, 

an acceptance of the way of affirmation as well a® the way of 

negation* The debate between body and soul was conapicuoua 

in his 1920 Poems, with the body remaining yet in the ascend-

ency, Some of the poeias in this collection were aatirei 

against the Church, presumably the Church of England. In 

'•Qerontion, '* Christ, for the first time, became an issue for 

Eliot. The poem, as well as this initial period of Eliot's 

life, ended In despairs Oerontion was unable to bring himself 

to a religious consul tment, The "pattern" that would later be 



presented in Quartets was not seen, for the view of his-

toid in "Qerontion" was an endless labyrinth that made no 

sense« 

Chapter XI covered the crucial p reconversion years 

(1921-1924) and the year of crisis (1925) which culminated in 

his conversion to Christian belief. The thought expressed in 

"tradition and Individual Talent" (1919) marked a transition 

into this second period of hi® life (1921-1927). This famous 

essay explaina the rational© behind his transition from the 

isolated subjectivism of his early poetry to the collectivism 

expressed in The B S M M M (1922), By self-effacement, 

Eliot thought# on© could possess the mental existence of an 

impersonal subjective realms the mind of Burope* Hence, he 

expanded his philosophy fro® the subjective mind of the indi-

vidual to include the colleotive mind of humanity. Thia fac-

tor explaina the ecumenical nature of the religious thought^ 

m well m the numerous quotations, of Waste Land, al-

though Eliot himself was contemplating the acceptance of Bud-

dhism at the time of its writing. £liot came to recognize, 

however, that the mind of Europe was merely the Blind of the A 

solitary ego written large. 2toe quality of life was the same 

for both» The waste land of the poem was characterized by a 

failure in love, and its subsequent degeneration into lust, 

and by a failure in faith, with other companion characteris-

tic® such as fragmentation and aimless motion. The poem of 

crisis, S&jMlSElfeSi (1925), was Eliot's analysis of the 
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emptiness of collective idealism and his recognition of an 

objective reality outside of himself, Catholic Christianity, 

which would satisfy him religiously and, it might be added, 

culturally, for Eliot contended that the culture of a people 

was an incarnation of its religion. Eliot, Intellectually sen-

sitive, was attracted to that wing of the Anglican Church 

which was nearest to the larger tradition of Europe, Because 

of the "shadow" of The Hollow Men, however, the poet expressed 

an Inability to accept Catholic Christianity. Sweeney Ago -

nlstes also implies an impasse, a stopping short of positive 

faith. Eliot accepted Christian belief in 1923 or 1926. The 

early twenties were years of sadness and suffering for him. 

Overwork resulted in a nervous breakdown; and the illness of 

his wife, who by 1928 was on the verge of insanity, resulted 

in their separation. These sufferings, along with the rejection 

of his philosophy, caused him to seek something to fill the 

emptiness. His reading of Lancelot Andrewes, Dante, Hulme, 

and John of the Cross during this period indicates not only 

his hunger for spiritual sustenance but also adequately ex-

plains his choice of Catholic Christianity. 

The trend of the religious thought of Eliot1s poetry in 

the mid-twenties was toward Catholic Christianity. Any indi-

cation of scepticism was felt to be but a preface to conver-

sion. Suspicions were vindicated when in 1928 he announced 

his avowal of Anglo-Catholicism. He had been baptized and 

confirmed into the Church of England in 1927. His first work 
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thereafter was AstHilednesday (1927-1930), another confessional 

type of poea life# The Hallow Men, only at this time Eliot was 

on th® other side of the "Shadow." In Ash~WednesdaY. Eliot 

had turn®<3 fro© his fo*««? philosophy, his subjective approach 

to poetry, and hi# aspiration for a temporal luaaortality and 

had turned to the alaime of Catholic Christianity, with its 

teaohlng® eonoeming the Virgin Mary and purgation. Except 

for the ©xtra-tolblleal mysticism of John of the Cross, the 

poet*a religious thought was in harmony with Anglo~Cath©ll«sis»« 

Eliot's interest in the reduction of time ma expressed in 

Its incipient fowa in the poem, flit Ariel Poems (1927-19JO) 

were siwilar to Aah-Mednesday in that they revealed a mm be-

liever's attest to gain insight into the significance of the 

Gospel, the birth, death, and resurrection of Christ# With 

its enphasis on pure Joy, "Marina" was a rare poem. The ex-

periences of rapture were rare MMMata in SI lot'a Christian 

poetry and plays* suffering and purgations prevailed* Even 

in four quartets* the real® of religious experience was more 

purgatorial than paradisiacal., In "Marina" the poet was near 

to an acceptance of the body and the senses. Hie "1 mi blue 

flame" of his first Christian writing became "the silver trum-

P«*M Wm, 1gfife B s t e M ££& Cathedral. «is belief in 

the Incarnation, the Eucharist, and transubstantiatlon was 

evident in ®S. Ro®k* as were the Catholic-Protestant emphaaee 

on the Interdependence of Christians, original sin, and spiri-

tual gifts. Also in fhe Rook, there was a brief affiriaation 
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of the human body, ftefe Mk Cathedral, an Anglican 

el&saie, again revealed Catholic Christianity in its them* of 

martyrdom. In addition to the authors laentioned in the first 

two chapters, P&soal, a Catholic, and Charles Willlame, an 

Anglo- Catholic, were formidable influences on the poet in 

this third period (1927-1935)• Pascal'a conversion, which 

was siiailar to Iliot'f, and Pascal's Penaeea. which was a de-

fense of Christianity, war# both helpful to Eliot, In. Charles 

Williams, the poet also found a kindred apirit. Eliot was 

especially impressed with the ease with which Williams was at 

home in both the natural and supernatural real®*, a vital 

balance that Eliot was never able to maintain* 

Chapter IV limited itself to an analysis of the religious 

thought of Eliot'® masterpiece, Pour Quartets. and his play, 

3 & nwuar, Wimhm* M & extent, tt* 

play ware dominated by one major question! la tisie redeemable? 

Such a question fflay have had its inception as early aa 1910-

1911 whan Eliot attended Bergs on'® lectures and may have been 

pondered over for yearn, The question received a brief treat-

ment in Afh-Wedneadaiy. Eliot's thought concerning this ques-

tion underwent a revolutionary change in The Rock* There the 

past was preserved in the mnd of God in the present aa an 

objective, eternal fact, this idea was expatiated on in gfrur 

Quartets, particularly in "Burnt Horton," th® first Quartet, 

In "Burnt Worton," even a "might have been" experience of the 

past can be made Meaningful—can be redeemed or altered— by 
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surrendering this Moment of Illumination out of tiia© to the 

past %there, In time and by th© aid of memory, it will be rec-

ognised a® a part of Qod'a pattern of providence, The tense 

"time," "tiaaleaa," and "pat ten*n tri key words in Eliot's 

later poetry. The pott used the extra-biblical iaage of "the 

still point" to represent tit® tisselesa Trinity* Coawmion 

with th© still point can b© experienced by a*§ana of the way of 

"the moment in the rose garden" and by "darkness,!i the m y of 

negation of John of th© Cross, "East Colter" stressed the fact 

that one can arrive at th® still point by taking the dark road 

of patience and autMlMlots* suggesting again the mysticism of 

John of the Cross, Because of man's limited knowledge of the 

true pattern, Bliot rejected any historicla® which was not 

biblically oriented. Hi© primary contribution of "The Dry 

Salvages" waa Eliotfa concept concerning the intersection of 

th© tlaieleaa with time by Incarnation. This historic lnter-

aeotion illuatratad Eliot1a point that history la a pattern 

of auoh tlaeleaa momenta. According to "Little Oldtilng,u the 

pattern of hiatory can be tranaflgured whan the divine pattern 

la seen behind the hu»an pattern. This perspective can bring 

a calm conviction to the spirit of man that "All ahall be wall•" 

Eliot fulfilled the biblical teat of orthodoxy by his accep-

tance of the doctrine of the Incarnation. Eliot'a contention, 

however# that eternity la "timeless<1 la a philosophical idea 

rather than a biblical one. According to the Old and Wm Tert-

amenta, eternity la endleaa time. The religious thought of 
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The Family Reunion centers around the Catholic teaching that 

for certain sins a temporal punishment remains following con-

fession. In Eliot's concluding three comedies, The Cocktail 

Party, The Confidential Clerk, and The Slder Statesman, there 

viae a progression toward the acceptance of the affirmative 

way, without, at the same time, rejecting the negative way. 

He arrived at establishing a balance between the physical and 

the spiritual. Four Quartets and the later plays present a 

more human Eliot and one who was more concerned for society. 

His two books, The Idea of a Christian Society and Notes to-

wards the Definition of Culture, were prose presentations of 

that concern. 

Eliot's religious thought originated in Unitarianism, 

dissipated to a great extent in a non-religious subjective 

and collective idealism, and culminated in Catholic Christi-

anity. From the viewpoint of Anglo-Catholic Christianity, 

his thought was orthodox, except possibly for such doctrinal 

adulterations as the mysticism of John of the Cross and as 

the philosophical idea of timelessnese, which adulterations, 

however, are peripheral in comparison to the cardinal doctrine 

of the Incarnation. The Incarnation of Christ was the uni-

fying doctrine of all of Eliot's religious thought. It was 

this doctrine that indicated to him the patterns of providence, 

the pattern of timeless moments in time; it was this doctrine 

that helped him to restore to the poetry of the twentieth 

century the concept of immanence, making him the poet of the 
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moment; it was this doctrine that provided him with a rationale 

for the acceptance 'of the body. In essence, It provided him 

with a unique doctrinal approach to vindicate the ways of Sod 

to man. Eliot made no attempt to present the total claim® of • 

his Church. Some of the doctrine®, avowed, however, were the 

Trinity; the Incarnation, atoning sacrifice, and resurrection 

of Christ; the Church, with its interdependence of believers, 

the Eucharist, and transubstantiationi original sin; Satan; 

and an esehatology which was Halted to a belief in hell, pur-

gatory, and heaven* A Kingdom of Christ on earth would never 

he realized. Even his envisioned Christian society would fee 

spiritually mediocre, needing constant reform. Eliot was, in 

his own way, concerned about society and culture, although 

the primary weakness of his poetry and plays is a practical 

ones his Inability to empathize very much with the human 

condition. Be was not, as has been suggested* an Apostle to 

the Gentiles; rather, unlike Frufrock, he became like John 

the Baptist after all, a forerunner providing prepared soil 

for the dospel. 
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